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INTEGRATED POWER/ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (IPACS) STUDY
VOLUME I - FEASIBILITY STUDIES
by
J.E. Notti, A. Cormack III,
W. C. Schmill
Space Division, Rockwell International Corporation
SUMMARY
A study has been conducted to evaluate the concept of an integrated power
and attitude control system (IPACS) for-spacecraft. The IPACS is defined as
a system capable of performing the functions of power generation, energy
storage, power conditioning and distribution, and momentum exchange attitude
control. The primary feature of the IPACS concept is the use of spinning
flywheels to perform the dual functions of storing electrical energy and
providing momentum exchange for attitude control.
The major objectives of the study were: determine the feasibility and
cost effectiveness of the concept, establish boundaries of application for
manned and unmanned spacecraft, identify hardware developments required for
the conceptual designs and, prepare conceptual designs for two missions.
Feasibility was evaluated by comparing the physical and performance
characteristics of candidate IPACS designs with comparable characteristics of
the baseline electrical power and attitude control subsystems as defined in
previous studies. Seven spacecraft/missions were studied: a low orbit
satellite (Earth Observations Satellite - EOS); a geosynchronous vehicle
(Tracking and Data Relay Satellite - TDRS); a planetary spacecraft (Mariner
Jupiter/Saturn - MJS); an extended duration (30-day) shuttle sortie mission;
a free-flying shuttle research and applications module (RAM); a Modular Space
Station (MSS); and a seven-day shuttle sortie mission with the Advanced
Technology Laboratory (ATL) payload.
Simultaneous electrical energy storage and attitude control by means of
flywheel arrays appeared technically feasible for all missions studied. Both
electrical power and attitude control performance requirements can be satisfied
by high-speed flywheel energy-momentum units utilized in conventional gimbaled
or non-gimbaled arrays.
The IPACS systems are predicted to weigh less than conventional electrical
power and attitude control systems utilizing batteries or fuel cells for all
missions except the planetary. As electrical energy storage elements, high
speed energy-momentum units are predicted to produce about twice the energy
density of spacecraft battery systems at comparable development levels. The
weight advantage of flywheel units increases as mission life and the numberof
charge-discharge cycles increases.
Systemsof two development levels are postulated. In the current techno-
logy systems the use of high speed ball bearings and permanent magnet motors is
defined. Theapplications require development testing for design verification.
The advancedtechnology flywheel systems require the continued development of
composite rotors and an extension of the current magnetic suspension bearing
design technology to the high speed operating regime.
The studies did not showany inherent power, energy, or control boundaries
which limit IPACSin spacecraft applications, Power levels to 80 KWand
energy storage to 70 KW-hr are obtainable for designs sized to spacecraft
dimensional constraints. Attitude control dynamic range and pointing accuracy
is expected to be approximate that of current control momentgyros.
Cost effectiveness was evaluated by comparing estimated costs of IPACS
designs with the original cost estimates of the designs for the conventional
power and control subsystems. IPACSappeared cost competitive for all missions
except the planetary MJSmission and the particular 30-day shuttle sortie
mission studied. The shuttle mission was characterized by a short term 60 KW
power requirement for a few cycles. The planetary mission was characterized
by a low energy storage requirement for three discharge cycles at planet en-
counter. In both cases, IPACSdevelopment costs exceeded costs of a short
life, high energy density battery system. IPACSwas shownto promise signifi-
cant cost advantages for spacecraft with extended life missions or a recurring
mission usage such as the RAMand ATL shuttle missions. In extended life
missions IPACSdevelopment costs were similar to those required for con-
ventional systems and operational cost significantly better by reason of the
predicted life and refurbishment advantages of the flywheel systems.
Dynamicanalyses and digital computer simulations were performed for both
the RAMand TDRSconceptual designs. This work confirmed analytical pre-
dictions and demonstrated the feasibility of revising generic control laws to
operate the flywheels for simultaneous energy transfer and attitude control.
Control response in the presence of energy charge-discharge cycles was shown
equivalent to conventional response for both gimbaled and non-gimbaled systems.
Digital computer simulations of the solar array, power bus and motor generator
system were performed. Motor-generator loop stability and power response in
the presence of solar array output changesand load variations were shownto
be satisfactory.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
During the last several years a numberof different approaches to
electrical power subsystems have been identified and studied for the post-
ulated spacecraft of NASAmission models. In practically all designs the
energy storage function is performed by use of rechargeable battery systems.
Designs have emphasizedthe performance aspects of energy storage capability
and charge - discharge cycles because of their direct relationship to the
more important factors of battery subsystemweight and life. Cycle life
factors are of particular importance to batteries which have an inherent
characteristic of decreasing life with an increasing number of charge -
discharge cycles.
The requirement for spacecraft lifetimes in excess of five years or the
requirement for long quiescent periods, both characteristic of Shuttle era
designs, results in relatively high battery subsystem weight. Achievable
energy storage densities vary appreciably amongspacecraft designs. Battery
subsystems commonlyconstitute 30 percent of an electrical power system
weight and have, in specific designs, approached50 percent.
Developments of recent years have shownthat spinning flywheel designs
can be made to provide higher energy densities than can be expected from
several conventional electrochemical devices. The spinning flywheel is
studied herein as a potential competitor for spacecraft electrical energy
storage as well as attitude control. In spacecraft applications, the fly-
wheel concept is enhanced in that even parity in energy density between the
flywheel and battery subsystemsmay result in significant advantage for the
flywheel subsystem. This is because manyspacecraft designs currently employ
spinning flywheels in reaction and momentumexchange attitude control systems.
If a flywheel subsystem can be designed to perform efficiently the dual func-
tions of electrical energy storage and momentumstorage for attitude control,
advantage can accrue through deletion of batteries and associated electronics.
The purpose of this study was to determine the mission applications of an
integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS) which uses spinning fly-
wheels for both electrical energy storage and attitude control. Applicability
was to be determined by studying feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and specific
designs for selected mission/vehicles from the spacecraft mission classes of
unmannedsatellites, extended Space Shuttle sortie missions, Shuttle research
and applications modules, and space stations. The study was to determine the
extent to which the IPACSconcept is practical considering both current and
anticipated technology developments.
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IPACSConcept
The IPACS concept consists of solar cell arrays, energy-momentum (E-M)
wheel subassemblies, gimbals, gimbal actuators and sensors, power conditioning
and distribution components, and all computer electronics associated with
power and attitude control functions. Figure I-i illustrates the system
concept. Electrical power is supplied directly from the solar array to the
loads through a regulated spacecraft bus. Electrical energy is stored in the
rotating wheel and discharged to the loads when required. Spacecraft attitude
control is accomplished simultaneously by changing the angular momentum state
of the flywheel. Momentum changes for attitude control torque generation can
be accomplished by conventional means. The energy-momentum wheel is either
used in the reaction mode (in which applied motor torques change the spin speed
of the wheel and react upon the vehicle) or the gimbaled mode (in which the
wheel angular momentum vector is precessed to generate vehicle torques).
The central power and control electronics element controls both electrical
power and attitude control functions. A single dc permanent magnet unit acts
as both a motor to store energy and a generator to provide energy to the loads.
Electrical power is regulated by detecting the difference between main bus
voltage and the reference voltage and using the difference signal to switch
motor-generator modes.
The system utilizes no batteries and performs all the functions of
conventional spacecraft power and control subsystems.
Study Objectives
The objectives of the IPACS study as structured under the direction of
NASA/LRC were: (I) to determine the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a
solar array energy wheel system capable of dual functions of spacecraft
electrical energy storage and attitude control; (2) to establish the boundaries
of application of this system for both manned and unmanned spacecraft; (3) to
identify hardware components considered critical to the viability of the
concept and to define the level of development required; and (4) to generate
conceptual designs for two specific systems to be selected at the conclusion
of the feasibility analysis. A contract change authorization issued after
mid-term review provided an additional objective of studying the feasibility
and cost-effectiveness of the IPACS concept as applied to the Langley Research
Center Application and Technology Laboratory (ATL) seven-day Shuttle sortie
mission.
Study Scope and Qualifications
The study began with a definition of missions for the four mission classes
of the statement of work. Spacecraft and subsystem requirements for electrical
power and attitude control were then compiled and analyzed. Specific candidate
-4-
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Figure I-l. Integrated Power and ControlSystem Concept
mission/spacecraft were selected as representative for each mission class. The
selections were an astronomy mission (A303B) for the research and application
module (RAM), the Rockwell modular space station (MSS) design, and the Rockwell
30-day Shuttle sortie mission design. In the unmanned satellite mission class
the variety of requirements dictated that more than one mission/spacecraft be
studied to typify the class as a whole. In this case, three mission/spacecraft
were selected for study: the Rockwell tracking and data relay satellite (TDRS)
Phase B design for a geosynchronous satellite; a low earth orbit design for the
earth observatory satellite CEOS) mission; and a Rockwell design for the
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (MJS) flyby spacecraft. Each mission/spacecraft
selected had previously been defined by extensive contract or research study
efforts.
IPACS candidate conceptual designs were developed through component trade
and system synthesis studies. These studies established the more efficient
components to be used in the flywheel rotating assembly for both current and
projected technology. Projected technology developments were analyzed and
programs defined. The more efficient flywheel assemblies were then combined
in different system configurations and screened for performance. The more
efficient systems within each technology classification were then selected and
compared with the conventional power and control designs in performance.
Cost-effectiveness studies were performed by comparing system and penalty
costs developed for IPACS against the costs determined in the Phase B studies
for the competitive systems. Cost studies represented approximately 3 percent
of the total effort.
-5-
The development of system conceptual designs for the TDRS and RAM mis-
slons comprised approximately 50 percent of the contract effort. The
conceptual designs present element sizing, dimensioning, material selection,
electronic schematics, system design, spacecraft integration, and dynamic
performance studies. The designs define two distinct prototype flywheel
energy storage Subassemblies. The subassemblies incorporate high energy
density isotropic wheels with permanent magnet motor-generators.
The depth of technical analyses and accuracy of data are considered
appropriate for the comparisons made between IPACS and competitive systems.
Study scope did not permit iterations and optimizations of the IPACS designs.
In this respect, design decisions were made such that the IPACS advantages
which are predicted in the performance comparisons can be considered con-
servative and may be improved.
The feasibility study also identified interesting alternative studies
which were beyond the scope of the reported effort. Potential areas for
further study are discussed in the conclusions and recommendations sections of
Volume I.
Report Organization
The report is presented in two volumes, each of which is modularized.
The modules contain the results of specific sets of tasks performed to satisfy
study objectives. This volume, which presents the feasibility, cost-effective-
ness, and applications studies, consists of the following six modules:
(i) Technical Feaslbility Analysis
(2) Critlcal Component Developments
(3) Cost Analysis
(4) Applications Boundaries
(5) Space Shuttle Advanced Technology Laboratory Applications
(6) Feasibility Study Conclusions
-6-
MODULEi - TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Requirements Definition
Mission/vehicle selections and spacecraft requirements are summarized for
the six representative mission/vehicles of the IPACS studies. Power and
control subsystems requirements and applicable design criteria and constraints
are also discussed.
Mission/vehicle selections.- Vehicle selection was directed toward two
objectives. First, each vehicle was to be representative of the given mission
class. Performance requirements peculiar to that mission class had to be
present in the vehicle representing that class. Second, each vehicle was to
expose IPACS to as many design issues as possible. Selected vehicles were to
show a spectrum of performance requirements to meet this objective. The
requirements of the six missions selected for study are summarized in
Table i-I.
The selected vehicles meet both of the original objectives of being
representative of the individual mission classes and exposing IPACS to a
broad cross section of issues. Table l-I shows how well the selected vehicles
exposed the IPACS to design issues. The E0S satellite provided the coarsest
pointing vehicle. It also required study of the effects of sun-synchronous
orbit conditions on IPACS design. The planetary vehicle allowed examination
of the usefulness of IPACS with a constant power generation concept. The
Shuttle mission determined the IPACS effectiveness with a very large vehicle.
The RAM mission exposed the IPACS to extremely fine pointing requirements.
Finally, the modular space station examined the impact of large electrical
energy requirements and pitted the IPACS against the regenerative fuel cells,
another promising energy storage alternative to the NiCd battery. Appendix
I-A presents a discussion of the missions evaluated, selection criteria,
and final selection procedure.
Spacecraft requirements.- Spacecraft requirements are summarized in
Appendix I-B.
Power and control requirements.- The power and control requirements for
the representative missions are summarized in Table l-II. The requirements
are presented on a total vehicle basis except where specifically noted. Rate
control requirements have not been established for the TDRSand EOS vehicles
as the control problem is adequately defined by the pointing accuracy. In the
momentum storage requirements column the term "planar" is used to denote cases
where the major momentum storage requirement occurs within a single plane and
the requirement normal to the plane is relatively small. The term "bias"
refers to the bias momentum associated with the attitude control concept used
on TDRS and EOS.
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IPACS design criteria.- Design criteria relevant to the formulation of
IPACS concepts and designs are summarized in Table l-III. Note that in some
cases the power function life is significantly different than the control
function life. This occurs for TDRS, a synchronous vehicle which experiences
solar eclipse for only 90 days per year and MJS, which requires energy storage
for only the planet encounter phases of the mission. These mission character-
istics allow IPACS units to run at relatively low speeds for the greater part
of the mission when only control is required.
Unit size constraints were established by a review of existing vehicle
configurations. The 0.38-m (15-in.) overall dimension was selected as a
reasonable size limit for the smaller vehicles such as TDRS, EOS, and MJS.
The size constraint for the larger vehicles is derived from hatch size
considerat ions.
4
Failure requirements were established through an evaluation of the failure
mode performance capability of the competitive systems. Thus IPACS designs
formulated to meet or exceed these requirements would have comparable failure
mode performance.
Competitive Power and Control Subsystems
The characteristics of electrical power and attitude control subsystems
for each of the six reference missions are summarized in Tables 1-IV and I-V.
These are termed the competitive subsystems and represent the designs which
candidate IPACS configurations were compared with and traded against. In all
cases design data were extracted from original mission design documents and
utilized without change. Appendix I-I-B presents a descriDtlon of each sub-
system including a functional block diagram, discussion of operation, physical
characteristics, performance data, and references.
Feasibility Trade Study
The feasibility of IPACS was established through synthesizing candidate
conceptual designs for the various missions and comparing these designs in
physical and performance factors against conventional systems.
Synthesizing the candidate designs was performed by use of both system
and component level trade studies. Figure l-1 shows the feasibility trade
studies performed.
Component-level trade studies were performed to define the preferred
components and component combinations which would result in the more efficient
energy-momentum flywheel assembly. As shown in Figure I-I component trades
were primarily efficiency trades performed for the rotors, motor-generators,
bearings, housings, and gimbal assemblies.
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Component Trades
Component trades were conducted in the areas of motor/generators, rotors,
bearings, housln_s and _imbals.
Motor/generators.- Three type of spin motors were considered, two of
which were ac and one dc. The dc brushless motor was selected over both the
ac induction and ac servo motor because of its superior efficiency and torque
over the speed ranpe of interest. Four Feneric machine desipns were then
analyzed and a trade-off was made to determine the desired motor-penerator
combination. The selected system is an integral unit that serves as both a
motor and a _enerator.
Ac-dc spin motor comparison:
Motor _eneric types The ac induction motors differ primarily in
the selection of the breakdown point in the speed torque curve. The two
extremes are the motor havin_ a low resistance and Food repulation (typically
used for constant speed o_eration) and a high resistance rotor with poor
regulation but improved startinp torque (servomotor). The former type ac
induction motor is only controllable by chanping the excitation voltape with
the torque proportional to the square of the current (with constant impedance).
The efficiency at any excitation will be nearly constant since copper and
core losses also vary with the s_uare of the current. The ac servomotor, on
the other hand, sacrifices _ood regulation for high starting torque. It has
a two-phase windinp and for any fixed phase excitation, the output toraue
is proportional to the control phase current (assuming constant impedance).
During startin2 the dc induction motor has large phase differences between
currents and flux developed. Starting currents may be 5 to 7 times rated
current with only a moderate torque developed.
Ac-dc motor tradeoff The advantapes of the brushless dc machine
over the two primary types of ac motor/_enerators are apparent when comparinF
torque and efficiency over the expected range of operatin_ speeds (percentage
slip from desi2n speed). Efficiencies versus slid are plotted for the two
types of ac motors and compared with the brushless dc motor. (Figure 1-2).
Note that for the speed range where one-half the energy is extracted from
the wheel (0 to 30 percent slip), the efficiency of the induction motor with
2ood regulation is somewhat better than that of the servomotor. However,
brushless dc motor efficiencies are well above those of either ac motor over
all speed ranges.
The torque versus slip is plotted for the three motor types in Figure 1-3.
Available torque is reduced significantly near synchronous speed for the
induction motor.
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Some improvement in ac efficiencles and torque dropoff with speed
variation can be made by utillzin_ an electronic commutation which chanFes
field current frequency with speed variations. With this method, torque
can be maintained essentially constant but efficiencles are 4 to 7 percent
lower than dc motor/generator efficlencies. The reauirement for high
efficiencies over wide (50 percent) speed reductions favors brushless dc
motors.
Generic dc machine desigp trades In the previous section the dc
spin motor was selected over the two ac alternatives. In this section four
generic types of brushless desiFns are analyzed. These machines may be used
as either generators or motors.
The designs considered are:
• Permanent Magnet Potor - Permanent magnets, mounted on the
rotor, provide the field. The power windinFs are located on
the stator in the conventional manner.
• Wound Rotor - The field is produced by current in the rotor
windings. Potor current may be provided through slip rings,
commutators, or by a rotor excitation winding and rectifier.
• Solid Rotor Inductor - Field and main windinFs are on the
stator. Field variations are produced by permeance variations
in the air _ap and do not reverse.
Solid Rotor Lundell - The field and main windinFs are also on
the stator. The rotor has an interdiFital magnetic circuit
with N-S poles and a sinusoidly varyin_ air Fap flux.
Characteristics and special features of each were analyzed to determine appli-
cability to IPACS.
The permanent magnet design is the simplest of the four types and the
more reliable. The active rotor parts are soft iron or laminations and
permanent magnet material. Use of the new rare earth magnet material has
provided a si_niflcant improvement to this machine type. Potor size and
inertia are reduced, air Faps have been increased and accidental demaFnetiza-
tion has been prevented• The permanent magnet generator and brushless dc
motor can be the same unit servin_ the dual function of energy storage and
extraction. The mechanical strength of the rotor limits maximum speed to
approximately 50 000 rpm and 5-10 k_' output at this speed due to rotor
diameter limitations and increased axial lenFth at hi_her output power.
Higher speeds are possible at lower power levels• Voltage regulation cannot
be as easily obtained in this device since the field is not controllable.
Major losses in this machine are 12R and core losses• _n efficiency of
95-97 percent is realizable. Magnet limitations (cost, size, stresses)
limit outputs to the I0 kW range.
The wound rotor design is the more conventional approach; however, the
slip rinFs or commutator normally used to supply dc current to the rotor
_:i%_ _:i
/ •
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field wlndinFs are replaced by a brushless exciter. This consists of
generator windings on the rotor to provide ac power which is rectified on
the rotor to supply current to the rotor field wlndinps. Increased size
and complexity result. Major losses are 12R, core, and field 12R. Efficiency
is hizh but cannot approach that of the permanentmagnet machine in the
smaller sizes (5 kW and below).
The solid rotor induction type is a machinewith both field and main
windings on the stator. The rotor is shaped to provide a sinusoidal varyinp
permeanceand flux. This field does not reverse, however, so that the
induction machine is not as efficient as the permanent mapnet and wound rotor
machines. In addition, the copper in the stator cannot be used as effectively.
Principal losses are stator and field 12R, core losses, pole face losses, and
stray load losses. An efficienr_, of 88.9 _ereen_ is re-lizable. The solid
rotor machines must run _t 2 to 3 times the speed of the wound rotor or
permanentmagnet design to achieve the sameoutput in a comparable size.
The Lundell design also is a solid rotor machine and its characteristics
are similar to the induction device with one major exception. The sinusoidal
field flux reverses in siFn. This is accomplished by doublln_ the air _ap
reluctance (4 air zaps rather than 2) and by usin_ a rotor design with hiph
flux leakage paths. The field and main windings are on the stator and the
rotor is an interdi_itated magnetic circuit configuration with magnetic and
nonma_netlc materials. The rotor desipn is not as stron_ as the inductor
rotor. The Lundell is axially shorter than the inductor machine. Size,
weight, and efflclencles are comparable for both solid rotor machines.
The four desiKn types are comparedin Table I-VI. The more critical
factors in the selection are:
i. High efficiency
2. Simplicity and high reliability
3. Suitability for selected speed range
4. Small overall motor-_enerator package
The permanent magnet design appears as the best choice on all four counts.
Permanent magnet motor/_enerator characteristics: Parametric weight
and volume data are presented in figures 1-4, 1-5, and 1-6 as functions of
power output. These data are based on exlstin_ motors in the 10 000-rpm
ranze and preliminary designs for the 50 000 rpm range. The volume data
include consideration of shape factors compatible with operation at the hi_her
speeds. These data and the efficiency data shown in figures 1-7 and 1-8 are
based on use of the rare earth permanent maznets. The peak efficiency point
can be shifted by design of the unit to Five equal core and iron losses at
different tor0ue levels. Two different cases are shown in figures 1-7 and
i-8. In figure 1-7 the peak efficiency is at rated tor0ue while peak effi-
ciency occurs at 1/3 rated toroue in figure 1-8. Note that the efficiency
for the machine of figure 1-8 drops off rapidly with speed near rated toraue.
High efficiency is retained, however, at very low torque levels.
- 18-
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TABLE l-Vl.- MOTOR/GENERATOR COMPARISON
Item
Efficiency (1-5 KVA)
Relative size (at same
speed)
Relative complexity
Relative complexity of
electronics
Relative cost
Operatin_ speed ranFe
(in thd rpm)
Best rated size (KWA)
Relative size of overall
package
IPermanent
• MaFnet
I Rotor
i 95-97%
i
X
i
X
X
X
to 50
to I0
X
Wound
Rotor
90-93%
1.2X
1.2X
X
i .5X
to 20
i+
1.2X
Solid Pot0r
Inductor ! Lundell
88-90% 88-93%
1.5X X
i .2X
.8X
1.2X
30 to 120
5+
i. 3X
i .2X
X
i .5X
50 to i00
5+
X
Isotropic rotors.- Recent development work in the area of flywheel energy
storage systems can be categorized in two areas dependinF on the rotor material
and construction. One _roup, termed isotropic rotors, uses materials in which
the strength properties remain the same regardless of the direction of measure-
ment. These are the more common metallic rotors built from steel, titanium,
or similar materials. The second _roup, termed anisotropic or composite rotors
(references i-i and 1-2), is based on utilization of some of the very high
strength anlsotropic materials. These materials are commonly used in filament
form and include such materials as boron, _lass, _raphite, and organics.
Relevant work in the isotropic rotor field includes the work by Rockwell
conducted under contract to the Air Force. This work established numerically
optimized constant stress rotor shapes and proceeded through the design,
fabrication, and test of an energy storage substation. This work formed the
basis for the IPACS program analyses in the isotropic rotor area. Other
studies (reference 1-3) have addressed the isotropic rotor problem and
established other numerically optimized rotor profiles which are comparable
in efficiency to the Rockwell constant stress design.
- 24 -
Energy density function: Stress analyses for representative isotropic
flywheel shapes indicate that the energy storage potential of the wheel can
be expressed in the form
where
KE
W s P
KE = Kinetic energy stored in the wheel at
the maximumspeed
W = _Theelweight
K = Dimensionless shape factors
= Allowable stress in material
P = Material density defined as weight
per unit volume
The above expression assumesthat the only constraint on the operation
of the wheel is the allowable stress in the material. A lightweight wheel
designed for efficient energy storage'would then be fabricated from a material
with a high strength to density ratio and with a form characterized by a
relatively high shape factor Ks . Each of these subjects is discussed below.
Isotropic materials: Table I-VII summarizesthe significant properties
for various homogeneousmaterials. The allowable stress data have been speci-
fied to allow 100 000 stress cycles on the rotor. A Goodmandiagram is used
to establish the allowable stress for isotropic materials.
For purposes of the feasibility study, high-strenFth steel was conserva-
tively selected as the rotor materi_l. Both 300Mtool steel and Republic
HP9-4-.45 are seen to have essentially equivalent properties. The HP9-4-.45
material was used in the 50 O00-rpmrotors built and tested under Air Force
contract by the Los Angeles Division of Rockwell. The 300Mmaterial is
currently readily available and is in commonuse. The HP9-4-.45 steel is
currently available only on special order.
As can be noted, titanium has the high stress to density ratio desired
for rotor materials. It further has the property of being nonmagnetic which
is required for the permanent magnet motor ball bearing isolation required
in IPACSdesigns. The lower density, however, requires a correspondin_
increase in rotor diameter over that of hi_h-strenFth steel for storin_
comparable amounts of energy at the samespeeds.
Shape factor: Figure 1-9 presents sketches of typical flywheel shapes
together with the associated shape factor. The shape factor has a theoretical
maximumof 1.0 as indicated for the top configuration in the figure. As noted,
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WHEEL TYPE SHAPE
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Figure 1-9. Isotropic Wheel Shape Factors
this theoretical wheel requires an infinite radius to obtain the perfect
constant stress configuration. A practical constant stress desiFn (as
designed built and tested by the Los Angeles Division of Rockwell) is charac-
terized by a shape factor of 0.834. Rockwell computer studies and manufactur-
ing experience would show this the maximum realizable shape factor. Other
shapes are less efficient such as the theoretical thin rim at a value of
0.5 or a rim and web such as the rotors built for control moment _yros with
a shape factor of 0.4.
From an energy density standpoint, a constant-stress wheel built from a
high strength to density ratio material is optimum.
Rim-disc-constant stress comparison: Studies were conducted to investi-
gate some of the other properties for representative wheel shapes. Three
shapes were considered: rim, disc, and constant stress. The rim wheel was
assumed to be defined with an inside radius equal to nine-tenths of the out-
side radius. The hub and web or spokes were assumed to increase the weight
of the theoretical rim by 20 percent without benefit of increased energy
storage. The disc and constant-stress wheels were assumed to have no hole
at the center. Stress analyses of each of these shapes led to the character-
istics summarized in Table 1-VIII. These properties assume that the wheel is
operated at the speed which loads the material at ii0 x 107 N/m 2 (160 ksi).
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TABLE1-VIII. - WHEELPROPERTIESUMMARY- STEELAT
ii0 X 107 N/m2 (160,000 PSI)
Disc
Rim
Constant
stress
Kinetic Energy
KEToT*
W-hr
23.5 (wt)
16.15 (wt)
32.4 (wt)
Angular
Momentum
HTOT
N-m-sec
1.61 x 106 wt
rpm
1.108 x 106 wt
rpm
2.22 x 106 wt
rpm
Maximum**
Thickness
cm
wt
40.4 radius 2
wt
176.8 radius2
wt
105.4 radius2
Diameter
x rpm
1 112 500
713 700
1 706 800
*At the maximum wheel speed
**Thickness at the hub
Units: Wt % kg
Diameter _ cm
Radius _ cm
Several conclusions can be drawn by inspection of the foregoin_ mathe-
matical relationships:
(i) Flywheel weight is established by the reauirements for kinetic
energy. In this re_ard, the constant-stress desiFn will provide
the li_htest flywheel for a piven kinetic energy requirement.
(2) Considered at a maximum operatinF stress level, the disk and rim
type flywheels will Drovide more H for a _iven diameter than the
constant-stress flywheel. H can be increased or decreased without
a direct chan_e in flywheel weight.
(3) The thickness dimension of the rim flywheel may limit its use to
to applications that do not reauire as much kinetic energy storage
as can be provided by the disk flywheel or the constant stress fly-
wheel.
Figure i'I0 illustrates the speed-size characteristics for typical iso-
tropic rotors operated at the recommended workinp stress. For a limited rotor
size, the constant-stress design will operate at the highest speed. With a
limited operational speed, the constant-stress profile will require the larFest
diameter. Operation of a specific design in the reFion under the curve would
mean that the wheel stresses are below the desiFn value and therefore the rotor
is bein_ used inefficiently.
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Figure i-i0. Isotropic Rotor Maximum Operating Speeds
Design constraints and optimization considerations: Rotor slze con-
straints were recognized in the design of units to satisfy specific mission
requirements. The constraint for the larger vehicles (MSS, 30-day Shuttle,
and RAM) was assumed to be 102 cm (40 in.) overall. The constraint for the
smaller vehicles was set for the smaller vehicles was set at 38.1 cm (15 in.).
The large vehicle constraint was derived from hatch size limitations on the
modular space station. The 38.1-cm (15-in.) constraint was derived from a
review of representative satellite layout drawings.
The principal design objective used in IPACS flywheel sizing was minimum
weight. Shere are several general factors established in the study which
have an influence on the flywheel design and weight These factors and their
influence are as follows:
(i) Flywheel diameter -
a° The minimum flywheel diameter results in the ll_htest _imbal
cover and support weight, orovided the axial length of the
rotating _roup does not exceed the flywheel diameter.
b. The minimum flywheel diameter results in the highest rotational
speed, which yields the largest contact bearing losses.
c. The minimum flywheel diameter results in the maximum axial
length for the rotating group.
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(2) Flywheel speed reduction -
a. The speed reduction of a flywheel in supplyin_ its kinetic
energy to a generator is limited by the design of the _enerator.
b. A large speed reduction results in minimum flywheel weight.
C.
d.
A large speed reduction results in a maximum _enerator weight,
since full power must be provided at the minimum flywheel
speed.
Motor/generator studies have shown a 50-percent speed reduction
to be reasonable.
The units must be operated at speeds which will permit satisfactory
bearing life and reasonable dra_ losses. These considerations require compro-
mises as low unit weight is contingent upon the wheels operating at speeds
which fully stress the rotor material.
Composite rotors.- Composite rotor designs for IPACS were developed by
computer stress studies of three candidate designs selected from the results
of research into current anisotropic rotor technology. The preferred concept,
a tape-wound design utilizin_ PRD-49-III filament, was developed by Rockwell
studies. The design is predicted to provide 71 W-hr/k_ (32.3 W-hr/Ib). The
computer program for predicting wheel _erformance has been submitted under
NASA Technology Utilization X60020-Composite Flywheel Tape Wound Design.
The first of the three design concepts studied was a constant thickness
orthotropic disk employing circumferentially wound hi_h-stren_th graphite
fibers. The second design considered a circular brush design usin_ unidirec-
tional high-strength boron fibers. The third concept, the selected tape-wound
design, considered fiber materials being made into tapes, then wound into a
disk. The materials considered for the third concept are PDR-49-III (an
organic fiber) and graphite fibers.
Circular brush design: A circular brush concept employing unidirectional
high-strength boron fibers is illustrated in the sketch on figure i-ii. The
flywheel consists of boron fiber elements and a hub.
The brush elements are made up of 0.01 cm (0.004 in.) diameter boron
fibers, equally spaced on the hub, and having the following properties:
Modulus of elasticity (E)
Density (D)
Ultimate tensile strength
(Ftu)
Allowable fatigue stress,
based on i00,000 cycles
40 x i0 I0 N/m 2 (58 x 106 psi)
2.6 x 103 k_/m 3 (0.094 ib/in. 3)
3.45 x 109 N/m 2 (500,000 psi)
2.42 x 109 N/m 2 (350,000 psi)
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0.01 CM (0.004 IN.) DIA
BORON FIBERS
FIBER SPACING = 0.0142 CM (0.0056 IN.)
Figure i-ii. Circular Brush Configuration
The hub, as assumed for the analysis, is made of 300M steel.
The method of analysis assumes the boron fibers to be uniaxially stressed
and the hub to be acting as a disk. The spacin_ of boron fibers is limited by
the allowable stress for the hub section. The interface loads between the
boron fiber and the hub will be transferred by shear action in the bonding
compound, which normally, is not the weak area.
Analysis of the above design indicates that the sDecific energy is
67.7 W-hr/kg (30.8 W-hr/Ib) on a total energy basis (zero to maximum speed).
Table 1-IX shows a comparison of weights required by the TDRS rotor usin_
the boron design in comparison to an isotropic material, titanium 6AI-4V.
The shaft weight is not included in the composite design weight. The energy
requirement for TDRS rotor is taken as 94.7 W-hr.
A steel hub was assumed for purposes of the analysis. A more practical
design from a manufacturin_ standpoint is a sandwich hub, where the boron
fibers and resin are sandwiched between aluminum spacers. The assembly is
bonded together by a pressure and temperature cure.
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TABLEl-IX.- TDRSROTORDESIGNCOMPARISON
Radius
cm (in.)
Width
cm (in.)
Speed
(rpm)
Specific
energy
W-hr/kg
(W-hr/ib)
Material
Circular
brush
design
32.5 (12.8)
1.575 (0.62)
39 000
67.6 (30.76)
Isotropic
design
17 (6.70)
0.761 (0.30)
50 470
37.2 (16.91)
Cycles
Boron fibers
WeiRht
kg (ib)
105
Titanium
6AI-4V
105
1.4 (3.08)* 2.54 (5.6)
*Shaft weight not included.
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Constant-thickness orthotropic disk: A constant-thickness orthotroplc
disk employing circumferentially woundhi_h-stren_th graphite fibers was
investigated. The specific energy was found to vary between 28.2 to 29.4 W-hr/
kg (12.82 to 13.34 W-hr/Ib) dependin_ on the hub size (_R). For a hub size
of _ = 0.I, the specific energy is 28.2 W-hr/kg (12.82 W-hr/ib). This design
approach for a composite flywheel gives a specific energy less than that
obtainable by isotropic materials. The weaknessof the design is that it
fails to make full use of the high uniaxial strength of the _raphite fibers.
Manufacturing difficulties are encountered in winding fibers circumferentially
at the correct and uniform tension. Other investigations have shown that
the specific energy can be increased by increasin_ the filler (resin) density.
Tape-wounddesign: The use of a tape-wound design employing a high
strength and a high modulus organic fiber (PDR-49-III) will _ive a specific
energy of 71 W-hr/kg (32.28 W-hr/Ib). A sketch of the flywheel design is
shownin figure 1-12. Figures 1-13, 1-14, and 1-15 present graphs for the
specific energy, weight, wheel radius, and rotatin_ speed. Also plotted on
figures 1-13, 1-14, and 1-15 is the case for using high-strength _ranhite
fiber tape. For graphite the specific energy is found to be 60.4 W-hr/kg
(27.41 W-hr/ib).
The analysis for the tape-wound flywheel was programmedfor computer
solution. The equations used are taken from "Anisotropic Plates" by S. _.
Lekhnitskii, translated from the second Russian edition by S. W. Tsai and
T. Sheron. The equations are for a rotatin_ non-homogeneouscurvilinearly
anisotropic disk and have been modified to account for the flywheel thickness
and the directional properties varying with radial position. The disk is
divided into a number of cylindrical rings, each rln_ varying in its elastic
properties. The rinFs are joined at their respective boundaries, subjected
to the compatibility conditions that the radial displacement at the respective
contact surfaces are equal. From the compatibility conditions the interface
pressures are found which _ives the allowable stress coefficients for the
ring elements.
The program calculates at each rin_ section the tangential and radial
stress coefficients (o/R2w 2) where o is actual stress, R is flywheel outer
radius, and w is flywheel angular speed. From the stress coefficients and
allowable stress, the value R2w 2 is found for each rin_ element. The lowest
value of R2_ 2 is used for determining the specific energy, weight, an_ular
speed, and flywheel radius. The material properties used in the program
solution are given in Table I-X.
The tape wound desizn assumes the flywheel will be made by symmetrically
winding the tape around a mandrel. After curing, the part is cut and the
mandrel is removed. The two disk halves and hubs are assembled by bonding.
In analyzing the tape-wound composite disk for stresses, it is assumed
that the hub is not attached to the disk; that is, the radial stress at the
hub and disk interface is zero. This assumption is considered conservative.
It is expected that a hollow thin metal hub connected to the disk will
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TAPE ALLOWABLE STRESSES:
FL = 1.38 X 109 N/M 2 (200 KSI)
FT = 3.45X 107 N/M 2 (5 KS I)
T o
HUB STEEL
TAPE
THICKNESS T
YR
T H
\
TAPE MATERIAL
PRD-49-111
T H = 2.59 CM (1.001 IN.) a. =
#H = 8.3 X 103 KG/M 3 (0.3 LB/IN.3) y =
PC = 1.39 X 103 KG/M 3 (0.05 LB/IN. 3) TO :
T =
0.254 CM (0.100 IN.)
0.508 CM (0.200 IN.)
0.391 CM (0.154 IN.)
0.0978 CM (0.03851N.)
Figure 1-12. Tape-Wound Configuration
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TABLE I-X.- TAPE MATERIAL PROPERTIES
PDR-49-111 Graphite
Item 60% fiber epoxy
Modulus of elasticity
Longitudinal (EL)
Transverse (ET)
Density - tape
Poisson's ratio
VLT
VTL
Allowable stress - tape
Longitudinal (FL)
Transverse (FT)
Shear modulus
Allowable shear stress
Allowable stress - hub
Density - hub
o
75.9 x i0" N/m 2
(II x 106 psi)
5.52 x 109 N/m 2
(0.8 x 106 psi)
1.39 x 103 kg/m 3
(0.05 ib/in 3)
0.34
0.025
1.38 x 109 N/m 2
(200 ksi)
3.45 x 107 N/m 2
(5 ksi)
2.07 x 109 N/m 2
(0.3 x 106 psi)
6 x 107 N/m 2
(8.7 ksi)
ii0 x 107 N/m 2
(160 ksi)
8.3 x 103 k_/m 3
(0.3 ib/in3)
13.52 x i0 I0 N/m 2
(19.6 x 106 psi)
7.59 x l_ 9 N/m 2
1.1 x l0v psi)
1.61 x l03 k_/m 3
(0.058 lb/in3)
0.240
0.0090
1.24 x 109 N/m 2
(180 ksi)
3.45 x 107 N/m 3
(5 ksi)
5.58 x 109 N/m 2
(0.81 x 106 psi)
6.21 x 107 N/m 2
(9 ksi)
ii0 x 107 N/m 2
(160 ksi)
8.3 x 103 kg/m 3
(0.3 ib/in3)
approximate this condition and at the same time give a small increase in
specific energy. The program solution showed low tangential stress at the
inner radius of the composite disk. These low allowable stresses are attri-
buted to the generalized method of the material properties derivations in the
complex structural area where the tapes are stacked. Changing the computer
program to have a finer grid in this area and addin F the hub should increase
the allowable stresses and decrease the actual stresses in the tanFential
directions.
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For the analysis it is assumedthat the material properties are not
degraded in the process of manufacturin_ the rotor.
Table I-XI, using figures 1-13, 1-14, and 1-15, comparesrotor properties
for the RAMmission between the tape-wound composite design and the isotropic
material design.
TABLEI-XI.- RAMPOTORDESIGNCOMPARISON
Radius
cm (in.)
Width
cm (in.)
Speed(rpm)
Material
Cycles
Weight*
kg (ib)
Composite
tape-wound
design
27.9 (ii.0)
16.5 (6.50)
T
I Isotropic
i design speed
constrained
18.9 (7.45)
13.5 (5.30)
Isotropic
design
optimum speed
18.9 (7.45)
<13.5 (<5.3)
45,000
PDR-49-111
105
20.6 (45.4)
45,000
Titanium
6AI-4V
10 5
45.9(101.0)
55,050
Titanium
6AI-4V
105
30.6 (67.34)
*Shaft weight not included
Comparison of concepts: Table l-Xll presents a summary of the various
specific energies for anisotropic designs and, for comDarison, two cases for
isotropic design employing titanium 6AI-4V and steel 300M.
No optimization study has been made with respect to weight variation
and flywheel dimensions. For the same specific energy, a decrease in radius
requires an increase in angular speed and flywheel width. It is anticipated
that for a given weight, there is an optimum flywheel radius and hub width
which would give a minimum volume.
Composite considerations: Although the composites offer siFnlficant
weight saving advantaFes , they are not without their disadvantages. Associated
with the composites are problems pertalnin_ to the followin_:
(I) Fabrication techniques
(2) Properties of composite materials, particularly the lack of data
on fatigue llfe for resin and filament.
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
Variation of resin viscosity durinF windinF.
Holding uniform tension of fibers durin F winding.
Lack of relative _eometric symmetry in manufacturin F.
Difficulties in obtaininp optimum shapes.
Residual stresses.
Inspection of wheel for auality assurance.
Compatibility of shaft with disk material.
Disk repair impractical.
Dynamic balancin F .
Verification of the method of analysis.
Lookin F at this list, one miFht conclude that disadvantages outweigh
the advantages. However, it should be noted that many of the problems
associated with composites are presently beln F investigated. Preliminary
results indicate that they are solvable or will be solvable in the near
future.
TABLE I-XII.- ANISOTROPIC AND IS0TRO]
DesiFn
Circular brush
Orthrotropic disk
i Material
Boron
Graphite
Tape wound
Isotropic
Isotropic
PDR-49-111
Graphite
Titanium 6AI-4V
Steel 300M
IC DESIGN COMPARISON
Specific
Energy
W-hrs/kF (W-hrs/ib)
67.75 (30.76)
28.24 (12.82)
71.10 (32.28)
60.37 (27.41)
47.75 (21.68)
34.34 (15.59)
Summary: Flywheels made of composite materials will Rive higher specific
energies than the isotropic materials. This study shows two possible designs -
the tape-wound and the circular brush concepts - that have the feasibility of
offerin_ weight savin F for IPACS.
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The circular brush concept, although shown to have a lower specific
energy than the tape-wound concept, has excellent future possibilities.
Advances in technology promise fibers with strengths two to three times the
present-day composites. Combine this potential with solutions to the fiber-
hub attachment and manufacturin_ difficulties, and tremendous weight saving
advantages result for flywheel energy storage systems.
For IPACS systems development the tape-wound concept is recommended and
has been used in the feasibility analysis of advanced concepts. This is
based on the following:
(I) Highest specific energy.
(2) Manufacturing procedures would follow techniques developed for
filament-wound vessels.
(3) Dynamic balancing obtainable by machining.
(4) Less potential of damage during fabrication and handling.
Spin bearing.- The types of bearings included in the trade studies that
were conducted are shown in figure 1-16_ together with the primary design
requirements. These requirements include long life at high speed with low
friction losses. Bearing stiffness is important to lessen the coupling of a
compliant rotor assembly into the primary control loops. Both contact and
non-contact bearing types were considered. The hydrodynamic type includes
both gas and grease bearings,
A preliminary trade screening was conducted to narrow the potential
bearing candidates. The results of this analysis are summarized in figure
1-16. All types except the ball and magnetic bearings were eliminated from
consideration for this application, in the main by reason of the limiting
characteristics shown in the accented blocks.
Ball bearings: In the IPACS application, the requirements imposed upon
the bearings include long life at high speed with low friction losses.
Bearing loads can be maintained low and temperatures of the bearings benign.
In such applications, the more significant factor is bearing life as
rotational and surface speeds increase.
The criterion of normal bearing life is the metal fatigue of the
contacting surfaces. This fatigue results from repeated high stresses on
the ball and raceways and is evidenced by material flaking and surface
breakup. If a bearing is allowed to run long enough, fatigue is unavoid-
able, but the number of revolutions the bearing makes before flaking starts
is a function of bearing load and speed and resulting Hertzian stress level.
If a large group of apparently identical bearings is tested to fatigue
failure under the same conditions of load and speed, a variation in bearing
lives will be noted. The distribution of failures within such a test group
follows a probability curve. The form and proportions of the curve are
typical of fatigue distributions and remain much the same for all sizes,
types, and makes of ball bearings.
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BEARtNG l
TYPE MAX SPEED LOAD CAPACITY
BALL
ROLLER
1
HYDRODYNAMIC
ELECTROSTATI C
CRYOGENIC
)0TO 80,000 MORE THAN
RPM ADEQUATE
)0(]00 RPM HIGHER THAN
MAX BALL BEARING
SPEED LIMITED MORE THAN
BY HIGH POWER ADEQUATE
ABOVE 30000 RPM
2
LIMITED BY
SERVO ADEQUATE
BANDWIDTH
2
.IMITED BY
;ERVO
3ANDWIDTH
STIFFNESS POWER BRG LIFE IMPACT ON
IPACS DESIGN
HIGH POWER IS _JOR
FACTOR ABOVE_ - ADEQUATE MIN
WITHIN DESIGN
I 1.75XIOBNIM 50000 RPM I0-IBO SPEEDS
(I06LE/IN.) WAll'S
EXCESSIVE 41GH RELATIVETO INSUFFICIENT MIN
1.75XlOqNIN_ 3ALL BRGS 3 TO FOR ROLLER TYPE1OX REQUIRED _TAPERED)
_IOILBItN.)
iii
HIGH HIGHER THAN BALL ADEQUATE MIN
l. 75XIOBNIM BRGS ABOVE 20-
_0(]0 RPM
( 106LBII N. )
ADEQUATE LOW ADEQUATE WITH MODERATE
I.75XIO/NIM l-2WAT[ MAX REDUNDANT
I]05 LB/IN. ) (DRAG) ELECTRONICS
INSUFFICIENT ADEQUATE WITH
FOR HIGHER ADEQUATE LOW REDUNDANT
LOAD RANGE ELECTRONICS
lO0.O00 RPM
ADEQUATE
RANGE
_,_AJOR
ADEQUATEAS
LOW LOW PASSIVE BRG
IMAJOR
NOTES:
I. SELF ENERGIZED JOURNAL AND THRUST PLATE
2. DEVELOPMENT REQD ABOVE lO°20K RPM
3. ACTIVE CONTROL WOULD IMPROVE STIFFNESS
Figure 1-16. Bearing Trades- Design Considerations
A conventional method of indicating the severity of ball bearing usage
is the DN factor which is calculated as the product of bearing size in
millimeters multiplied by the rotational speed in rpm. The DN numbers are
surface speed numbers and are affected by bearing design characteristics
which include surface finish, retainer strength, friction properties, and
internal clearances. Table I-XIII lists general DN limits for ball bearihgs
as defined in reference i-6.
TABLE I-XIII.- SPEED LIMITS FOR BALL BEARINGS
Lubrication DN limit
(mm x rpm)
Oil
Conventional bearing designs
Special finishes and separators
300 000 to 350 000
i 000 000 to 1 500 000
The expected range of IPACS applications is 0.4 to 1.5 x 10 6 DN and,
as such, falls within the specified limits. Figure 1-17 illustrates several
current bearing applications as a function of DN range, As can be noted,
the jet aircraft engine applications result in higher DN values than those
of IPACS with higher bearing loads and more severe temperature environment.
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However, the DN values can only be considered an indicator of probable
bearing life and applicability. As stated, the values only reflect surface
speeds and related fatigue failure which is the more i_Drobable
failure mode noted in high-precision, high-speed spin-axis bearings, The
more probable failure mode is due to retainer problems or lubricant break-
downs.
Lubrication is expected to be the more important design factor in achieving
adequate ball bearing life for the high-speed IPACS applications. Most of the
high DIe designs illustrated in figure 1-17 utilize recirculating spray or oil
mist lubrication systems which flood the bearings, carrying away heat and wear
particles. These designs are undesirable for IPACS because of their power
losses (both in pumping and in viscous friction) which would lower charge-
discharge efficiency. As will be subsequently shown, heating calculations
indicate flooded bearings are not required in IPACS for thermal stabilization
of the bearings. The high efficiency of the motor generators and low bearing
loads result in heat loads which are readily stabilized through conduction
and radiation of flywheel elements, As in conventional designs, it is
necessary to match thermal expansion coefficients of the rotor shaft, bearings,
and housings and provide for preload adjustment,
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With spray lubrication neither required nor desired, _rease and _rease-oll
lubricants were considered. Much experimental work has been performed upon
bearings to test the suitability of various lubricants. Grease and solid lub-
ricants have been thoroughly investigated and, to date, they have not yielded
the life of many oil lubricants. Results show, for a lon_, continuous applica-
tion an oll should be used. Tests show that ball bearings can operate for
years when lubricated with select low-vapor-pressure oils. The centrifugal
oiler was selected for use in IPACS designs. The oiler is a self-contalned
unit precharged with lubricant sufficient for several mission times. The
oiler housing rotates with the shaft and meters a low amount of oll through
a calibrated leak. The oil is gathered in a collector on the rotor side
of the bearing and labyrinth seals prevents appreciable leakage into the
housing.
Such oilers have been demonstrated in CMG systems at speeds to i0 000
rpm, Design calculations indicate them suitable for IPACS speeds.
The IPACS missions can be categorized in two groups (Table I-XIV).
Several bearings were selected as candidates and are listed at the bottom
of Table I-XIV. A bearing was selected for each group based on fatigue
life and friction. For Group i, the 38H bearing was chosen and the 206H
bearing was picked for Group 2 missions.
As shown in figure 1-18, longer life (as well as reduced drag) is
achieved with reduced preload. The preloads utilized are the minimum recom-
mended by bearing manufacturers and verified by General Electric Company
experience. -....
The principal load in orbit is the bearing preload which should be
approximately 22 N (5 ib) minimum for the 38H bearing application and
133 N (30 ib) minimum for the 206H bearing application. High preload
values reduce life and increase bearing friction while low preload values
cause noise and vibration.
Figure 1-18 is a plot of bearing life Yer_us speed for the 38H bearing
and figure 1-19 is a similar plot for the 206H/bea_ing suitable for Group 2
missions. The LI0 life plotted is the fatigue life for i0 percent failure
(L 5 indicates a 5 percent failure). If the LI0 life is 8760 hours, bearing
reliability is _90 for one year. Figure 1-20 allows conversion to other
fatigue life values.
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TABLE I-XIV°- SPIN BEARING OPTIONS
Group i
Group 2
llission
EOS <1.3
TDRS <1.3
MJS <6.8
Shuttle <13
RAM <26
MSS <13
L
Slew loads
N-m ft- ib
<i
<i
<5
<i0
<20
<i0
Approx.
design load
N ib
445 i00
445 i00
445 I00
Approx.
bearing
preload
ib
22.3
22.3
22.3
4450 I000
4450 I000
4450 i000
223
223
223
5
5
5
50
50
50
Spin bearings considered:
Group 1 - R36, R-4, ZII4, 38BX2, 38H
Group 2 - 204H, 206H, 207H, 304H
Spin bearings selected:
Group 1 - 38H
Group 2 - 206H
To determine the LI0 life at other points, the following relationships
may be used:
1
LIO _
Rp 3 (38H bearing)
1
LI0 _ R._p 3 (206H bearing)
where R = Wheel speed (rpm)
P = Bearing preload (ib)
The design life for each mission is indicated on figures 1-18 and 1-19. This
is based on the LI0 llfe as determined from Table I-XV.
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Figure 1-18. Ball Bearing Life Data, 38B Bearing, Mission I, 2, 3 (Group I)
TABLE I-XV. - FATIGUE LIFE REQUIREMENTS
Mission
i. EOS
2. TDRS
3. MJS
4. Shuttle
5. RAM
6. MSS
Life
2 yr
5 yr
3-1/2 yr
30 days
5 yr
i0 yr
Est bearing
reliability
reqmts
Estimated bearing
life reqmts hr
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.95
L2-17 500
LI-43 800
LI-30 600
LI-720
L5-43 800
L5-87 600
LI0-49 400
LI0-186 300
LI0-130 400
LI0-3070
LI0-73 000
LI0-166 000
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The bearing friction is a combination of load friction and viscous
drag with:
Viscous drag _ R .666
Load friction _ R -143
Figure 1-21 is a plot of bearing friction versus speed for the 38H bearings
for Group 1 missions and figure 1-22 gives bearing friction for the 206H
bearings suitable for Group 2 missions.
Magnetic bearing: The magnetic suspension bearing is a noncontact
bearing suitable for IPACS use which is expected to operate at lower losses
than conventional contact bearings £or an indefinite life. Several bearin_s
have been developed and tested, More noteably, the Aircraft Equipment
Division of the General Electric Company built a 101.68 N-m (75 ft-lb-sec)
momentum wheel assembly suspended by magnetic bearings under contract
NAS5-I1440 to NASA/GSFC. A sketch of this type of bearing is presented in
figure 1-23.
The stator of the bearing consists of a stack of four-pole punchings
and two shell-type flux return sections. Each pole piece is equipped with
a control winding and diametrically opposite windings are connected in
series, thus forming two separate control circuits. The shell-type sections
enclose the punchings as shown and they may be provided with a flange for
purposes of mounting.
The rotor consists of alternately stacked rings of iron and ring-shaped
permanent magnets which are axially magnetized. The magnets are polarized
such that their flux enters from both sides into the central ring-section
which is also preferably composed of a stack of punchings and located directly
underneath the four-pole pieces of the stator. The solid soft iron rings at
the left and right end of the bearing provide, in combination with the shell-
type structure of the stator, a return path for the fluxes of the two permanent
magnets and at the same time serve to furnish passive axial support of the
bearing. To achieve satisfactory axial stiffness, part of the surface of
these iron rings as well as the inner surface of the circular end-opening of
the shells are recessed by machining one or several grooves into their
surfaces. In this manner, a high flux density (_) level in the airgap around
these narrow ring sections is obtained. Since the force which is required
to displace the shaft axially is proportional to _2 and the number of ring-
sections, a high degree of stiffness can be achieved. The magnet material
to be used should belong to the family of rare-earth-cobalt magnets which
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Figure 1-21.
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exhibit a very large coercive force and, therefore, can be designed to have a
short axial length and relatively large cross-section which contribute to a
compact design of the bearing.
The total flux of the permanent magnets enters and leaves the stator in
the radial direction in eight distinguishable flux paths which converge
through the cylindrical housing towards the circular airgaps of the axial
support ring sections. One of these flux paths is shown as a dotted line
in figure 1-23. There are four such flux paths in both vertical and hori-
zontal planes.
It is easily understood that the flux _m of the permanent magnets cannot
provide a stable support of the rotor, and therefore, the shaft, since an
infinitely small radial displacement from its theoretical zero position will
cause it to be attracted to any one of the four-pole pieces. Stability can
be achieved by provision of control ampere turns in each axis via the control
windings. The flux path of the controlling flux _c is shown as dashed lines
in figure 1-23 for the case of the vertical axis and one may observe that as
indicated it causes a decrease in flux density in the airgap of the lower
pole while, at the same time, the flux density in the upper gap will be in-
creased resulting in an upward directed total force. Reversal of this flux
results in a reversal of the direction of this force. Thus, any radial load
exerted upon the shaft can be supported by suitable control of the control
winding currents.
In order to arrive at a stable support, these currents must, in both
axes, be proportional to the radial displacement components. To achieve
this, position detectors are required in both axes which convert the magni-
tudes of displacement into electrical signals. These signals are then
amplifiers, containing suitable networks for dynamic stabilization, and thus
converted into currents within the control windings. Capacitive, inductive,
Hall-effect, magneto-resistive, or photo-electrical position sensors can be
employed.
Magnetic bearing physical characteristics: Parametric weight, power,
and volume data are determined as a function of bearing load capacity. The
bearing load capacity varies as the pole face area and for a similar design,
the pole length varies as Av_-REA. Then the load capacity is proportional to
_3, VOLUME, and WT.
W = 5.18 x 10 -3 (L)
W = 0.0092(L) 0"9 for an improved design
V = 217 W
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L = Bearing load capacity - Newtons
V = Magnetic bearing volume - cm3
For bearing power assumethat the gap g is proportional to fl.3
(based on data and adequate heat transfer surface).
I = i0--__$ = Ii.3
AnN (for constant flux density 8 and a
single turn N = i)
but
Then
4 =i
R=iY
p = 12R = 42.6
4
4 1.6
but bearing load L = 43
Then 1.6
P = (LOAD) _ = (LOAD) 0_ 53_
and
p 1
¢C
RADIATING AREA 40.
Based on two present designs:
= 0.27 (LMAx) 0" 534PMAX
This is satisfactory since heat
transfer per unit area is lower on
larger unit.
power in watts per bearing
and for operation at fractional load k _ = k LMAX. )
p = PMAx(k). 5
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In the above expressions:
W - Bearing weight, kg
- Flux density
g - Air gap, cm
N - Turns per coil
R - Coil resistance, ohms
P Power, watts
-
D -
L -
I -
Representative dimensions of bearing, cm
Bearing drag, N-m
Bearing load capacity, ib
Current - amps
The electronics power is:
PE = I + 0.00598 LMA X watts per bearing
Bearing drag is a function of the magnetic material and is independent
of speed in range up to i0 000 rpm.
D = 2.21 x i0-7 (LMAx) Newtons per bearing
Figure 1-24 is a plot of bearing weights and figure 1-25 shows bearing
power. Average power will be very nearly that of the electronics since the
duty cycle is low. Figure 1-26 indicates magnetic bearing volume.
Table I-XVl gives weight, power, and bearing drag (per bearing) for a
magnetic bearing suitable for each mission.
In an attempt to define the range of operation of the magnetic bearing
versus the ball bearing, figure 1-27 indicates the speeds at which magnetic
bearing power and ball bearing spin power is equal. Any speed above this
point will have lower power losses if a magnetic bearing is used. If we
neglect weight of the bearings, the lower points are obtained. If we
consider weight and assign 6.6 W/kg (3 W/ib), we obtain the higher points.
Housing and gimbal - _arametric data.- The data used to estimate the
housing and gimbal weights for the IPACS units are presented below.
Weights of IPACS wheel housing and supports - The wheel housing or
supports will depend on the type of attitude control required. For the
gimbaled units, the stiffness requirements will result in a housing of
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significant weight. An approximate expression based on several existing
CMG's is given below. Note that a term has been included to allow for
varying axial length requirements.
For a reaction/momentum wheel which can be operated in the vacuum of
space, open wheel supports can be used which reduce unit weight.
The third possible approach, again for reaction/momentum wheels, uses
wheel supports and a light weight case.
CMGinner gimbal
1.3
WIG = 0.0045d 2 + 0.000646d L = inner gimbal weight in kg
d = Wheel diameter in cm
L = LW + LB + LMG + Lc-axial length in cm
LW = axial length of wheel in cm
LB = 2.54 + 0.1d - bearing axial length in cm
LMG = total axial length of motor generator units in cm
L C = 0.15d-axial clearance in cm
Open wheel supports
WSU = 0.0883d 1"5 (LB) + 0.1WMG-support weipht in kF
WMG = weight of motor-generator units in kg
Cas e and supports
WCS = WSU + 0.1WIG = Case and support weight in Kg
Note: Wheel shaft extensions and ball bearings are included. Only
wheel weights and motor-generator weights must be added to determine momentum
of the reaction wheel unit or CMG inner gimbal.
Outer gimbal weight: The outer gimbal weight for a double gimbal CMG is
given in figure 1-28 as a function of wheel diameter.
Gimbal drive and sensor: The gimbal drives and sensors are given in
Table I-XVII for applicable missions. The single gimbal torquer size is
based on adequate acceleration of an equivalent gimbai inertia.
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TABLE I-XVII.- SIZING OF GIMBAL DRIVE AND SENSOR
Mission
TDRS
RAM
Shuttle
MSS
EOS-MJS
CMG
arrays*
Gimbal
i torque
N-m (ft-lb)
I
0.049 (7 in,-oz)
14.9 (ii)
1.35 (i)
163 (120)
27.1 (20)
Gimbal
drive
weight
kg (ib)
2SG
3 DG
4 SC
3 DG
5 SG
None
0.45
3.1
1.82
11.3
5
(1)
(7)
(4)
(25)
(n)
Gimbal
Fear
Ratio
1
i0
1
i0
5
*DC - Double zimbal
SG - Single gimbal
Sensor
weight
kg (lb)
0.45 (I) 5.08 (2)
1.82 (4) 10.2 (4)
1.82 (4) 10.2 (4)
2.3 (5) 17.8 (7)
2.3 (5) 12.7 (5)
Approx. axial
length
drive I sensorcm in cm in
5.08 (2)
7.6 (3)
7.6 (3)
10.2 (4)
10.2 (4)
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Energy Storage Elements and Subsystems
Conventional spacecraft battery and fuel cell elements are discussed and
differences between element and subsystemenergy density noted. Flywheel
systems synthesized from the componenttrade analysis are presented in their
energy density relationships and comparedwith the conventional systems.
Enersy storase elements.- Spacecraft energy storage designs have been
dominated by rechargeable, or secondary, batteries subsystems. Over the
years battery technology has been well developed and the silver-zinc (AgZn),
silver-cadmium (Ag-Cd), and nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) cells have seen wide
application.
The AgZn battery is characterized by high-energy density, up to 132
W-hr/kg (60 W-hr/ib) for low cycle rates, and good discharge rate performance.
Its short cycle life has proven a limitation. The Ni-Cd battery is a relative-
ly long-life, highly reliable system with a high discharge rate capability
that has been the predominant battery in spacecraft designs. Its cell energy
density is a relatively low 26 W-hr/kg (12 W-hr/ib), and projected improve-
ments of approximately 60 percent. The Ag-Cd battery has energy density and
cycle life characteristics between those of Ag-Zn and NiCd and consequently
has seen little spacecraft use.
Some recent spacecraft designs have been based on use of regenerative
fuel cells as energy storage devices. The regenerative fuel cell consists of
hydrogen and oxygen electrode plates separated by electrolyte. Gaseous hydro-
gen and oxygen are contained on the appropriate sides of the electrodes and
pressure is maintained by the container. In the "charged" condition the elec-
trolyte and electrodes are "dry". Electrical energy is released by reaction
of hydrogen and oxygen to produce power, heat, and water. The water appears
as increased moisture in the electrolyte and within the hydrogen electrode
matrix. Power output decreases as moisture content approaches saturation.
When power is applied to the electrode terminals, the moistur:: in the system
is converted back into hydrogen and oxygen. Although fuel cells have been
proven in space applications, fuel cells with the regenerative feature have
only been tested under laboratory conditions for a limited number of cycles.
Energy densities to 55 W-hr/kg (25 W-hr/ib) have been demonstrated in the
laboratory and values as high as ii0 W-hr/kg (50 W-hr/ib) are predicted.
Cycle life characteristics are unproven, however, and development costs are
estimated to be high.
The component trade studies have shown the spinning flywheel to be a
viable competitor for spacecraft electrical energy storage. Designs with
current technology, in fact, achieve higher energy densities than can be
expected from conventional electrochemical devices. Steel and titanium rotor
designs were studied which are expected to be capable of approximately
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48 W-hr/kg (22 W-hr/ib). Advancedrotor designs utilizing high-strength
filaments in a composite matrix are expected to achieve 70 W-hr/kg (32
W-hr/ib) with improvementsof nearly i00 percent postulated. The develop-
ment of high efficiency motor-generators and associated electronics selected
will allow the extraction of rotor energy at efficiency levels required for
spacecraft.
Pragmatically the ultimate test of an energy storage design lies in
its delivered energy density, efficiency, and life as measuredon a subsystem
basis in a specific design. The factor between energy density of an element
and delivered energy density of a subsystem is not only significant but is
also strongly affected by other subsystem variables.
Table I-XVIII presents sometypical energy density values for example
energy storage elements.
TABLEI-XVIII.- ENERGYDENSITYFOREXAMPLESTORAGEELEMENTS
Energy storage element
PRD-49filaments
Boron filaments
E-glass filaments
Ag-Zn cell
PRD-49composite flywheel
Steel flywheel
Titanium flywheel
AdvancedNiCd cell
Current NiCd cell
Energy density,
W-hr/kg (W-hr/ib)
422 (192)
310 (141)
255 (116)
132 (60)
70 (32)
48 ( 22_
46 (21)
44 (20)
26 (12)
The energy density values of Table I-XVIII have been compiled to
illustrate the relative energy densities of typical materials and energy
storage elements. Flywheels are seen to rank highly with respect to battery
cells. A numberof factors influencing the values presented should be noted.
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The values, for example, for filament energy density were calculated from
the recommendedworking rather than the ultimate tensile stress value.
Design calculations defining the composite laminate geometry, matrix strength
properties, and wheel shape factors reduces the PRD-49from an ultimate value
of approximately 508 W-hr/kg (231 W-hr/ib) to a value of 70 W-hr/kg (32 W-hr/
ib) for the useable rotor. In a similar manner the ultimate storage capabil-
ity of 63 W-hr/kg (28.6 W-hr/Ib) for the titanium material reduces to 46 W-hr/
kg (21 W-hr/ib) for the rotor rated at the working stress and including shape
factor.
The values quoted for current NiCd battery cells are developed from an
average sampling of test data for a i F_T-hrsystem. Values for advancedNi-Cd
cells are derived from reported test results on high rate Sub C cell types
currently being developed. In each case, battery cycle life is dependent
upon depth of discharge, cell temperature, and duration of power cycling as
shown in figure 1-29. These interrelationships result in significantly
different energy density values for energy storage subsystems as opposed to
the individual cells.
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Figure 1-29. NiCd Battery Cyc]_ L_fe
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Energy storase subsystems,- An energy storage subsystem is defined herein
as capable of receiving, storing, and discharging power and includes electronics
required for the energy storage function but excludes conditioning and dis-
tribution equipment. For the battery storage subsystems this definition
would include battery cells, case, mounts, connectors, meters, charger
electronics, and load controller. For the flywheel systems introduced herein
the definition would include motor, housing, seals, mounts, motor generators,
and control and regulation electronics. For equitable comparisons of energy
density between the two types, charge/discharge losses to the terminals are
included.
Battery and fuel cell subsystems: Table I-XIX presents energy storage
subsystem weights and percentages for the six conventional designs designated
as the competitive systems.
TABLE I-XIX.- SPACECRAFT ENERGY STORAGE SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Miss ion
EOS
TDRS
MJS
30-day
Shuttle
RAM
MS S
l
I Weight,kg (ib)
91.5 (201)
27.1 (59.6)
4.5 (i0)
284 (625)
441 (972)
1776 (3911)
Percentage of
power system weight
40
38
3
i0
39
28
The effects of cycle life and power on storage weight is indicated by
the low-energy storage percentage for missions with low discharge cycles.
The MJS system, for example, provides only a small amount of peaking power
for the three periods at planet encounter. In the more representative
satellite and RAM missions energy storage weight is clearly seen to be a
large percentage of power system weight. Specific energy density values
are presented in Table I-XX for the same designs where the effect of a large
number of charge/discharge cycles is evident in the delivered subsystem energy
density.
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TABLEI-XX.- SUBSYSTEMSENERGYDENSITY
Mission
TDRS
EOS
MSS
RAM
30-day
Shuttle
MJS
Storage
System
NiCd
NiCd
Regenerative
Fuel Cell
NiCd
Ag-Zn
NiCd
Energy density,
W-hr/kg (W-hr/ib)
9.24 (4.2)
3.7S (1.72)
6.62 (3.01)
4.81 (2.19)
17.60 (8.0)
11.00 (5.0)
Nominal
depth of
discharge, %
54
26
30
25
17
i00
Flywheel energy-momentum subsystems: The component trade studies
resulted in the synthesis of two generic energy momentum subsystems. The
two designs differed in the degree of technology development required and
the achievable energy density and life performance.
The first level design is illustrated in figure 1-30. The assembly
uses components of current technology which require moderate extensions
to prove their applicability to the IPACS.
The current technology energy-momentum wheel utilizes constant-stress
rotors of isotropic materials, ball bearings, centrifugal oilers and
permanent magnet motor generators. Component development requirements are
discussed in Module 2 - Critical Component Developments and include high
speed motor-generators and bearing assembly verification and demonstration
of precise balancing over a speed range.
The advanced technology energy-momentum wheel synthesized is illustrated
in figure 1-31. This unit utilizes a composite rotor and magnetic suspension
bearings which are integrated with the permanent magnet motor-generators.
Both rotors and magnetic bearings have been demonstrated but are development
items for the high-speed applications.
Studies were performed to establish flywheel ancillary equipment weights,
typical losses, and speed reduction factors. These data were derived for the
six mission designs which were synthesized and compared with the conventional
subsystems.
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iThe energy density of the rotor must be modified by charge-discharge
losses, the allowable speed-reduction, spin losses, and weight of ancillary
equipment to reflect the usable energy density of a flywheel subsystem. In
equation form:
EDS = EDR qCD qS f
where
EDS = Subsystem energy density - W-hr/kg
EDR = Rotor energy density at rated working stress - W-hr/kg
n = Charge-discharge efficiencyCD
qS = Spin efficiency
f = Speed reduction factor
As shown in the performance comparison section, charge-discharge
efficiency for the motor-generators and electronics selected for spacecraft
flywheel applications approximate 70 percent.
Spin losses cannot be generalized but were found to vary from about 12
percent for small energy units with ball bearings to less than 4 percent for
large units with magnetic suspension bearings. Since rotors of 66 W-hr/kg
(30 W-hr/ib) travel at tip speeds of about 1150 m/sec (3800 ft/sec) regardless
of material, losses of the above magnitude require having pressures on the
order of 10-5 torr in the vicinity of the rotor.
Sp_ed reduction factors were evaluated in terms of minimum weight and
charge-die, charge efficiency over the speed range. Studies indicate a 50-
percent reduction (f = 0.75) the better compromise for all missions studied.
Although some optimization can be expected for specific mission applications,
the speed reduction value appears relatively constant for the gimbaled IPACS
case where some residual momentum is required for control. In reaction wheel
control IPACS applications lower speed reductions may prove effective in
specific instances. It can be noted that significant increases in energy
density can be achieved with higher speed reductions which specific missions
can allow.
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Data from the feasibility studies were used to develop figure 1-32 as
representative of the range of expected energy densities for spacecraft
energy storage subsystems. Value_ shownrepresent usable energy at the sub-
system output, including losses and weight of ancillary equipment. The data
ranges were developed utilizing a fixed 50-percent speed reduction and 46
to 70 W-hr/kg (21 to 32 W-hr/ib) rotors for the current and advanced technology
designs respectively. Current technology flywheel systems employing isotropic
rotors and conventional ball bearings are shown to comparewell with advanced
NiCd batteries. Advanced technology flywheel units employing composite
rotors and noncontact magnetic suspension bearings are estimated to exceed
advanced NiCd batteries and regenerative fuel cell technology which has been
demonstrated but not qualified. Advancedregenerative fuel cell technology
is expected to have higher development costs than other systems shown. If
rotor energy densities were to reach the 132 to 143 W-hr/kg (60-65 W-hr/ib)
values predicted by someresearchers (reference I-i), the dashed lines of
figure 1-32 show the advanced flywheel system to be competitive with the
predictions for advanced fuel cells. Thehigh-energy density shown for the
silver zinc battery is clearly for low charge-discharge cycles and does not
represent a competitor for the majority of missions. Reference points which
show the specific values for the conventional and IPACSdesigns are shown.
It should be noted that whereas the range for battery densities is primarily
affected by charge/discharge cycles, the flywheel density variations are
more dependent upon material selections, speed reductions, and system
technology. This relative insensitivity of IPACSto mission cycles is
illustrated in figure 1-33 where a conventional NiCd subsystem is comDared
with current technology IPACSsubsystemswith two different rotor materials.
The rotor materials shownare titanium 6AI-4V and 300Mtool steel. As
can be noted, both materials result in comparabledelivered energy density at
the subsystem level and are relatively insensitive to orbit altitude (charge-
discharge cycles) for one-year missions. The strength to density ratio
values are similar for both materials at a low numberof stress cycles. As
stress cycles increase the titanium rotor has a clear advantage of a higher
allowable working stress resulting in higher energy densities. Both systems
can achieve higher energy densities than the NiCd subsystem.
The data shownfor nickel cadmium(NiCd) batteries are based on a 56.7-kg
(125-ib) energy storage subsystem having a i000 W-hr capacity (i00 percent
depth of discharge).Battery life data used for this analysis are based on tests
conducted by the Quality Evaluation Laboratory of the Naval Ammunition Depot,
Crane, Ind. These data take into account long periods between cycling which
occurs at geosynchronous altitude. The increase in usable energy density at
the higher altitudes is due to higher usable depths of discharge permitted by
a reduction in charge-discharge cycles required. For example at 200 nm there
are 5,960 eclipse periods in a year and at geosynchronous there are 90.
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Figure 1-33. Energy Density Variation With Orbit Altitude
and Mission Duration
A lifetime advantage for flywheel systems is indicated by calculations
which show relatively little impact in the number of charge-discharge cycles
below 105 . This advantage is predicated upon the validity of life calculations
for ball bearings used at high speed and with low lubrication. The advantage
for the advanced technology magnetic noncontact bearing is considered
apparent.
In general, the advanced technology IPACS units are expected to deliver
at least twice the energy density of current units with projections to
increases of three to four not improbable.
The above data show the flywheel assemblies competitive with both
batteries and fuel cells as an energy storage element for the given designs.
The design ground rule for this study was that integrated system designs
satisfy both electrical power and attitude control functions simultaneously
with the same equipment. In the calculation of energy density, the
additional capability of the flywheels and ancillary equipment to provide the
attitude control functions must be considered. If the equivalent weight of
IPACS components utilized for control were removed from the IPACS weight,
the energy storage capability comparison would be even more favorable toward
IPACS.
The next section presents the system wheel array options and selections
for control use of the energy-momentum assembly.
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System Trades
System-level trade studies were conducted to evaluate IPACS energy-
momentum wheel array options and alternative electrical mechanizations. Pre-
ferred gimbaled or nongimbaled array selections were made for each mission.
The preferred electrical mechanizations among the solar array, conditioning
equipment, and the energy-momentum wheel were established. The efficiency
benefits of higher voltage array systems have been noted.
Wheel array evaluations.- The wheel arrays studied included nongimbaled
and gimbaled type wheels and hybrid arrays which combine both types.
Nongimbaled arrays: With flywheels sized to the energy requirement,
excess angular momentum was characteristic of the nongimbaled, or reaction
control applications. These systems are commonly designed to operate near
zero angular momentum (H) in three-axis applications and about some low nominal
H value for momentum bias systems. In both cases, control momentum is stored
in wheel speed to some maximum value and then dumped by means of external
counter torques. Studies showed that control momentum requirements represented
a small percentage of available momentum at maximum energy. For example, each
wheel of the TDRS design, sized to the 71 Watt-hour energy requirement, con-
tained i0 times the H bias requirement of the satellite. The excess H of this
magnitude dictated that wheels be operated in counter rotating pairs. For the
TDRS case, the momentum bias requirements were easily satisfied by a i0 percent
underspeed in one wheel (Figure 1-34).
The electrical power required for control torques at high rotational
speeds is of significance in reaction wheel applications. The preferred
control for energy-momentum flywheels used in counter rotating pairs results
in transferring energy as well as momentum among the wheels. This requires that
one unit act as a generator driving the other as a motor. Figure 1-35 pre-
sents the change in state. The power requirements for control torques, then,
ENERGY REQUIREMENT
0
H1(45 000 RPM)
CONTROL
REQUIREMENT
I I
H2(50 000 RPM)
Figure 1-34. TDRS Energy-Momentum Sizing
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Figure 1-35. Energy-Momentum Change
amount to the discharge-charge losses of the generator-motor set. As will be
shown in subsequent designs, typical satellite wheels rated at 120 watts
maximum with an 85 percent charge (or discharge) efficiency can deliver a
maximum torque of 0.0438 Newton-meters (6.25 in-oz) at 29 watts. Efficiency
in this instance is comparable to current reaction wheels. A specific ATS F
and G assembly, for example, delivers 0.07 newton-meter (i0 in-oz) at 27 watts.
A similar design used on Nimbus can deliver 0.028 newton-meter (4 in-oz) at
18 watts. The IPACS wheels then appear competitive as a control device with
the added capability of power storage, Simulation studies show that the major
part of momentum wheel operation is at less than a quarter of maximum torque
capability in any case and that power usage is minimal.
The use of IPACS energy-momentum wheels in various charge-discharge states,
as well as in a reaction control mode only, is possible and appears effective
for some missions. A notable example is the geosynchronous mission where
occultation occurs for less than one quarter of each year. During these
periods, the duration of occultation varies from first shadow to a maximum of
1.2 hours. In missions such as this, IPACS wheels can be employed as low-
speed reaction wheels during the major share of the year, increasing speed as
energy storage is required.
The following nongimbaled arrays were studied for application to the
reference missions.
Two pairs of opposing nongimbaled wheels -The simplest array con-
sidered consists of two pairs of opposing wheels. Each wheel pair is
nominally operated with the wheels counter-rotating, This array would be
used for the momentum bias type attitude control approach as described for the
competitive control concept for TDRS in Appendix I-C. In general, a
momentum bias is used along the body axis oriented normal to the orbit plane.
This axis will be termed the pitch axis. This momentum bias provides the
vehicle with a gyroscopic stiffness in the two axes normal to the bias.
Nutation damping is provided in one of the axes (yaw) normal to the bias by
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the application of active control toraues. Direct active control is provided
about the bias or pitch axis. Thus the vehicle is continuously controlled
about one axis and restrained through gyroscopic stiffness in the other two
axes.
The IPACSmechanization of this concept would utilize the wheels in an
orthogonal array. Twowheels would be installed with their spin axes oriented
along the vehicle pitch axis. Energy would be stored with the wheels counter-
rotating, and the pitch bias would be obtained by operating one of the wheels
faster than the other. Active pitch control would be obtained essentially by
allowing the bias to vary in response to pitch attitude commands. The remain-
ing pair of wheels would be installed with their spin axes collinear with the
vehicle yawaxis. Thesewheels would nominally store energy through counter-
rotation with a net zero angular momentum. Oscillatory torques would be pro-
vided from these wheels for nutation damping.
In the case of failure of one wheel, the failed wheel would be shut down
and the opposing wheel would be relegated to a control function only. Fifty
percent energy storage capability is retained through normal operation of the
wheels in the other axis. Depending upon the axis in which a wheel fails, the
remaining wheel in that axis will operate with either a nominal speed of zero
(yaw wheel failure) or that speed required to provide the pitch bias momentum
(pitch wheel failure).
Skewed arrays of nongimbaled wheels- Various skewed arrays of non-
gimbaled units were considered. A typical array can be visualized with the
aid of the sketch on Figure 1-36 which illustrates a five-skew array. Note
that the spin axes are constrained to lie upon the faces of a five-sided
polygon. The faces of the polygon may be either inclined to the base plane
or normal to it. The orientation of an individual spin vector within the
plane is defined by an angle _ as indicated in the sketch and measured from
a line parallel to the base of the figure. In an array with five units, two
wheels would be oriented with a positive _ , two with a negative _ , and the
fifth wheel with _ = 0. On an array with an even number of units, none would
require the zero _ angle mount.
The array concept can be generalized to range from four units on a four-
sided figure up through six or more units on the corresponding geometric
figures.
Since the units are nongimbaled, the only degrees of freedom available
for energy storage and attitude control are the individual wheel speeds. To
perform an energy storage function, the individual wheels are torqued such
that the resultant an_ular momentum is zero. Attitude control commands are
superimposed upon the energy commands resulting in a perturbation of the zero
momentum state to obtain the required momentum exchange control function.
Arrays of this type with an adequate number of units can provide simultaneous
energy storage and independent three axis attitude control.
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Figure 1-36. SkewedArray of Five NongimbaledUnits
Three 2airs of opposing nongimbaled wheels -This array concept is
an extension of the type discussed previously and termed as two pairs of
opposing nongimbaled wheels. The array is orthogonal with a pair of wheels
oriented with their spin vectors along each vehicle axis. Each pair of wheels
nominally operates in a counter-rotating manner, with net momentum equal to
the accumulated secular disturbance torque. The array provides independent,
three-axis attitude control together with energy storage in each pair of wheels.
Under failure mode conditions, the failed wheel would be stopped and the
remaining wheel in that axis operated as a momentum wheel. The other four
units would perform in the normal manner. Two-thirds of the nominal energy
storage capacity would be retained.
Gimbaled control applications: Gimbaled control applications for the
IPACS energy momentum wheel assembly appeared similar to those of conventional
single and double-gimbaled control moment gyros.
Sizing and control aspects can differ somewhat. In the IPACS, momentum
storage requirements are scaled to the discharge state of the wheels. The
result is that the wheels have an excess of H from the charged state. For the
50-percent speed reduction of this study, the H can be twice that required.
The implications of varying H to control appear as loop gain variations as a
function of orbit position which must be compensated for or shown to be
acceptable. As will subsequently be shown in Volume II, Module 3, digital
simulations of a double-gimbaled control energy-momentum gyro (CEMG) as
sized for the RAM mission showed acceptable performance over the 50-percent
speed reduction and in the presence of maximum charge and discharge rates.
Another factor of the IPACS is providing for the gimbal torque power
required to compensate for induced charge-discharge disturbances. The wheel
speed changes associated with power transfer result in sensed disturbance
torques on the vehicle. The torque and vehicle rate feedback loops of the
vehicle respond by commanding stabilizing torques from the gimbal torquers.
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These torques can be superimposed upon vehicle disturbances in the worst case
sense to changenominal torque scaling. The torque required of the gimbals
is a complex function of the initial momentumstate of the vehicle and not
easily characterized. RAMsimulations for expected adverse initial states
showeddischarge-charge torques required to be less than 40 percent of total
available. It can be postulated that a sophisticated study of a particular
vehicle and mission could result in optimizations where the torques required
to counter external disturbances would approximate those required to maintain
stabilization in the presence of charge and discharge cycles. The power re-
quired for vehicle control mayapproach a minimum.
Skewed single gimbaled arrays- Various arrays of single gimbaled
units were studied. Typical arrays of this type are represented by the
sketch on figure 1-37. The spin vectors are constrained to remain within the
face planes of the polygon; however with gimbal freedom, the spin vector can
be reoriented within the mount plane. The additional degrees of freedom
(gimbal angles in addition to wheel speed), in general, make possible the use
of a smaller number of units or provide improved failure mode performance
compared with arrays of nongimbaled units.
These arrays would be operated around a nominal null momentum state for
energy storage, In charging or discharging the array, the gimbal angles would
be varied as required to maintain the instantaneous momentum state. It may
or may not be desirable to drive the wheels with identical speed commands. The
system is less complex with all wheel speeds maintained the same, but potential
degrees of freedom are sacrificed.
V-pair arrays- Pairs of single-gimbaled units that are gimbaled
simultaneously have been developed as control devices with the intent of
eliminating the cross coupling inherent within the operation of a single
gimbaled control moment gyro. The potential of these arrays for IPACS was
briefly considered. They were in general, found to be more complex and
heavier than the skewed arrays of single gimbal units considered.
Figure 1-37.
jij
Sketch of Skewed Array of Five Single Gimbaled Units
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Dougle gimbaled arrays- Orthogonal and planar arrays of double
gimbaled units were considered. For the mission applications under study,
the planar array was considered more suitable due to the planar nature of
the momentum requirements (Table i-II). The planar array is the type
described within the competitive control section for the modular space
station, Appendix I-A and Section 3 of Volume II.
Counter-rotating double _imbaled arrays-These arrays consist of
units wherein the inner gimbal assembly includes counter-rotating wheels. In
these units energy can be stored within a single device with zero net momentum
or some resultant momentum required to satisfy the attitude control function.
Contrasted with the arrays described above_ this is the only one wherein
energy can be stored within a single device without creating an attitude dis-
turbance. The device complexity is also greatest in this case.
In general these arrays were rejected in favor of the non-counter-rotating
double gimbaled arrays. The latter were found to have adequate degrees of
freedom to perform the energy-storage and attitude-control functions simul-
taneously. Thus for the missions studied, the standard double-gimbaled arrays
were chosen as being the least complex. It should be noted that the counter-
rotating double gimbaled device may be more applicable to missions other than
those studied in this contract.
Hybrid arrays- A hybrid array, for this study, is defined as one includ-
ing dissimilar energy-momentum devices. An example hybrid array contains two
single-gimbaled units and one nongimbaled unit. A significant disadvantage of
this array type is that it potentially requires development of two different
devices for a single vehicle application. All the other arrays were formu-
lated to use identical devices. The potential advantage of the hybrid array
is that it enables the elimination of one device when considered for applica-
tions such as TDRS and EOS, which utilize the momentum bias control concept;
three wheels can be used in place of the four required in an array of opposing
pairs of nongimbaled units.
The hybrid concept using two single gimbaled units and one nongimbaled
unit is illustrated in figure 1-38. The system would be used in a momentum
bias application in the following manner. The x axis wheel is nongimbaled
and used as a control wheel only. It operates at a nominal speed to provide
the required bias momentum. The other two wheels are gimbaled, but nominally
operate as opposed nongimbaled units for energy storage and nutation dam_-
ing. The gimbal feature of these units is only used under failure mode con-
ditions. If the x axis wheel fails, then the gimbal capability is used to
absorb the x axis control function within the y axis wheels. If a y axis
wheel fails_ then the remaining y axis wheel is gimbaled to be nominally
collinear with the x axis wheel and these wheels are then run opposed for
energy storage, and the gimbal is torqued to provide y axis nutation damping.
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Figure 1-38. Sketch of Hybrid Array
Array selection methodology.- A limited study was performed to evaluate
the array_candidates defined above for the reference missions to expose the
potential IPACS advantages and disadvantages for each type array. It was not
considered necessary to study all array types for all missions. In general,
candidate arrays were identified for each mission based primarily upon prior
experience which indicated array candidates and their ability to satisfy the
functional requirements and minimum complexity considerations. The arrays
chosen for evaluation on each mission are identified in matrix form in
f_gure 1-39.
Array selections.- The IPACS array selections of the feasibility study
were determined by a first and second order screening process. The first
order screening was performed by studies of weight, complexity, and failure
mode performance. In the second screen_ sizing, weight, volume, and opera-
tional factors were evaluated to determine the final selection_. The
candidates rejected in the first screen are identified by the shaded blocks
in figure 1-40.
For the TDRS and EOS missions, the 4-skew array was rejected because of
its relatively poor failure mode performance as compared with the other two
candidates. In the case of the MJS mission, the 4-skew array will meet the
failure mode criteria; it was selected over the other candidates because it
is the least complex. For the 30-day Shuttle mission, the array of three
double-gimbaled units was selected over a skewed array of five nongimbaled
wheels and a skewed array of five single-gimbaled wheels. The nongimbaled
array was rejected because of its relatively poor momentum delivery capability
and the high control torque requirements which favor the use of gimbaled units.
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Figure 1-39. IPACS Systems Array Options
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In order to make possible a comparison between the 5-skew single gimbal array
and the 3-double gimbal array, one was selected for extended shuttle and the
other for modular space station. The final mission in the table is RAM. The
array of 3 V pairs was rejected on the basis of both weight and complexity
factors.
The remaining array candidates were then subjected to a second-level
screen considering detailed sizing, weight, volume, and operational factors.
The study results are presented in figure 1-41. The rejected candidates are
shown boxed.
The TDRS selection was based primarily on weight. Weight is critical on
this mission, and the higher volume of the selected concept is acceptable.
The balance comment in the figure relates to a comparison of the induced
vibration potential between the two arrays. The _otors in both cases turn at
the same maximum speed; however, a rotor in the hybrid array is nearly twice
as heavy as a rotor in the opposed wheel array (see Table I-XXI). Thus, on an
individual unit basis, the induced vibration would be expected to be more
severe for the hybrid array. On a total system basis (four units in the opposed
array, compared with three in the hybrid) the hybrid array still loses.
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Figure 1-41. IPACS Array Selections
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The RAM selection was made primarily on a volume basis; the weight
difference in this case is not considered significant. The volume difference
is in part due to the larger rotor diameter associated with the single gimbal
units (see Table I-XXII). The larger diameter and lower speed are character-
istics of optimized rotors designed to meet a higher momentum to energy ratio.
The failure mode performance of the double-gimbaled array is considered to be
slightly better than that for the single-glmbaled array because of the opera-
tional flexibility provided by the additional gimbal freedom.
TABLE I-XXI.- TDRS DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISON
(PER FLYWHEEL UNIT)
Design
Parameter
Rotor weight
kg (ib)
Rotor diam
m (in.)
Max speed
rad/sec
(RPM)
Low speed
angular
momentum
N-m-sec
(ft-lb-sec)
Deliverable/
energy
watt hrs
Bearing
losses -
watts
Array of
two opposing pairs
3.9 (8.6)
0.34 (13.4)
5240 (50 000)
16.9 (12.5)
71.3
3.7
Hybrid array
Two single gimbaled and one non-gimbaled
6.9 (15.2)
0.34 (13.4)
5240 (50 000)
16.9 (12.5)
142
3.7
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TABLEI-XXII.- RAMDESIGNCHARACTERISTICSOMPARISON
(PERINNERGIMBALUNIT)
Design parameter
Rotor wt kg (ib)
Rotor diam m (in.)
Max speed rad/sec
(RPM)
3 DG array 4 skew SG array
45.2 (99.5)
0.378 (14.9)
4710 (45 000)
Low speed angular
momentum N-m-sec
(ft-lb-sec)
Deliverable energy
watt-hr
Bearing losses -
watts
1115 (822)
1095
65
30.1 (66.3)
0.494 (23.4)
3040 (29 000)
1168 (860)
730
37
Electrical mechanizations.- The preferred IPACS electrical mechanization
was determined through two trade studies. The first considered three different
concepts of energy storage and transfer. The second trade study evaluated the
impact of source voltage on system efficiencies as measured by solar array area
requirements.
Series-parallel-hybrid tradeoff: Three basic generic energy storage and
recovery concepts were analyzed for the IPACS electrical power subsystem.
(See figure 1-42)
The series scheme routes all power through the motor-rotor-generator to
the loads. The parallel mechanization transfers power directly from the
power source to the loads. The difference between the parallel and hybrid
scheme is that the latter is a source of either ac or dc power. In this case
all the ac power passes through the motor-rotor-generator. A mix of ac and dc
power for the series and parallel mechanization will require addition of an
inverter or a converter to the IPACS.
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Figure 1-42. Mechanization Alternatives
Table I-XXIII summarizes the efficiency of the various IPACS mechaniza-
tions considered. Primary variables considered were source voltage, percent
AC or DC power delivered to the loads, and orbit altitude. Load power was
assumed constant for the analysis. The index of efficiency used for comparison
is the solar array area required for each energy storage concept. Component
efficiencies were fixed for the analysis at approximately maxim_im values, as
follows:
Component efficiencies
Motor/generator = .95
Alternator = .95
Inverter = .93
Cycloconverter = .90
Motor/generator
electronics = .95
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TABLE I-XXIII.- SERIES/PARALLEL/HYBRID ELECTRICAL
MECHANIZATION EFFICIENCIES
Energy
Storage
Concept
Series
Parallel
Hybrid
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Series
Load
% ac
I00
0
i00
0
0
0
i0
90
i0
90
i0
% dc
0
i00
0
I00
i00
i00
90
i0
90
I0
90
AC
Source
Alt
Alt
Inv
Inv
Alt
Aft
Inv
Relative Solar
Array Area
Geosynch
Orbit
1.28
1.21
1.08
1.0
500 km
(270 NM)
Orbit)
1.20
1.13
i .08
1.0
1.04(1)
1.16(2)
1.01
1.07
1.02
1.17
1.27
Notes: Solar array voltage i00 V except for: (i) = 5O V
(2) = 25 V
Solar array area required has been normalized to the concept requiring
the smallest array. This is the parallel mechanization delivering i00 per-
cent DC power to the loads. Relative solar array areas are shown for two
orbital altitudes, geosynchronous and 500 km (270 nm). The series concept
drives source power up by imposing a loss on all electrical energy supplied
to the loads. This loss is relatively greater at geosynchronous altitude
due to the larger time spent in sunlight than at the 500 km altitude. The
series scheme has higher losses than the parallel at all values of eclipse-
to-daylight ratios, and it was therefore rejected as an IPACS candidate.
The ac loads always require larger solar arrays than the dc loads be-
cause of inverter losses. The data shown are based on an inverter efficiency
of 0.93. Using an alternator for an IPACS generator will not improve the ac
efficiency trade because a cycloconverter ( _ = 0.90) will be required to pro-
vide a fixed frequency at the loads.
Source voltage tradeoff- Source voltage has major impact on distribution
losses as well as efficiency of the brushless dc motor/generator electronics
selected for IPACS designs. These electronics consist of two dc power ampli-
fiers and the necessary low level conversion circuitry. The power amplifiers
perform the function of linear amplification and apply power to the motor
windings. Figure 1-43 shows the equation for electronics efficiency which is
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Figure 1-43. Brushless DC Motor/Generator Electronics Efficiency
presented graphically for three different values of line voltage. The term
3/V. represents the 3 volt switching transistor loss. The P /V_ 2 term is
• . O L
theLl2R loss and the .005 constant zs a drlver loss.
At low powers the transistor loss is predominant; however, at high powers
and low voltages the 12R loss becomes prevailing. The data shown by figure
1-43 indicates that line voltages of 60 and larger result in decreasing
electronics efficiency loss. The effect of solar array voltage on relative
solar array area is considered next.
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In order to determine the overall effect of source voltage on charRe-
discharge efficiency and solar array area, the mechanizations shownby
figure 1-44 were analyzed. All mechanizations are based on the energy
storage function being in parallel with distribution of load power. Two
solar array sources were considered. Oneassumesthe whole array to be
configured for a minimum30-volt output. The other considers an array
switching of cell strings to permit delivery of power at 90 volts to the
motor/generator electronics and 30-volt power to the loads. All of the
candidate mission loads are nominally 28 volts except the modular space
station. To design the complete array for 90-volt output requires a dc-dc
converter in series with the array and the loads. At a converter efficiency
of approximately 90 percent, a larger array is again required. Another
approach is to dedicate a fixed part of the array to 90 volt output. However,
this type of mechanization does not lend itself to varying load requirements.
The solar array voltage shownfor the RAMis the minimumgiven for the
competitive baseline electrical power subsystem. The subsystembuck-
regulator is shown in the schematic but is not included in the charge-discharge
efficiency. By the same token there are no allowances for bus-regulation
losses in the efficiencies for the other mechanizations. It is assumedthe
samebus regulation losses would result for all schemes. Hybrid array voltages
would be obtained by on-array switching of solar cell strings to change string
output from 30 volts to 90 volts and vice versa. Logic for string switching
would be incorporated into the IPACScomputer. The efficiency column shownby
the chart lists the charge efficiency (qCH) first, then discharge efficiency(qDIS) and finally the product (qCH- DIS)- In the instance of the TDRS
(case II and III) the increase of charge efficiency madepossible by higher
solar array voltages is nullified by losses in converting 90 volt discharge
voltage to the 28 volts required by the loads. The ratio of power to the
load (PL) to required solar array power (PSA) is the samefor the TDRScases
considered. However, Case III proved to be the most efficient for the free-
flying RAM. This is partly due to the decrease in brushless DCmotor elec-
tronics efficiency by increasing electronics rating from 250 watts (TDRS)to
2500watts for the RAM. Case III incorporates a 90 volt alternator (q = .917)
with a transformer rectifier (_ = .94) to interface with the 28 volt loads.
The increased power required by RAMresults in an improved alternator efficiency
over TDRS. Despite the increased efficiency shownfor larger array voltages
for RAM,standard 28 volt arrays (52 volts for RAM)have been used in the
IPACSsystems studies for direct comparison with baseline systems.
In each case the candidate mission baseline solar array and load voltages
are retained as originally proposed in the baseline documents. The rationale
for this approach is summarizedbelow.
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0.552 1.00
Figure 1-44. Evaluation of Solar Array Voltage Effects
(l) Maintaining baseline voltage causes minimum impact on the baseline
electrical power subsystems, thus making more accurate comparison
possible.
(2) The higher voltage level would also provide some advantage to
the competitive subsystems which could not be estimated within
the scope of the present effort. For an equitable comparison
therefore the IPACS was designed to operate at the nominal
voltage.
It can be noted that the IPACS penalty for lower source voltage is
probably more severe than that of the competitive subsystem since both systems
benefit from lower distribution losses at the higher source voltage.
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IPACS Concepts
This section defines the IPACS concept selected for each reference
mission, including sizing requirements, concept description and functional
block diagram, design characteristics, and operating concept.
RAM system description.- The selected IPACS concept for RAM is described
below. The recommended concept employs a present technology energy storage
unit.
Sizing requirements: The IPACS system for RAM is required to store
2500 watt-hours and to deliver a total power output of 4820 watts. Under
failure conditions, momentum exchange attitude control is not required, and
the control function may be assumed by the reaction control system. The
energy storage function, however, must be maintained under failure conditions.
The system must be capable of storing 7/8 of the nominal energy storage re-
quirement and deliverying full power with one rotor unit inoperable. This
requirement establishes the energy storage capacity of a single wheel at 1095
w-hr with a power rating of 2410 watts. The attitude control sizing require-
ments include an angular momentum storage capacity of 2034 N-m-sec (1500 ft-
ib-sec) with a control torque requirement of 9.5 N-m (7 ft-lbs) per torquer.
Design concept: The IPACS concept for RAM is shown in functional block
diagram form on figure 1-45. Energy storage and attitude control are pro-
vided by a planar array of three double-gimbaled units. These units replace
the three double gimbaled CMG's and the battery subsystem in the competitive
attitude control design. The remainder of the baseline control concept is
retained, including the sensors, RCS, magnetic torquers for desaturation, and
reaction wheels for precision control. Three reaction wheels with an angular
momentum of 4.07 N-m-sec (3 ft-lb-sec) each and a torque capability of 1.36 N-m
(I ft-lb) per wheel are used in an orthogonal array.
Buck regulators are used in both the IPACS concept and the competitive
power subsystem. The IPACS units operate with a solar array voltage ranging
from a maximum of 75 to a minimum of 52 volts. Buck regulators drop the
voltage to 28 volts for distribution on the busses. Power switching functions
are performed within the processor and power control unit. Computational
functions performed within this unit are supplemented by those performed
within the vehicle central processor.
Design characteristics: The more significant design characteristics for
the motor/generator/wheel units are presented in Table I-XXIV.
The weight breakdown for a single unit is shown in Table I-XVV.
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TABLE I-XXIV.- RAM IPACS DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Rotor
Material: high strength steel
Geometry: constant stress profile
Diameter: 37.9 cm (14.9 in.)
Maximum width: 13.5 cm (5.3 in.)
Tip width: .814 cm (0.32 in.)
Minimum angular momentum: 1115 N-m-sec (822 ft-lb-sec)
Unit energy storage: 1095 watt-hr
Bearing characteristics:
133.2N (30 ib) preload
LI0 = 4.2 x i05 hr
Drag power - 65 watts/bearing pair (average)
Motor/generator
Maximum design speed: 45 000 rpm
Speed reduction: 50 percent
Volume: 1.082 x 10 -3 m 3 (66 in. 3)
Minimum axial length: 13.7 cm (5.4 in.)
Weight: 6.13 kg (13.5 ib)
Unit power rating: 2410 watts
Other
Gimbal torque limit: 9.5 N-m (7 ft-lb)
Unit weight: 75 kg (165 ib)
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TABLEI-XXV.- WEIGHTBREAKDOWNFORRAMIPACSUNIT
Element
Wheel
Motor generator
i Electronics
Housing/bearings
_Drives and sensors
Outer gimbal
i
k
Weight
kg ib
45.2 99.5
6.1 13.5
1.0 2.2
9.0 19.8
i0.0 22.0
3.6 8.0
74.9 165.1
Operating concept: The three energy units are mounted in the vehicle
as a planar array with the outer gimbal axes parallel and aligned with the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle which is the minor inertia axis. Thus, the
three outer gimbal torques act in parallel. The deliverable torque about
the transverse axes is dependent upon the instantaneous gimbal configuration
but in general will be equal to or greater than the output of a single
torquer.
Energy is stored in all three wheels under normal operating conditions.
The gimbals are torqued as required to minimize the effects of torques
produced by rotor speed changes. Under failure mode conditions, the two
remaining units are slewed to a position where the spin axes of the rotors
a_e collinear. The rotors are counter rotated to provide torque-free energy
storage, The primary attitude control function is assumed by the reaction
control system supplemented by the energy units where possible.
TDRS system description - The selected IPACS concept for TDRS is describ-
ed briefly below.
Sizing requirement- The IPACS is sized for a total energy storage
capacity of 285 watt-hours with a total power capability of 240 watts. The
system must be capable of storing 50 percent of the nominal energy and delivering
full rated power with one of the four units failed. The individual units are,
therefore, sized to store approximately 71 watt-hours and deliver 120 watts. The
attitude control sizing requirements include a maximum angular momentum re-
quirement of 16.95 N-m-sec (12.5 ft-lb-sec) and a torque level of approximately
0.049N-m (7 in-oz) (each on a per axis basis). The system is required to pro-
vide nominal attitude control performance with one unit failed.
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Design concept - The concept for TDRS is presented in system block dia-
gram form on figure 1-46. Energy storage and attitude control is provided by
an array of four identical, nongimbaled, variable speed units. Each unit in-
cludes a permanent magnet brushless dc motor-generator and a constant stress
geometry_ titanium flywheel.
The IPACS concept retains a significant portion of the existing
baseline design. For example, the baseline attitude control sensors are
retained with the exception of the horizon sensors used during the normal
on-station operation. In the baseline control system, the horizon sensors
are integrated with the momentum wheels which provide the rotational motion
for the scan function. In the IPACS concept, a separate solid-state horizon
sensor is required because of the inability of the sensor chips to respond to
the high modulating speeds of the IPACS wheels. The selected sensor is a
flight qualified unit that weighs approximately 3.3 kg (7.2 ib).
The logic which governs operation of the system is contained in the
central processor unit. Power switching functions are provided by the
central power control unit. The shunt dissipator consists of transistor
switches and resistive loads on radiator plates physically located on the
solar array panels. These elements can be switched on command by the power
control logic to dissipate excess solar array power. The dissipator also
serves as an overvoltage regulator for the array.
Design characteristics - The more significant design characteristics for
the motor/generator-wheel units are presented in Table I-XXVI.
TABLE I-XXVI. - MOTOR/GENERATOR DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS - TDRS
Rotor material - titanium
Rotor geometry - constant stress profile
Rotor diameter - 34 cm (13.4 in.)
Rotor maximum width - 1.42 cm (0.56 in.)
Rotor tip width - 0.099 cm (0.039 in.)
Maximum speed - 50 000 rpm
Speed reduction - 50 percent
Angular momentum reserved for control - 16.95 N-m-sec (12.5 ft-lb-sec)
Unit torque rating - .049 N-m (7 in-oz)
Unit energy storage - 71.3 watt-hr
Unit power rating - 120 watts
Array weight (4 units) - 25.97 kg (57.2 ib)
Bearing characteristics
22.2 N (5 ib) preload
LI0 = 2.2 x 105 hr
Drag power - 3.7 watts/bearing pair
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The weight breakdown for a single wheel unit is shown in Table I-XXVII.
Weight is minimized in this design by not enclosing the flywheels,
TABLE I-XXVII.- IPACS UNIT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Item kg Ib
Wheel
Motor/generator
Electronics
Supports and bearings
Total
3.90
0.45
0.99
1.14
6.48
8,6
1.0
2.2
2,5
14.3
Operating concept: The four motor/generator-wheel units are mounted
in the vehicle in pairs to deliver torques directly along the vehicle pitch
and yaw axes. The pitch axis wheels are operated with a momentum bias per-
pendicular to the plane of the orbit, Energy is stored in both the pitch
axis and yaw axis wheels by counter-rotating the wheels. Pitch axis control
may be obtained by torquing either or both of the pitch axis wheels as re-
quired, The yaw axis wheels are nominally operated with zero net angular
momentum but are torqued to provide active nutation damping.
Under failure mode conditions, where one unit has failed, energy is
stored in the pair of units which remain operational. The operative wheel
in the failed axis is used for control only. Thus, control performance with
one unit failed for IPACS is equivalent to the unfailed baseline system. In
the baseline TDRS design, control performance degradation is the result of a
wheel failure.
MSS system description,- The selected IPACS concept for modular space
station is described briefly below,
Sizing requirement: The IPACS array is sized for a total energy storage
capacity of 14 900 watt hours, with a maximum power delivery capability of
20 000 watts, The system must be capable of meeting the above requirements
with one IPACS unit failed, Each of the units in the five unit array is
therefore sized to store 3730 watt hours and deliver 5000 watts, Attitude
control requirements include an array momentum storage capability of 2760
N-m-sec (2034 ft-lb-sec) with one unit failed, The selected array consists
of five single-gimbaled units, The momentum delivery capability with one unit
failed is assumed to be 150 percent of the momentum capacity of a single unit.
The individual wheel is therefore required to have a minimum angular momentum
of 1762 N-m-sec (1350 ft-lb-sec). A rotor sized to provide the required energy
storage will actually exceed the required momentum storage capacity.
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Design concept - The IPACSdesign concept for MSSis shown in functional
block diagram form on figure 1-47. A skewedarray of five single-gimbaled
IPACSunits provides momentumexchange and energy storage.
The solar array design of the baseline vehicle is retained along with the
attitude control sensors and reaction control subsystem. The high voltage
design of the baseline vehicle is also retained. The major vehicle loads are
supplied 120/208 vac with 56 vdc also available.
The major computation functions required to support the IPACSare per-
formed within the IPACSpreprocessor. Modecommandsare generated within
the ISS multiprocessor and transmitted via the inter-connecting data link
to the IPACSpreprocessor.
The more significant design characteristics for the MSSsystem are
presented in Table I-XXVIII.
TABLEI-XXVIII.- MSSIPACSDESIGNCHARACTERISTICS
Rotor
Rotor material: composite PRD-49-111and epoxy
Diameter: 57.9 cm (22.8 in.)
Maximumspeed: 35 000
Speedreduction: 50 percent
Minimumangular momentum: 5690 N-m-sec (4200 ft-lb-sec)
Unit energy storage: 3730 watt-hrs
Bearing characteristics:
Magnetic suspension bearings
Average power per bearing pair: 22 watts
Motor/generator
Unit volume: 2.51 x i03 m3 (153 in. 3)
Minimum axial length: 18.55 cm (7.3 in.)
Other
Gimbal torquer rating: 27.1 N-m (20 ft-lbs)
Torquer gear ratio: 5 to i
The weight breakdown for a single unit is shown in Table I-XXIX.
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TABLE I-XXIX.- WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR MSS IPACS UNIT
Element
Wheel
Motor/generator
Gimbal drive
Sensors
Electronics
Housing and supports
Bearings
Unit weight
Weight
kg ib
94.0 207
14.3 31.6
5.0 ll
2.3 5
1.2 2.6
14.1 31
15.3 33.6
146.2 321.8
Operating concept - The five single-gimbaled IPACS units are mounted
as a skewed array. All units are normally in operation. In case of a
failure in one IPACS unit, the energy storage and momentum exchange functions
are continued with the four operable units and the other unit is shut-down for
repair. On-orbit repair is performed through part replacement at the module
level. Typical modules are an electronics package, an inner gimbal assembly,
or a sensor package.
MJS system description.- The selected IPACS concept for MJS is
described briefly below.
Sizing requirements - The IPACS array is required to deliver a total
of 360 watt-hours at a power level of 20 watts. Under failure -node conditions,
the system is not required to store energy or deliver power. Thus, each wheel
is sized to store 90 watt-hours. Since the weight penalty is low, the motors
are sized to deliver i0 watts rather than 5 watts, the minimum possible. The
momentum storage requirements are extremely small, 0.068 N-m-sec (0.05 ft-lb-
sec) per axis. For a skewed array of four nongimbaled units, the individual
axis requirement translates to a per wheel requirement of 0.076 N-m-sec (0,056
ft-lb-sec.)
Design concept - The IPACS concept for MJS is shown in functional dia-
gram form on figure 1-48. A skewed array of four nongimbaled units is used.
The baseline vehicle radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) power source
is retained. Excess power, not required by either the spacecraft loads or for
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storage in the IPACS wheels, is dissipated through the shunt regulator and
ultimately the thermal radiator. The IPACS units complement the shunt
regulator.
Power and control logic functions are performed within the processor
and power control unit. The RCS and TVC concepts of the baseline vheicle
are retained.
Design characteristics - The more significant design characteristics for
the MJS system are presented in Table I-XXX.
TABLE I-XXX,- MJS IPACS DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Rotor
Rotor material: Composite PRD-49-111 and epoxy
Diameter: 20,3 cm (8 in.)
Maximum speed: i00 000
Speed reduction: 50 percent
Unit energy storage: 90 watt-hours
Bearing characteristics:
Magnetic suspension bearings
Average power per bearing pair: 3.2 watts
Motor/generator
Unit volume: 4.1 x iO 5 m 3 (2,5 in. 3)
Minimum axial length: 2.54 cm (i.0 in,)
The weight breakdown for a single unit is shown in Table I-XXXI.
TABLE I-XXXI.- WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR MJS IPACS UNIT
Element
Wheel
Motor/generator
Electronics
Supports
Bearings
Total unit weight
Weight
kg ib
2.27 5.0
0.14 0.3
1,00 2,2
0.45 1.0
0.45 1.0
4.31 9,5
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Operating concept - The skewed array of four IPACS units provides three-
axis, mass conservative momentum exchange and energy storage. The primary
requirement for the energy storage function occurs during the planet encounter
phases of the mission when experiment power demands potentially exceed the
output of the isotope power source. Thus, energy storage in the IPACS units
may not be required for the long cruise phases of the mission. The IPACS units,
required to provide momentum exchange control orrly, then have the option of
running at relatively low speeds during these cruise phases of the mission.
Normal operation in the 50 000 to i00 000 speed range would be resumed to
supply energy for planet encounter periods.
Under failure mode conditions, the IPACS energy storage requirement is
terminated. The three remaining wheels are used to provide partial momentum
exchange attitude control (reaction control may be required in one axis).
EOS system description.- The IPACS concept for EOS is functionally identi-
cal to the concept presented for TDRS. Sizing and design characteristics
which differ are presented below.
Sizing requirements - The IPACS array under normal operating conditions
is required to store 460 watt-hours and delivery 1048 watts. The individual
wheels in the array are sized by the failure criterion which requires storage
of 345 watt-hours with one of the four wheels in the array failed. Since
failure of a single wheel forces loss of that wheel pair for energy storage,
the 345 watt-hours must be stored in a single wheel pair. Thus, each wheel is
sized to store 173 watt-hours and deliver 525 watts.
The momentum exchange allocation within the 50 percent operating speed
range for a single wheel yields a momentum bias or storage capability of
24.4 N-m-sec (18 ft-lb-sec).
Design concept - The IPACS concept for EOS is the same as that described
for TDRS and illustrated in functional diagram form on figure 1-46.
Design characteristics - The more significant design characteristics for
the IPACS E0S design are presented in Table I-XXXII.
The weight breakdown for a single unit is shown in Table I-XXXIII.
Operating concept - The IPACS operating concept for EOS is the same as
that for TDRS.
Extended Shuttle system description.- The selected IPACS concept for
the 30-day shuttle is described briefly below.
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TABLEI-XXXII.- EOSIPACSDESIGNCHARACTERISTICS
Rotor
Rotor material: Composite PRD-49-111and epoxy
Diameter: 33.8 cm (13.3 in.)
Maximumspeed: 60 000 rpm
Speedreduction: 50 percent
Angular momentumreserved for control: 24.4 N-m-sec (18 ft-lb-sec)
Unit energy storage: 173 watt-hours
Bearing characteristics:
Magnetic suspension bearings
Average power per bearing pair: 3.2 watts
Motor/generator
Unit volume: 3.06 x !0 _ m3 (18.7 in. 3)
Minimumaxial length: 6.35 cm (2.5 in.)
TABLEI-XXXIII.- WEIGHTBREAKDOWNFOREOSIPACSUNIT
Element
Wheel
Motor/generator
Electronics
Housing and supports
Bearings
Unit weight
Weight
kg lb
5.58 12.3
1.32 2.9
1.00 2.2
1.13 2.5
0.45 1.0
9.48 20.9
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Sizing requirements The IPACSarray, under normal operating conditions,
is required to store 6100 watt-hours and deliver a total of 61 000 watts. Full
energy/power performance is required with one of the three units failed. Thus,
each unit is sized to store 3050 watt-hours and deliver power at 30 500 watts.
The wheel will be charged at a rate of 2000 watts.
The attitude control requirements include a momentumstorage capability
of 7120 N-m-sec (5250 ft-lb-sec) and a torque requirement of 163 N-m (120 ft-
ib) per torquer. Under IPACSfailure conditions, the attitude control function
reverts to the orbiter RCS. Thus, each IPACSrotor is sized such that the
minimumangular momentumis 2370 N-m-sec (1750 ft-lb-sec).
Design concept - The IPACSconcept for extended shuttle is shownin
functional block diagram form on figure 1-49. The IPACSarray is a planar
array of three double-gimbaled units. Note that the individual units are
mountedwith the outer gimbal axes parallel. These units provide momentum
exchangeattitude control for the entire vehicle.
The IPACSunits for this design include a separate motor and generator
for each wheel due to the large difference between the charge and discharge
SHUTTLE
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SENSORS AND CONTROL
ESS ESS
BUS A BUS B
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MAIN BUS
REGULATOR
28 VDC 1151200 UNREGULATED 28 VDC 115/200 VAC UNREGULATED
-t 5% VAC DC 28 + 3 VOLTS L 5% 400 HZ DC 28 ± 3 VOLTS
Figure 1-49. Extended Shuttle Functional Block Diagram
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power levels (2 kW and 30.5 kW). The generator is an inside-out design. The
inside-out design has the permanentmagnets located on the exterior portion
of the motor and the windings on a non-rotating shaft. A conventional design
generator was evaluated and found to be impractical from a length standpoint.
The orbiter fuel cells serve as the power source with added reactant
tankage provided in the payload bay. Theorbiter attitude control sensors,
computer, and RCSare utilized. Experiment servo platforms are retained from
the competitive control design.
Design characteristics - The design characteristics of the extended
shuttle IPACSunits are summarizedin Table I-XXXIV.
The weight breakdown for a single unit is shown in Table I-XXXV.
Table I-XXXIV.- EXTENDEDSHUTTLEIPACSDESIGNCHARACTERISTICS
Rotor
Rotor material: CompositePRD-49-111and epoxy
Diameter: 56.6 cm (22.3 in.)
Maximumspeed: 35 500 rpm
Speedreduction: 50 percent
Minimumangular momentum: 3930 N-m-sec (2900 ft-lb-sec)
Unit energy storage: 3050watt-hours
Bearing characteristics:
Magnetic suspension bearings
Average power per bearing pair: 10.8 watts
Motor
Unit volume: 1.15 x i03 m3 (70 in. 3)
Minimumaxial length: 8.6 em(3.4 in.)
Generator
Unit volume: 1.56 x i02 m3 (953 in. 3)
Minimumaxial length: i0.68 cm (4.2 in.)
Inside-out design
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TABLE I-XXXV.- WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR EXTENDED SHUTTLE IPACS UNIT
Element
Wheel
Generator
Motor
Electronics
Housing and supports
Bearings
Outer gimbal
Sensors and drivers
Total unit weight
Weight
kg Ib
77.2 170
82.6 182
6.8 15
6.4 14
13.6 30
5.4 12
5.9 13
27.2 60
• 225.1 496
i
IPACS and Competitive System Performance Comparisons
The performance of the IPACS and competitive systems has been compared.
The initial phase of this effort consisted of a quantitative comparison of
factors such as weight, volume, solar array area, charge-discharge efficiency,
and induced vibration. In addition, qualitative comparisons were made.
Quantitative performance comparisons.-
Weight - Weight comparisons between the IPACS concepts and the competitive
concepts are presented in Table I-XXXVI. The first columns show total power
and control subsystem weight on a single vehicle basis. The final columns
indicate the magnitude of the weight saving and express this as a percentage
of the competitive subsystems weight.
Note that IPACS provides a potential weight saving for all missions ex-
cept MJS. The saving appears most significant for RAM and EOS - both of which
are low-altitude earth orbit missions utilizing solar array power. The saving
on TDRS, although a smaller percentage, is perhaps more important. The trans-
portation costs to synchronous orbit are higher (refer to TDRS cost analysis),
and the vehicle is performance constrained by weight limitations.
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Volume - Volume comparisons between the IPACS and competitive systems
are presented in Table I-XXXVII. The volume estimates for the IPACS energy
storage momentum wheel units and the conventional control moment gyros were
calculated as the volume of spheres with radii equal to the rotor radii. It
is recognized that the actual displacement volumes of the nongimbaled units
are significantly different from the spherical estimates; however the spherical
volumes perhaps better represent the installation problems and problems with
utilization of surrounding volume in the vehicle. The only components included
in the IPACS estimates are the energy/momentum units. Competitive system
volumes include only the momentum exchange control volumes and battery volumes.
Comparison of these numbers yields a fair estimate of the delta volume between
the systems. As seen from the table, substantial volume savings are obtained
for all missions except TDRS and MJS.
Charge-Discharge Efficiency - Figure 1-50 graphically compares IPACS
charge-discharge efficiencies with the competitive systems. The full length
of the IPACS bar represents the efficiency of the brushless dc motor/generator
and electronics. Bearin F losses reduce that efficiency as indicated on the
graphs by the shaded regions. In all cases studied, the IPACS systems are
seen to be more efficient in performing the charge-discharge operation. The
effect of these increased efficiencies are best evaluated through consideration
of the solar array requirements - discussed in the next section.
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The relatively large effect of bearing loss on the TDRS IPACS efficiency
is due to the low power allocated for charging and the resultant long period
( = 5 hours) to recharge. This also did not include consideration of IPACS
bearing losses during the long daylight period (when neither charging nor dis-
charging) nor does it include comparable factors for the battery concepts suc_
as charge circuit losses for battery stand by, trickle charge, or overcharge.
Solar array area - A study was conducted to quantize the significance
of charge-discharge efficiency differences between the IPACS concepts and
the competitive energy storage systems. The approach taken was to estimate
the solar array area required in each case. The area can be estimated once
the power requirement is known. For a parallel mechanization, the following
expression specifies array power as a function of the efficiencies and orbital
parameters.
PSA = riCH - DIS TD + PL nDIST
where:
PSA = required solar array power, watts
TE = eclipse time, minutes
TD = sunlight time, minutes
PL = power to loads, watts
qCH-DIS = charge discharge efficiency
NDIST = transmission and conditioning efficiencies
This expression was evaluated for the various missions including consideration
of the IPACS bearing losses and the results are shown on Table I-_XVIII.
In the case of the TDRS, a small increase in solar array power is re-
quired even though the IPACS has a higher efficiency than the NiC. batteries
used in the competitive power system. At geosynchronous orbitj t_e maximum
eclipse period is 72 minutes. Based on 85 watts of solar array power avail-
able for charging, time required to return the IPACS to i00 percent storage
energy is 4.8 hours. The IPACS wheel bearing loss (total) is 14.8 watts when
ball bearings are used. The requirement for this fixed power to sustain whee
speed during standby periods results in a 2 percent increase in solar array
area for an IPACS TDRS.
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In the case of the EOS and RAM, the higher IPACS energy storage efficiency
does result in s decrease in required solar array area. For the MSS case
analyzed, a 2.7 percent increase in solar array area is required with IPACS.
This result is explained by the MSS electrical load profile which is based on
a 14-hour work and a 10-hour rest period. The eclipse period powers are
approximately 5.4 kw less than the sunlight requirement. If a system is
sized to the 14-hour work period profile, a mlnlmum welght results for the
energy storage components. However, extra solar array power available during
the 10-hour rest period is not utilized. The addition of extra energy storage
capacity allows this power to be stored and then used during the 14-hour work
period. In the case of the regenerative fuel cells, gaseous hydrogen and
oxygen tankage weight required to store 10-hour rest period excess solar array
power amounts to 787 kg (1735 Ib). Sizing the reactant storage tanks for the
14-hour work period requirements result in a 592 kg (1301 ib) weight reduction.
On the other hand, the solar array area required is increased by 122.8m 2
(1320 sq it), which corresponds to a weight increase of 572 kg (1260 ib). The
weight trade is about equal but an operational and cost advantage results by
use of the smaller solar array. A minimum IPACS weight of 905 kg (1990 ib)
is required to meet 14-hour work eclipse period requirements. By increasing
IPACS weigh= to that required by the baseline regenerative fuel cell system,
a reduction in solar array area could be obtained. This must be traded off
against the increased IPACS weight and cost. The present concept of sizing
the IPACS energy storage system and the solar array to the 14-hour work
period eclipse demands allows for power growth requirements such as would be
required for multiple shift operations. The system can be operated at maximum
power continuously. In order to provide this capability with a regenerative
fuel cell energy storage system, a solar array of 769m 2 (8270 ft 2) would be
required which is 107m _ (1150 ft 2) greater than that required for IPACS.
Induced vibration: A preliminary analysis was conducted to compare the
IPACS designs with the competitive control units from an induced vibration
standpoint. The unbalance force is proportional to me_ 2 where m is the rotor
mass, e is the equivalent offset in the rotor mass center, and _ is the
rotational speed of the rotor. The same rotor balancing technology is assumed
for both the IPACS and competitive control units. This assumption is warranted
in that the precision of the balancing operation is determined by the test
techniques and instrumentation rather than the rotor mass, speed, or other
rotor characteristics. Thus it is felt that the techniques used to balance
a 28 kg, 3000 rpm CMG rotor to 7.6 x 10 -8 meters (3 mlcro-inches) will also
enable the balancing of a 45 kg 45 000 rpm rotor to 7 x 10-8 meters. The
induced force or vibration comparison then simplifies to a consideration of
the rotor mass and rotational speed of the units. The competitive rotor mass
characteristics were estimated in some cases using unit size, angular momentum,
and speed data. The results used in deriving the relative force factor are
shown in Table XXXIX.
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The study indicates that induced vibration forces will be higher for
IPACS than would be expected with the competitive control units. Further
studies, documented in Module 4 of this volume address the potential impact
of induced vibration with respect to pointing stability. With the incor-
poration of vibration isolation techniques, it is felt that IPACS induced
vibration would not preclude the attainment of precision image motion
stabilization such as that required for the free-flying RAM.
Qualitative considerations.-
Safety - The safety consideration for IPACS concerns the high con-
centration of energy stored in the rotor. Provision must be made for
personnel safety and spacecraft protection in the event of flywheel dis-
integration. The probability can be made arbitrarily small by design derating,
material and manufacturing techniques but it cannot, as in the case of pressure
vessels, be eliminated completely. Reference 1-9 has shown that containment
and energy transfer rings are possible, but that weight penalties, even for
ground vehicle use, are unacceptable. Lightweight containment devices can be
postulated, but are not of current technology for isotropic wheels.
The problem, for isotropic wheels, is solved for IPACS by adequate design
margins, material selection and testing, development testing, rigorous quality
control through manufacturing and proper facility provisions. The solutions
proposed are seen to be directly analogous to those currently existing for
large control moment gyros and pressure vessels and are not considered more
difficult or, significantly, more costly to implement.
The design margin is applied through specification of the working
stress in the rotor, including consideration of the number of fatigue
cycles which the rotor must endure. For this study, the allowable working
stress in the rotor was selected from fatigue data allowables _quivalent to
twice the anticipated cycles for the worst case mission. The worst case
mission was space station designed for ten years of operation in low altitude
earth orbit.
Material selection requires specification of rotating-grade quality as
well as material type. Tests for material homogeneity, purity, and lack of
stress concentrations are required.
Development testing is required in several areas. Rotor fatigue cycle
tests should be conducted to add confidence to the material fatigue data
used in establishing the allowable working stress. Development tests should
also include overspeed to destruction on families of rotors with various
surface grades and stress notches.
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Manufacturing or acceptance tests on every rotor would include over-
speed tests to a prespecified stress level as a test of rotor integrity.
Rotor inspections should be designed to detect internal imperfections, as
well as surface imperfections that could lead to eventual weakening under
operating stress.
Facility provisions represent a further aspect of the safety problem,
Containment provisions will be required for operations where the rotors are
run at design speeds or overspeed. The usual techniaue is to use a pit where
the rotor is mounted below ground level with the plane of rotation parallel
to the ground. The construction of the pit should be such that disintegration
of a rotor can occur and be totally contained without risk to test personnel.
It should be noted that all testing need not be performed in a pit. Functional
tests can be performed at speeds well under the maximum design speed. A rotor
running at 50 percent design speed experiences only 25 percent of the stress
associated with maximum speed operation.
The unique failure properties of the anisotropic rotors would appear to
result in less hazard. Testing of various composite rotors has shown that
frequently a large part of the rotor energy is dissipated in the destruction
of the rotor. For example, some fiber/epoxy designs fail with the fibers
essentially delaminating but not breakin_ loose from the shaft. Other tests
with rod type shapes have shown that a significant portion of the kinetic
energy is dissipated within the failure mechanism. These conclusions are
supported by analysis of containment ring deformation resulting from the impact
of rotor segments following rotor overspeed to destruction tests. This failure
property is considered to be a significant advantage for the composite rotors
over the homogeneous type and represents a further reason for encouraging the
development of the composite rotor.
Reliability - Two factors can be considered in reliability. The first
is the impact of integrating power and control functions upon overall power
and control systems reliability. In the second, an IPACS unit can be compared
with a conventional momentum device for reliability.
In the systems sense, conventional power and control reliability functions
are chained to give spacecraft reliability. This is because all elements of
both systems must work for nominal systems operations. Figure 1-51 shows a
generic block diagram of power and control elements. As can be noted, IPACS
changes the chain from eight (the number is arbitrary) to seven functional
elements with an added chan_e in reliability to the momentum system. If IPACS
flywheel assembly reliability can be made equal to that of the original momentum
element, IPACS will result in a reliability advantage.
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Figure 1-51. Generic Power and Control Reliability Chain
A preliminary study was conducted to compare the estimated reliability
between an IPACS unit and a typical control moment gyro. Both the IPACS and
CMG were assumed to be double gimbaled units. The results of this study are
presented in Table I-XXXX below. The IPACS unlt, representing a "second
generation" CMG, is shown to include the benefits of technology/reliability
improvements. For example, the IPACS unit includes a brushless direct drive
torquer whereas the CMG includes a brush type direct drive torquer. Similarly,
brushless sensors are used in the IPACS compared to brush type sensors in the
CMG's. Integrated circuit electronics were assumed for both the IPACS and
the CMG's. The spin assembly for IPACS is seen to be less reliable than the
comparable unit on the CMG for primarily two reasons. The IPACS spin bearings
operate at significantly higher speeds and the IPACS unit includes a launch
lock to restrain the axial motion of the rotor/preload assembly through the
launch environment. This launch lock is characteristic of designs which are
not able to use the central rod preload technique.
Table I-XXXX presents comparative estimates for two electronics concepts -
without redundancy and with standby redundancy. The marked reliability im-
provement for the latter case warrants further investigation. As shown in
the table the IPACS unit is estimated to have a slight reliability advantage
over the conventional control moment gyro.
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TABLE I-XXXX.- FAILURE RATE COMPARISON FOR IPACS VERSUS CMG'S
Spin assembly
Spin motor electronics
Gimbal
Gimbal drive (IG)
Drive electronics (IG)
Sensor (IG)
Sensor electronics (IG)
Gimbal drive (OG)
Drive electronics (OG)
Sensor (OG)
Sensor electronics (OG)
Outer support
Total
Notes :
2.0
2.9
Failures per million hours
CMG IPACS
(,206) (1)
0.76 (2)
2.9 (.206)
1.0 (4)
1.2
0.76
2.9 (.206)
1.0
1.2
16.6 (8.5)
2.6
2.9 (.206)
(i) Assumes standby redundancy
(2) Direct drive brush type
(3) Direct drive brushless
(4) Brush type
(5) Brushless
(6) Integrated circuit electronics
0.31 (3)
2.9 (.206)
0.32 (5)
1.0
0.31
2.9 (.206)
0.32
1.0
14.56 (6.5)
Thermal control - The following heat sources have been identified for a
representative IPACS energy storage/momentum unit.
• Bearing friction
• Rotor windage
• Motor/generator losses
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Torquer duty cycles are expected to be sufficiently low that this heating
source is not significant.
The relatively high efficiencies associated with the IPACSunits tend to
minimize the thermal problems associated with the identified heating sources.
The rotors operate in an evacuated housing to minimize the motor power re-
quired to overcomewindage drag. Considering outgassing_ the pressure within
the housing is expected to be on the order of 0.i microns. The associated
motor power to overcomethe drag is on the order of i to 2 watts depending
upon the size of the unit. Windageheating is therefore considered to be
negligible.
Losses within the permanentmagnet motor/generators can be allocated
betweenelectronics losses and copper and core losses within the rotating
machine itself. The electronics losses do not represent a heating problem
as the electronics are mounted in a separate package on the exterior of the
rotor h0usin_s and can be designed to radiate to the surrounding spacecraft
structure.
Assumingmotor/generator efficiencies on the order of 97 percent, repre-
sentative heating rates are presented in Table I-XXXXI.
TABLEI-XXXXI.- HEATINGFROMM/G LOSSES
Mission Power level (watts) Losses (watts)
MJS
TDRS
E0S
RAM
MSS
Extended Shuttle
12.5
120
525
2410
5000
30 _00
0.39
3.7
16
75
254
942
Losses for the MJS, TDRS,and EOSmissions are considered to be suffi-
ciently small to not be a problem. For the extended shuttle case, the
associated duty cycle is significant. The high power level occurs for a maxi-
mumduration of 0.i hr. Thus the heating pulse is only 94 watt hr.
The last heating source of interest is the bearing friction for con-
ventional ball bearings. This applies to the designs for RAMand TDRS.
Magnetic suspension bearings were selected for the other designs, and the
average power dissipation of these bearings (ii watts/bearing maximum)is
small.
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Average ball-bearing friction losses per unit (two bearings) are esti-
mated to be on the order of 65 watts and 3.6 watts for RAM.and TDRS. The
problem for RAMis expected to be the establishment of thermal stability in
the transfer of heat away from the bearing area. Feasibility is not auestioned,
but this thermal stability will require analysis and test in the design and
development phases. The reader is referred to the RAMconceptual design
section for a further discussion of this problem.
Orbital storage.--The orbital storage problem for an IPACSunit is ex-
pected to be essentially comparable to the storage problem for present tech-
nology control momentgyros. Systemelements such as the permanent magnet
motors, electronics, gimbal drives, and sensors are considered to be equivalent
between IPACSand CMG's.
Feasibility Analysis Summary
Energy storage by meansof flywheels appears technically feasible for
spacecraft applications.
Flywheel energy units can be assembledfrom either current or advanced
technology elements. Both technologies are expected to produce about twice
the energy density of NiCd batteries at comparabledevelopment levels.
As energy storage elements, current technology flywheels were found to
be capable of 48 W-hr/kg with advanced technology wheels producing up to
70 W-hr/kg. This compareswith 26 and 41 W-hr/kg for current- and advanced-
technology NiCd systems respectively.
The flywheel energy units were found to be readily adaptable to both
gimbaled and nongimbaled control arrays of conventional usage.
Flywheel energy momentumunits used in integrated power and attitude
control applications were found to be technically feasible for all missions
studied.
The advantages of the flywheel systems increased as mission life and
charge-discharge cycles increased.
The IPACSunits showedweight and efficiency advantages for all missions
except the MJS, where the low energy requirement resulted in a weight penalty.
Weight advantages ranged from a low of 6 percent for the 30-day Shuttle
mission to 36 percent for the EOSmission. The RAMmission showeda weight
savings of 31 percent, and MSSshowed16 percent. Charge-discharge efficiency
for the IPACSunits exceeded that of competitive battery and fuel cell systems.
Current technology IPACSranged from 58 to 67 percent (with bearing losses)
and advanced technology units showedabout 70 to 75 percent.
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IPACSoperational factors were found to be comparable to current systems.
Someaddedrigor is required for insuring safety, but the procedures required
parallel current practice. Current technology IPACSunits are considered
comparable in reliability with the competitive energy storage and control sub-
svstems.
1--1.
1--2.
1--3.
1--4.
1--5.
1--6.
1--7.
1--8.
1--9.
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Appendix I-A - SELECTION OF MISSION CLASS REPRESENTATIVE VEHICLES
Vehicle selection was directed toward two objectives. First, each
vehicle was to be representative of the _iven mission class. Performance
requirements peculiar to that mission class had to be present in the vehicle
representinF that class. Second, it was desired that each vehicle expose
IPACS t6 as many design issues as possible. Selected vehicles must show a
spectrum of performance requirements to meet this objective.
Approach to Vehicle Selection
Input data consisted of the Fleming and von Braun NASA mission models
and subsystem performance data for various candidate vehicles, The approach
consisted of a two level screening within each mission class and a final
screening of candidate vehicles across mission classes.
Missions listed in both mission models were tabulated according to the
four defined mission classes. The planetary missions were taken from the yon
Braun model and most of the satellites were taken from the Fleming plan.
Similar vehicles were combined in families to reduce the candidates to be
considered. Those missions scheduled earller than 1975 were excluded because
an IPACS could not be incorporated into the desi_n of these missions within
the available development time. Non-NASA missions were also excluded because
candidate missions among the NASA programs provide as wide a variation of
requirements as necessary to ensure in-depth evaluation of IPACS candidates.
Preliminary screening within each mission class consisted of two phases.
In the first phase vehicle size, pointln_ accuracy and power levels were
compared with the average characteristics of the mission class. Compatibility
of the recommended attitude control and power subsystem concept with IPACS
was also examined. If this screening did not provide a clear cut selection,
a second screening phase determined the availability of reference data to the
study team and was employed as a selection criteria.
Final screening of candidates was accomplished by comparing the candidate
vehicles across mission classes. This step was accomplished to ensure estab-
lishment of a wide spectrum of design requirements to expose as many IPACS
desiK_ issues as possible.
Mission Class Evaluation
The unmanned satellite class was subdivided into three subclasses of
(a) near-earth orbit, (b) _eosynchronous orbit and (c) planetary spacecraft.
Each class is considered in the paragraphs to follow.
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Near-Earth Orbit Satellites.- Table I-A-I presents comparative data for
22 satellite vehicles scheduled to fly during the 1975 to 1990 time frame
with orbital altitudes ranging from 370 to 1850 kilometers (200 to i000 n.mi.).
Spin stabilized or dual spin spacecraft were rejected because of the
incompatibility of their control confiFuration with the efficient storaFe
of electrical energy.
The screenin_ of spin and dual spin satellites left twenty missions to
be considered. Additionally, the Bioexplorer was rejected because it uses
cold zas and extendable booms. The Primate and Plant Experiment satellites
were rejected because their power levels are an older of magnitude _reater
than the range of the rest of the satellites tabulated. The Plasma Physics
and Perturbation satellite was rejected because of inadequate data.
The remainin_ sixteen missions were retained for screeninF on an overall
misslon/class basis. By this means the unmanned satellite requirement when
considered across all missions, could serve to add to the scope of the over-
all study and fill in requirements voids which might occur through similarities
in the selection of the other spacecraft classes. The final selection is
discussed further in the Mission Class Comparison section.
Geosynchronous Orbit Satellites.- Table I-A-II lists the candidate geosyn-
chronous satellites. This family was more readily screened than the near-earth
satellites.
The TrackinF and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) was selected as the
candidate geosynchronous satellite for the following reasons: (i) it has
design characteristics representative of the class, (2) Rockwell International,
Space Division has an in-house study of a three-axis stabilized TDRS providinF
a convenient source of detailed data, and (3) it provides insiFht into
IPACS applications to communication-type satellites which have been the type
most frequently placed in Feosynchronous orbit.
Planetary Vehicles.- Table 1-A-Ill illustrates the planetary missions
scheduled in the 1975 to 1990 time frame. The planetary vehicles can be
broken down into the subclasses with unioue characteristics; the inner and
the outer planet missions.
Outer planet missions were selected as the more signuificant type for
IPACS evaluation. Radioisotope/thermal electric power Feneration (RTG) devices
are used instead of solar arrays because of the decrease in solar energy with
distance from the sun. This difference will allow determination of the effects
of integration of an IPACS with an alternative power source to the solar array.
Plannin_ for outer planet missions centers around the use of Pioneer and
Mariner vehicles. Spin stabilization eliminates the Pioneer vehicles from
further consideration for reasons explained previously. The Mariner series
of vehicles is a family with very similar requirements and characteristics
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TABLEI-A-I.- NEAREARTHSATELLITEMISSIONS
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DATE
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• i
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Therefore, the Mariner-Jupiter/Saturn Flyby Mission was selected because it
is the first of the series of outer planet Mariner flights tabulated. Since
this family of missions will be accomplished by the same vehicle, it is better
to trade off IPACS for the first mission than assume that retroflttin F IPACS
can be cost-effective for later missions.
Thirty-Day Shuttle Missions.- IPACS applications could be made to either
the shuttle vehicle or the shuttle payload. The shuttle could employ an
IPACS for peaking power requirements, especi_lly for the operation of landin_
gear and control surface hydraulics. However, hydrazine APU's have been
selected for this specific application. Other peakinF reouirements are within
the capability of the shuttle fuel cell assembly. Since the desiFn decisions
for the shuttle have been made and IPACS development time is inconsistent
with that of the shuttle, use of IPACS on the shuttle itself was rejected.
Use of IPACS as a shuttle payload enerFy storaFe device was examined in detail.
Table 1-A-IV lists the thlrty-day shuttle payloads identified in the RAM
(Reference i-A-l) and the NR space station studies. Search of the literature
was unable to identify any other thlrty-day shuttle payloads formally defined.
None of these missions lend themselves to an IPACS application. Power
subsystem concepts formulated for all missions incorporate fuel cells with
adequate capacity to handle defined average and peak loads. The RAM has its
own 7 kw fuel cell which exceeds the load defined for its mission. All of the
30M series are dependent on the shuttle electrical power subsystem which can
supply up to 6 kw to its payload.
Extension of the shuttle mission from 7 to 30 days requires additional
fuel cell reactant storage as the power subsystems are currently configured.
An alternative wouldbe a solar array/IPACS kit for mission extension.
Preliminary evaluation rejected this alternative on the basis of cost. A
tank farm of up to 14 cryogenic tanks of the same design as currently defined
for the shuttle can accommodate the 30-day sortie mission. Only recurring
costs for the tanks and an installation cost are incurred. This amount will
be much less than the development plus recurrln_ costs of a solar array/IPACS
concept.
A model 30-day shuttle sortie mission that has potential for an IPACS
application was developed to examine this mission class. The mission is a
combination of two sortie missions, the Earth Observation and Contamination
Technology mission (30M-I) and a PAM material science payload, MIS2B. The
power profile of MIS2B was superimposed on that o_ 30M-I. This power profile
is similar to ten RAM payloads which have peak power levels that exceed the
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available fuel cell power supply. MIS2B has the largest energy storage
requirement of all and therefore provides an upper boundary for IPACS appli-
cation. The 30M-I sortie mission has pointin_ requirements reasonable for
a vehicle of the size of the shuttle. Other 30-day missions were rejected
because they either had no pointin_ requirement or too fine a pointin_
reauirement. The resultant payload combination, then, has attitude control
and peak power requirements that lend themselves to an IPACS application
and is representative of the sortie class of missions.
RAM.- The RAM (reference l-C-l) has three accommodation modes -- shuttle
attached operations, space station attached, and free-flyers. The first two
types of accommodation have been assigned a separate mission class in this
study by the statement of work. Therefore, free-flying RAM's were the only
accommodation mode consldered for the RAM mission class. This accommodation
mode also is the only RAM configuration which has both solar array power
generation and momentum exchange devices for attitude control.
Table I-A-V lists the free-flylng RAM payloads. Only the astronomy
missions are considered si_niflcant to further IPACS evaluation. Two of the
technology experiments are subsatellites that are carried piggyback with
other RAM experiments and therefore do not typify the mission class. The
Fluid Management RAM was rejected because it does not have a polntinp require-
ment.
Of the four astronomy free-flyers, there is little difference in
characteristics. All vehicles require very accurate pointing, therefore
not providing a discriminator. The Advanced Solar Observatory, A303B, was
selected as the candidate RAM vehicle to subject the IPACS concepts to the
hiFhest power storage requirement possible while maintaininF the tightest
pointing requirement of all mission classes.
Modular Space Station.- Two modular space station studies have been
accomplished (reference I-C-2). Their characteristics are similar excepting
size and configuration. Table I-A-VI compares the two designs. The weight
of the two designs is indicative of the design differences. Rockwell, Space
Division developed a nine-module concept arranged in the shape of cruciform.
McDonnell/Douglas (MACDAC) developed a design made up of only three modules
shaped like an elbow. The asymmetrical shape of the MACDAC design led to a
higher momentum storage requirement than the Rockwell design (11,400 n-m-sec
versus 3000 n-m-sac). Conversely, the Rockwell design has a higher power
requirement than the MACDAC, 19 kilowatts versus 15 kilowatts.
A significant difference between the two designs is the choice of energy
storage concepts. Rockwell selected a regenerative fuel cell concept after
trading it off against NiCd batteries. Design characteristics were developed
for both designs, however. MACDAC adopted the more conventional battery
approach.
The Rockwell design was selected for the IPACS evaluation because it
would allow IPACS to be traded off against two electrical energy storage
concept| and it has the largest energy storag e requirements of all mission
classes,
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Mission Class Comparisons
The candidates identified for each mission class were then compared in
their relationship to each other to assure that the IPACS would be exposed to
as many issues as possible. Table I-A-VII compares the candidates with respect
to key IPACS design issues. Selection of the near-earth orbit satellite
resulted from an evaluation of this comparison data.
Representative Missions Selected for Conceptual Design Studies
The TDRS and free-flylng RAM vehicles were recommended for conceptual
design penetration. This recommendation was subsequently accepted by the
NASA/LRC.
Conclusions
The selected vehicles met both of the original objectives, i.e., that
of being representative of the individual mission classes and exposing IPACS
to a broad cross section of issues. Table I-A-VII shows how well the selected
vehicles expose the IPACS to design issues. The E0S satellite provides the
coarsest pointing vehicle. It also required study of the effects of a sun
synchronous orbit on IPACS. TDRS allowed understanding of the effects of
geosynchronous orbit conditions on IPACS design. The planetary vehicle
allowed examination of the usefulness of IPACS with a constant power genera-
tion concept. The shuttle mission enabled determination of the IPACS
effectiveness with a very large vehicle. The RAM mission exposed the IPACS
to extremely fine pointing requirements. Finally, the modular space station
selection required examination of the impact of large electrical energy
requirements and pitted the IPACS against the regenerative fuel cells, another
promising energy storage alternative to the NiCd battery.
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APPENDIXI-B - SPACECRAFTREQUIREMENTS
Spacecraft requirements are presented below for each of the six selected
reference missions.
Spacecraft requirements - EOS.-
Fli_ht envelope: Payload capabilities to sun-synchronous orbit from
Western Test Range (WTR) is 1088 kg (2400 ibs) to 976 km (525 nm) altitude.
A proposed growth version with 3 Castor III solids and 6 Castor II has 1313
kg (2900 ib) capability to this altitude. Future growth versions go up as
high as 1585 kg (3500 ib). The orbit is nominally high noon sun synchronous
with an inclination of 1.74 rad (i00 deg).
Mission duration: Vehicle lifetime is targeted for 2 years.
Reliability and maintainability: Subsystem reliability will be accom-
plished by providin_ redundancy to vehicle critical equipment. The vehicle
will not be designed maintainable, however, the capability for shuttle
retrieval and fault correction on the _round is bein_ studied.
Spacecraft requirements - TDRS.-
Launch mode: The vehicle is boosted by a Thor-Delta 2914. The vehicle
is spin stabilized during the transfer orbit with active nutation control.
Fli_ht envelope: Two vehicles are nominally operated at synchronous
altitude. One is positioned at a lon_itude of aDproximatelv 0.26 rad (15
deg) West and the other at a longitude of approximately 2.53 tad (145 deg)
West. The selected orbit inclination is 0.0436 rad (2.5 deg).
Mission duration: The vehicle shall be designed for a minimum opera-
tional life of 5 years.
Reliability and maintainability - TDRS: The preliminary reliability
apportionment is based upon a total vehicle reliability of 0.8.
The preliminary reliability apportionment for the electrical power
subsystem is 0.95.
The preliminary reliability apportionment for the attitude control
subsystem is 0.96.
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The design shall attempt to eliminate all single point failures by
redundancywhere feasible.
The vehicle is not designed to be serviced or maintained in orbit.
Spacecraft requirements - MJS.-
Launch phase: The Titan/Centaur/Burner II launch vehicle will inject
first into an earth parking orbit and then rei_nlte to provide the mission
injection velocity. The spacecraft will maintain communications via the
S-band llnk and the launch vehicle telemetry system durln_ the ascent.
Cruise Phase: The cruise flight phase is defined to include portions
of a fllzht during which the spacecraft is in a relatively quiescent state.
The purpose of cruise operations is to acauire science data, monitor the
engineering status of the spacecraft, and to accumulate radlometric data for
navigation. Some of these sequences will require commanded turn maneuvers
of the spacecraft for extended periods of time.
At desiFnated times during flight, the spacecraft will be required to
perform trajectory correction maneuvers to improve navization. The mission
operations activity will increase si_nlficantly durln_ this period.
Encounter phase: The encounter phase will begin about 40 days before
the time of closest approach (encounter) to the planet when the frequency
of activities and observations becomes very hlzh. It will last until 40 days
following encounter. Followin_ closest approach, an earth occultation period
will occur durln_ which all data must be recorded for later playback when the
down-llnk has been reestablished.
Reliability objectives: The mission will be desizned to yield a hizh
probability of mission success with a minimum de_radatlon of the planned
science return. The following reliability goals derived from a reliability
prediction study will be used for the IPACS study.
Subsystem
Reliability at
Jupiter (1.5 years)
Reliability at
Saturn (3.5 years)
Power 0.944 0.881
Power distribution 0.99984 0.99915
Attitude control 0.983 0.951
Spacecraft requirements r 30 day Shuttle.-
Launch mode: The payload is launched by and remains attached to the
shuttle orbiter.
Fli_ht envelope: The experiments are conducted in a 500 km (270 n ml)
circular orbit at an inclination of 0.96 tad (55 de_).
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Mission duration: The mission duration is 30 days.
Reliability: All critical subsystems/functions (hardware whose failure
could result in loss of crew or loss of module) will be designed for any
credible combination of two comDonent failures. Conservative factors of
safety shall be provided where critical single failure points cannot be
eliminated (pressure vessels, Dlumbin_, etc.)
Spacecraft requirements - PAM.-
Launch mode: The vehicle is delivered to orbit by the shuttle.
Fli_ht envelope : The desired orbit is circular with an inclination of
less than 0.174 tad (i0 °) and an altitude of 740 km (400 n mi).
Acceptable orbit characteristics are a circular orbit with an inclina-
tion between 0.78 rad (45 °) and 0.96 rad (55 °) and an altitude of 500 km
(270 n mi).
Mission Duration: The mission duration is 5 years.
Reliability: All critical subsystems/functions (hardware whose failure
results in loss of crew or loss of module) will be designed for any credible
combination of two component failures.
Conservative factors of safety shall be provided where critical single
failure points cannot be eliminated (pressure vessels, plumbing, etc.)
As a _oal, free flyin_ _AMs will he designed to facilitate their
retrieval and recovery by the shuttle in case of the failure of critical
onboard systems.
Maintainability: The vehicle shall be designed for on-orbit maintenance
in a shirtsleeve environment with a nominal service interval of 6 months.
Manning: The vehicle is manned Deriodically for on-orbit servicinF but
nominally operates unmanned.
Spacecraft requirements - MSS.-
Launch mode: The individual modules of the space station are delivered
to orbit by the shuttle.
Flight envelope: The vehicle shall be capable of operating at altitudes
between 445 and 500 km at an inclination of 0.96 rad (55 de_). Subsystem
sizing shall be based on an orbital operatin_ altitude of 445 km (240 nm).
Mission Duration: The operational life of the station shall be I0
years.
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Reliability: The redundancy requirements utilized for the MSSsubsystems
are established by the application of the failure tolerance criteria and
associated failure definitions. In additlon to the failure tolerance criteria,
specific requirements are established for areas tha= are considered unique.
The following table defines the minimum allowable number of component failures
which may result in the indicated operational mode.
Operational Mode
Allowable Number of Component Failures
to Peach Operational Mode
Station Operation Build-up
(Manned) (Unmanned)
Normal 0 0
Nominal I -
De_raded 2 i
Emergency 3 2
Maintainability: The maintenance approach established for the MSS is
i00 percent on orbit maintenance as a Foal utilizin_ the in flight replaceable
unit (IFRU) concept. Where on orbit replacement appears impractical, require-
ments for long life are established to minimize the need for module return.
The maximum envelope size for an IFRU is i00 x 100 x 127 cm (40 x 40 x
50 in) except IFRU's and expendables for critical functions which must be
capable of passing through secondary access hatches of 56 x 56 x 127 cm
(22 x 22 x 50 in.).
IFRU's which are part of time critical functions shall allow for two
consecutive unsuccessful repairs before resultinF in a critical condition.
IFRU's shall not exceed 27 kg (60-1b) where possible (l-g limit for one
crew member), 54 kF (120-ib) as an upper llmit (zero-F llmit for one crew
member where practical.
The subsystems shall be desiFned for the operational life of the station,
_with resupply of consumables and replaceable items of equipment. This
operational life may be obtained through long-life design, and in-place redun-
dancy for critical equipment whose failure could disable the space station
or imperil the crew.
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APPENDIX I-C - COMPETITIVE ELECTRICAL POWER AND
ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS DEFINITION
The definition of the conventional electrical power and attitude control
subsystems as defined in the original program documents is presented herein.
Design data for the subsystems were taken from references I-C-I through I-C-9.
Earth Observatory Satellite (EOS) Control Concept
Concept description. - The baseline attitude control system selected
for the EOS was based on the goal of minimum weight using existing hardware
or technology. The mechanization shown in figure l-C-I uses two reaction
wheels installed in a "V" configuration for primary on-orblt stabilization and
control. Horizon sensors integral to the reaction wheels are used for the
separation, acquisition, correction and on-orblt phase as the basic feedback
for the pitch and roll control loops. Yaw attitude errors are determined by
gyro-compassing for the acquisition phase only since during normal orbit
operations the roll control provided by the V-configuratlon will douple into
yaw control for the earth oriented EOS. A sun sensor for yaw orientation is
included to provide for reacquisitlon if required. A three axis rate gyro
package is also included to provide rate stabilization and control during the
acquisition and vernier velocity maneuver.
A reaction control system provides primary torque capability during
separation, acquisition, vernier injection, and orbit makeup maneuvers. Both
magnetic torquers and the reaction control system balance the disturbance
torques durin E normal orbit operations.
Physical characteristics.- Weight and power requirements are summarized
in Table I-C-I.
Development considerations.- The control concept described above is based
upon the use of existing technology. No component development is anticipated.
TDRS Control Concept
Concept description.- A functional diagram of the control concept is pre-
sented in figure I-C-2.
The attitude control system selected in the trade studies is the "V"
plus a third wheel system. The system was selected over the other candidates
primarily on the basis of its reliability relative to the other candidates.
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TABLEI-C-I.- COMPETITIVESYSTEMWEIGHTANDPOWERSUMMARY
Components
Rate gyros
Sun sensor
Reaction wheels & horizon sensors
Magnetic torquers
Reaction jet system (dry)
Electronics
Mounting and wiring
Solar panel drive
Weight
kg (ib)
2.3 (5)
1.4 (3)
21.8 (48)
9.1 (20)
16.4 (36)
5.4 (12)
6.8 (15)
27.3 (60)
Power (watts)
20
i
16
8
20
Total 90.5 (199) 65
I TELEMETERED ATTITUDE SENSOR
DATA, WHEEL SPEEDS, JET
COMMANDS_ CONTROl. MODE &
SYSTEM STATUS DATA
7 j ACCELEROMETERS{2)(NUTATION S N ING1
I
CONTROL _] SPINNING HORIZON
SENSORS f21
i
ELECTRONICS
(SENSOR SIGNAL i_IREACTIONWHEEL _1
PROCESSING, _ HORIZON SCANNER //1SPINNING,COASTAV CONTROL
LOGIC, REACTION --II'J REACTIO N WHEEL //2
WHEEL SPEED _HORIZON SCANNER _'2CONTROLLERS,
ETC.)
k
I SPINNING L
SU N SENSORS r" -
!
APS REACTIONJ TS
--_-I$OLARSPECTSENSOR_l___e_e --iS()LAR 2
LFROM EPSFROMCOMMANDSYSTEM
_i GYR° SENS°R/ k"NUTATIO N DAMPER
VEHICLE
DYNAMICS
Figure I-C-2. Functional Diagram - TDRS Control Concept
The system is the only one considered which had no single point failures which
would cause the mission to fail. This absence of single point failures was
found to produce a marked reliability improvement over the other candidates
for the five year nominal satellite lifetime.
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The system employs two momentumwheels which are operated with a nominal
speed bias and are oriented in a shallow "V" in the Y-Z plane. A gvro is
included as the third wheel and performs the dual function of attitude sensin_
during AV maneuversand momentumtransfer for nutation dampin_ in the event
of a failure of either momentumwheel in the V pair. The selected momentum
wheels were originally developed for the Delta PACmission and are derivatives
of the Nimbusroll reaction wheel/earth scanner assemblies. The horizon
scannin_ of the infrared bolometers is accomplished by the rotational motion
of the momentumwheels. The horizon scanners must be modified to scan the
earth from synchronous altitude.
A representative control logic for the coasting phase control of the
"V" system is discussed below. Pitch and roll error data is derived from the
horizon crossin_ pulses in the system electronics. Pitch control is achieved
by driving the two momentumwheels in unison. Active nutation damping is pro-
vided by commandingthe wheels differentially so as to obtain momentumtransfer
into the Z body axis. A pure derivative network is utilized in the roll feed-
back path to obtain nutation dampingwhich is greater than critically damped.
The pitch lead/la_ network is similar to the Nimbuspitch control compensation.
For the on-orblt control the canted yaw torque RCSjets provide
the momentumdumping required for the roll axis control of the momentumbias
system. The disturbance induced yaw attitude errors are controlled through
the dynamics of the quarter-orbit coupling in the momentumbias system, i.e.,
yaw error couples into roll after approximately 1.6 rad (90°) of pitch
rotation and is removedin the roll channel. Relatively tight tachometer
feedback control loops are utilized to provide a momentumcommandsystem
rather than a torque commandsystem.
The pitch and yaw axis reaction jet momentumdumping control logic will
normally be disabled and will be activated no more frequently than once per
day. The momentumstorage capacity has been sized to permit this. Automatic
momentumdumping at more frequent intervals is undesirable because of the
lar_er power requirement of the reaction jet heaters and the jet pulsing duty
cycle.
For coasting flight the momentumbias provides the necessary stiffness
for passive yaw control. During AV maneuvers larger disturbance torques can
occur due to the RCSthrust vector misalignment and mounting tolerances
necessitating active three axis control. This necessitates the addition of a
wide bandpass yaw sensor and the gyro has been selected for this purpose.
This gyro has the feature that its spin rate can be modulated about the nominal
spin rate thereby providing momentumtransfer capability. The gyro is mounted
with its spin axis along the X axis of the spacecraft. This permits the two
degree of freedom gyro to sense pitch and yaw attitude data as well as transfer
momentuminto the X axis of the vehicle. Momentumtransfer into the X axis
is desirable for nutation dampin_because the closure of a roll sensin_ control
loop into X axis momentumtransfer produces very stable nutation dampingwith-
out the necessity of lead filtering to obtain this stability. Nominally the
gyro will not be operated except for &V maneuvers. In the event of a momentum
wheel failure the gyro will be turned on full time for nutation damping. The
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gyro mayalso be turned on to augment the attitude determination during the
infrequent periods when the sun line and the nadir are nearly collinear.
Physical characteristics.- The physical characteristics of the system
components are shown in Table I-C-II.
Development considerations.- The horizon scanner, although previously
used at lower altitudes requires minor modification for use at synchronous
altitudes.
MJS Control Concept
Concept description.- A functional block diagram of the MJS control concept
is presented in figure I-C-3. This concept is the result of prior Rockwell
research and development studies.
TABLE I-C-II.- TDRS ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
Component (number used)
Nutatlon sensin_ accelerometers (2)
Spinning horizon sensors (2)
Spinning sun sensors (2)
Solar aspect sensors (2)
Dimens ions
cm (inches)
5.8 x 4.3 x 30
(2.3 x 1.7 x 1.2)
8.4 x i0.9 x 20
(3.3 x 4.3 x 8)
5.6 x 6.1 x 7.6
(2.2 x 2.4 x 3.0)
9.4 x 9.7 x 2.3
(3.7 x 3.8 x 0.9)
Reaction wheel/earth
Scanner assemblies (2)
Electronics
Yaw Gyro & Nutation Damper (i)
iPower (W)
av. max.
2 2
2.7 2.7
Total
0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5
20 dia x 17 7 40
(8.0 die x 6.5)
25 x 13 x 15 8 45
(i0 x 5 x 6)
13 x 15 x 15 5 I0
(5 x 6 x 6)
Weight
kg ib
0.27 0.6
1.82 4.0
0.91 2.0
2.04 4.5
12.98 28.6
5.45 12,0
2.72 6.0
26.19 57.7
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The wide angle digital sun sensor and redundant Canopus trackers are
used as the reference for the long term cruise mode. The vehicle is stabilized
in three axes with the boresight axis of the body fixed high gain antenna
directed toward earth. Control torques are obtained from modified sensing
gyros. These gyros are two axis, free rotor, gas bearing instruments. In the
normal cruise mode the gyros are operated as biased reaction wheels. The same
gyros are operated as sensing gyros for midcourse maneuvers. The reaction
control Jets are used for high rate maneuvers and damping booster separation
transient. Attitude control during main engine burn is provided by either
engine gimballing or using Jet vanes in the main engine exhaust. The acceler-
ometer provides velocity measurements for the main engine burns. The planet
encounter sensor is used to generate pointing commands for the science platform.
Thirty-Day Shuttle Control Concept
Concept description. - A functional diagram of the baseline control
concept for this mission is presented on figure I-C-4. The vehicle
is controlled by three double gimbal CMG's (Skylab type and size). Orbiter
sensors are used as the nominal vehicle reference. A gimbaled platform
inertial reference_ star trackers, and horizon sensors are available as
elements of the basic orbiter. It may be necessary to provide a means of
calibrating the orientation of the experiment sensors in the payload bay with
respect to the orbiter reference orientation. Figure I-C-4 shows a pallet
mounted gimballed star tracker used to accomplish this alignment transfer.
The pallet tracker would be used to perform simultaneous sightlngs with the
orbiter trackers and flight software would then derive the relative alignment.
Figure I-C-4 shows typical experiment isolation platforms used to provide
angular freedom with respect to the vehicle and improved stability. The
RAM Phase B Study evaluated such isolation systems for astronomy experi-
ments on sortie missions. These platforms are precision pointing units
consisting of wide angle gimbals which are driven to payload aspect sensing
acquisition accuracy. The azimuth and elevation axes are then locked and
the experiment signal is used to drive pitch/yaw narrow angle fine point
flex pivots. The external, wide angle portion of these platforms, or a
modification thereof, should be adequate for the relatively coarse pointing
required by the earth observation type experiments on this mission.
A potential concept for control of the CMG's was developed in the RAM
study. That concept (extracted from reference i-C-l) is presented below and
diagrammed in figure i-C-5.
The CMG steering law uses shuttle-supplied attitude and attitude rate
error to generate a three-axis torque command vector proportional to attitude
error plus attitude rate. The torque command vector is transformed into CMG
command gimbal rates by the CMG control law (pseudo-inverse type). This law
uses the matrix relating the six gimbal rates to the resultant torque output
of the CMG. The inverse of this matrix enables calculation of the desired or
command gimbal rates based on the torque command vector.
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Figure I-C-5. Shuttle CMG Control Software Flow
The function of shuttle trimming (shown on figure I-C-5) is to utilize
small, slow shuttle maneuvers relative to the nominal attitude to generate
gravity gradient torques that, in turn, bound the CMG momentum. Basic data
input is CMG system momentum time history generated by samplin_ the CMG
gimbal angles over half-orbit periods. This data is used to develop two types
of shuttle attitude maneuver commands. One, using the pseudo axis of inertia
model, derives a pitch/yaw shuttle attitude change, which is based on the
assumption that any biasing from a pure cyclic momentum time history is due to
an expected slight difference in shuttle body roll axis and roll principal
moment of inertia. The other, the momentum desaturation maneuver, generates
three axis attitude increments, which are added to the pitch/taw trim maneuvers
to compensate for expected deviations from the ideal cyclic momentum caused
by perturbation torques on the shuttle from other than gravity gradient in
pitch/yaw and includin_ gravity gradient in roll. Gravity gradient desatur-
ation is also employed by Skylab.
CMG physical characteristics.- The per unit characteristics of the CMG
momentum exchange system are summarized below. Three of these units are used.
Momentum 3130 n-m-sec (2300 ft-lb-sec)
Weight 204 kg (450 ib)
Size 0.53m 3 (18.7 ft 3)
Power (.steady state) 48 watts
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Development cDnsidarations.- The momentum exchange units are the same size
and type as used for Skylab. No development is required.
The experiment isolation platforms are development items. Cost estimates
developed in the RAM study (reference 1-C-l) ranged from $2.47_ for a small
gimbal platform to $4.2M for a large gimbal unit. It should be noted that
these platforms are precision pointing units designed to support astronomy
requirements. A simplified version should be adequate for the subject mission
without additional development.
RAM Control Concept
Concept description.- The selected RAM control concept is shown in the
diagram on figure i-C-6. This mechanization includes a set of sensory equip-
ment and torque actuation equipment and provisions for intrasubsystem support
functions, The diagram and descriptive text presented here were extracted from
reference l-C-l.
Star tracker referencing of an inertial measuring unit (IMU) provides an
all-attitude continuous source of attitude and attitude rate data to support
the observation acquisition accuracy requirement of _ 1.46 x 10 -4 rad
(+ 30 arc-sac),
A sun sensor is added to back up the star tracker system for module
recovery purposes only, as it does not provide the accuracy required for
observations. The magnetometer is used to provide a measurement of earth
magnetic field for input to the magnetic desaturatlon torquer control.
All orientation and AV commands are processed by the digital computer
to generate CMG torque and RCS torque and force commands. To minimize
potential contamination from RCS exhaust, all orientation maneuvers excluding
those of docking and other high AV applications are performed by the CMG's.
The magnetic torquer generates a magnetic field that interacts with that
of the earth to produce a torque output comparable in magnitude to the maximum
exerted by gravity gradient. This torque is used to desaturate or bound CMG
accumulated momentum.
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Figure I-C-6. Free-Flying RAM Control Concept
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Experiment-integral aspect sensing, with CMG's only, provides body-
pointing stability to + 2.42 x 10-6 rad (_ 0.5 arc-sec). For the more
stringent cases, this basic CMG control system is compatible with experiment-
integral image motion compensation or improved body-pointing capability pro-
vided by modular addition of reaction wheels. In the body-polnt option, the
reaction wheels become the primary torque disturbance reaction source with
the CMG's continuously desaturating them, thereby limiting the required
reaction-wheel momentum capacity. The reaction wheels represent experiment
integration equipment.
Physical characteristics.- The physical characteristics for the guidance
and control subsystem are presented in Table 1-C-Ill.
TABLE I-C-Ill.- RAM CONTROL COMPONENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Assembly
Basic
CNG • Inv.
Star tracker
Magnetic
Torquer
Rate gyro pkg.
Magnetometer
Sun sensor
Experiment
integration (c)
Reaction wheels
Wt
Type/number (kg)
Double gimbal (3)
(500 ft-lb-sec)
Fixed head (5)
Double gimbal (i)
(7-19) ft length
Strapdown (i)
Three-axls (i)
Wide angle (i)
94.4
9.1
84.0
12.7
3.2
0.9
Per unit characteristics
Wt Size
(ib) (m3)
208 0.12
20 .031
185 .056
28 .028
7 .004
2 .003
High torque (3) 13.6 30 .048
Size
(ft 3)
4.2
i.i
2.0(b)
1.0
0.15
, 0.i
1.7
Av pwr
(watts)
25
5.0
60
66
2
0
i0
MTBF
(k hr)
25
60
250
i
I
50(a;500
B
500
I
i00
Note : (a) Including one channel of internal redundancy.
(b) Stowed volume. Operating corresponds to a hemisphere of
radius 2.1m (7 ft) to 3m (i0 ft).
(c) For free-flying RAM's not containing IMC and requiring
better than +2.42 x 10-6 rad (+0.5 arc-sec) pointing.
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Development considerations.- The selection of flxed-head over gimbaled
trackers is based on projected technology advancement enabling pattern
recognition on sixth magnitude stars. A substantial improvement in reliability
and llfe characteristics of the double glmbal type could reverse this selection.
The magnetic torquer is a new assembly with nonrecurring cost of $1M
including supporting analytical studies.
The reaction wheel is a new assembly differing from existing units in its
requirement for high torque. Assembly nonrecurring cost is placed at $300K.
The modification cost to convert an existing single gimbal CMG design to
the proposed double glmbal design is estimated to be $520K.
The above development costs are included in the costs for the competitive
RAM system as shown in Module 3 to follow.
Modular Space Station Control Concept
Concept description.- A functional block diagram of the G&C subsystem is
presented in figure I-C-7. Items shown in the center of the diagram within
the dashed lines represent information subsystem (ISS) hardware that perform
G&C functions. The descriptive material presented below was extracted from
reference 1-C-2.
Description of assemblies: The inertial reference assembly includes a
strapdown Inertlal measurement unit (SDIMU) and a preprocessor. The SDIMU
Includes six gyros and six accelerometers in a skew-symmetrlc configuration.
This concept provides satisfactory performance with any three gyros working
and is more reliable than an orthogonal arrangement of nine gyros.
The optlcal reference assembly consists of two double-glmballed star
trackers, a four-head horizon edge tracker, a sextant/telescope, three optical
allgnment units, and a preprocessor. This equipment is used to provide an
attitude reference (both local level and inertial), alignment between the G&C
equipment and experiment equipment, autonomous navigation measurements, and
unknown target tracking for experiment support.
The RCS electronics assembly includes four RCS Jet driver electronlcs
units and two preprocessors. The driver units amplify the logic level outputs
of the preprocessors to provide operating power for the solenoids and ignitors
of the RCS Jets. Each preprocessor is hardwlred to all four quad driver units,
and either is capable of controlling the vehicle without relying on the other.
The preprocessors provide limited failure monitoring for the RCS.
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The momentum exchange assembly includes a planar array of three double-
gimballed control moment gyros and a preprocessor. The angular momentum of
each gyro is 1495 n-m-sec (II00 ft-lb-sec). The array will provide momentum
exchange with one gyro down for repair. The CMG's are designed for on-orbit
repair at the module level. The CMG's are desaturated by using the RCS or,
when operations permit, gravity gradient torques.
The computation assembly represents the software for the G&C computations
performed in the ISS. These computations are highly interrelated with other
computations performed by the ISS to support such functions as flight control
and experiment operations.
Operating modes: Local-level mode attitude control is accomplished with
the star trackers and horizon trackers as the attitude reference. Yaw attitude
is computed from star tracker data, Angular rates are derived from the
attitude signals. Control torques are obtained from the CMG's, which are de-
saturated by using either the RCS or gravity gradient techniques. This mode is
completely automatic. Crew attention is only required in case of an indicated
failure.
Inertial mode attitude control is performed as described previously with
the exception of the attitude reference function. The inertial mode attitude
reference can be obtained by using either the SDIMU or both star trackers
simultaneously.
Emergency power attitude control is the automatic mode used during an
electrical power emergency when power is obtained from the fuel cells and
the solar array is inoperable. The attitude reference is provided by the
SOIMU. Control torques are provided by the RCS, and the CMG's are deactivated
to conserve power. The optical reference is a potential lower power alterna-
tive to the SDIMU.
Orbit maintenance translation control is normally conducted simultaneously
with local-level mode attitude control. The SDIMU is used for velocity meas-
urements, and the translation thrusts are applied by using the attitude control
jets.
Manual control with visual cues is an emergency mode that can be used to
perform the only critical G&C function (stabilization for docking). In this
completely manual mode, a hand controller and visual out-the-window cues are
used. This control function can be performed from either volume in the core
module. The hand controller switches are hardwired to the RCS electronics
driver units, which activate the RCS jets. The only objective in this mode
is to provide sufficient rate stabilization so that a rescue shuttle can dock.
CMG assembly: A functional block diagram of the CMG assembly is shown
in figure I-C-8. The assembly consists of a preprocessor and the momentum
exchange devices.
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The CMG array selected for the Space Station was the result of a detailed
and systematic comparison of likely candidates. The configuration is called
3 planar - DG or just 3 PM. The array has three 2-degree-of-freedom control
moment gyros with parallel outer gimbals, the momentum vectors initially being
in the orbit plane. Each CMG is mounted with its outer gimbal axis parallel
to the X-axis and with the momentum vectors nominally in the y-z plane evenly
spaced. The torque output along the axis parallel to the three outer gimbal
axes is the sum of each gimbal drive unit.
Two basic design criteria were used in sizing the gyros:
le With one gyro of the set not working, the remaining gyros must
be capable of operating for at least one orbit without saturating.
The purpose of this criterion is to ensure that, while a gyro is
being maintained, the propellant saving capability of the CMG
system is not lost.
. With all gyros operating, desaturation of the system will not
be required any more frequently than once every 12 hours. The
purpose of this criterion is to minimize the effect of the
reaction jet exhaust gases on the experiments.
The spin assembly module uses a spoked, single-material rotor having
minimum weight, high stiffness, and good dimensional stability. The spin motor
is a brushless dc motor with high efficiency, and its electronics devices are
packaged in two modules and mounted directly on the inner gimbal to minimize
leads. The inner gimbal is a conical structure with high stiffness and light
weight. A stable and proven bearin_ preload method is provided by loadin_
through a central rod.
The sensor and gimbal drive modules are replaceable. The gimbal drive
uses a brushless torquer and tachometer for long life, and a roller-gear
transmission is proposed since it combines high efficiency, lot.,friction and
backlash, high torsional rigidity, and short axial length. The sensor and
gimbal drive contain the gimbal bearings. The outer gimbal is a box-shaped
cross section of dip-brazed honeycomb construction.
Physical characteristics.- Physical characteristics of the G&C subsystem
are summarized in Table 1-C-IV.
Physical characteristics of the CMG array are summarized below. These
data were prepared for a system of three gyros, each havin_ a momentum of
1495 n-m-sec (ii00 ft-lb-sec).
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TABLEI-C-IV.- G&CPHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS
!Assembly
Inertial reference
Optical reference
;Momentumexchange
RCSelectronics
Computation
Weight
kg (ib)
30 (65)
157 (346)
447 (984)
34.6 (75)
(0)
Average Power
(watts)
145
195
144
3
0
m 3
.013
.1795
.229
.013
Volume
(ft 3)
(.450)
(6.336)
(8.073)
(.451)
0
Total 669 (1470) 487 .434 (15.310)
.
,
,
Weight. Each gyro weighs 117 kg (258 pounds), excluding
structural framework, trunnions, and cover. An estimate
of the electronics weight is 15.9 kg (35 pounds), which
includes spin motors, torque drives, and amplifiers.
Size. The wheel radius for each zyro is .24 m (9.5 inches).
The swing diameter of the outer gimbal is 0.96 m (38 inches).
Each gyro is 0.9 m (35.5 inches) long.
Power. The average operating power for the assembly is
144 watts; the peak power requirement is 504 watts. Durin_
spin-up_ each gyro draws 128 watts.
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Development considerations.- The CMG's in the MSS baseline concept
are development items and their projected costs were estimated in the Phase B
program and have been included in the data of Module 3. Development is felt
to be required in at least the following areas.
Improved gimbal drive: Performance is limited by the gimbal drive unit.
Goals are increased stiffness, reduced backlash, low breakaway torque_ and a
shorter axial length.
Improve spin bearings: Although non-contacting bearings have definite
advantages over conventional ball bearing designs, the MSS concept utilizes an
advanced ball bearing design to reduce noise and vibration and develop a
constant flow lubrication method with sufficient reliability.
Control law development: The effort is analytical in nature and includes
trade studies, simulation, and development of the selected concept.
Inflight replacement: This effort concerns the development of modules,
procedures, and supporting tools or equipment required for inflight replace-
ment of CMG modules.
Modular Space Station Power Concept
Concept description.- The electrical power system (EPS) provides primary
electrical services by means of a 2 degree of freedom solar array. The MSS
baseline defines an energy storage technique which consists of fuel cells
operating from a stored reactant supply. The reactant is generated by water
electrolysis during sunlight periods using solar array power. The solar
arrays 650 square meters (7000 square feet) generate electrical power at
+i12 vdc. Each wing is divided into 47 power circuits (rated at 5500 watts
each) with on-array switching provisions controlled by the information
management subsystem (ISS). Power transfer across the rotating interface at
the turret is achieved by slip rings. Using slip rings in two axes permits
continuous rotation of the array. Four power transfer circuits are required
per wing. Two of these circuits support primary buses. The other two go
directly to the electrolysis cells.
During normal long-duration operations, the electrical power requirements
are supplied by the solar array-fuel cell/electrolysis combination. The
solar array supports four electrical power channels as shown in figure I-C-9.
This network operates the primary buses in parallel under normal conditions;
however, each bus can be isolated and the power can be supplied by four inde-
pendent power buses. Each channel consists of a fuel cell and electrolysis
cell with storage accumulators, a primary bus with inverters and regulators,
an EPS control box, and secondary buses for local power distribution. The
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power is controlled by an integrated central processor in the information
management subsystem (ISS). The ISS computer controls loads (i.e., load
shedding, etc.), voltage regulation, and network stability. The EPS retains
the ability to operate in the absence of ISS by isolating each bus and
operating independently. Boot strap operations for initial startup are con-
trolled with the EPS control box. Each station module contains dual secondary
buses providing power to critical loads from both A and B systems. The
secondary bus consists of power conditioning for voltage transformation and
solid-state circuit breakers for load control and switching.
Physical characteristics.- Weight of each assembly is given in
Table I-C-V. Lifetimes of 2.5 years are taken for major energy storage equip-
ment. A planned replacement of the solar arrays occurs at the end of the
initial MSS lifetime of five years.
TABLE I-C-V.- MSS (REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL) EPS
WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Assembly description
Primary power
Energy storage
Conditioning & Distribution
Weight
Kg
3031
2255
1711
6997
ibs
6676
4966
3768
15 410
Free-Flying RAM Power Concept
Concept description.- The RAM free-flying payloads are composed of
technology and astronomy type experiments. These experiments are grouped in
i0 different payloads with average power reauired varying from a few watts to
2180 watts per day. The latter power is required for the Advanced Solar
Astronomy Observatory payload which has been selected for the IPACS study.
Figure I-C-IO is a schematic of the free-flying RAM EPS.
Solar arrays are used for prime power generation. In addition to load
power requirements, the sizing of solar arrays is a function of orbital
parameters because the largest degradation is due to radiation damage. The
array is a flexible rollout-type developed and already in-flight operation.
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The free-flying RAM's with the larger power requirements feature dragon-fly
systems with two tandem drums on each side; these extend four array panels on
each side of the vehicle. The dragon-fly arransement is required to minimize
the length of the arrays for large areas. The i0 year power output is 6890
watts for an array area of 98.5 meters 2 (1060 ft2).
Power during periods of ec!_pse is provided by nickel-cadmlum batteries.
The batteries are rated at 36 amp-hr and sized for a depth of discharge of
about 20 percent (20% results in minimum weight to orbit for such a system).
The energy storage requirement is 2230 watt-hr.
Physical characteristics.- A weight breakdown for the system is pre-
sented in Table I-C-VI.
TABLE I-C-VI.- FREE-FLYINGRAM EPS WEIGHT SUMMARY
Subassembly
Prime power sodrce
Solar array
Sun sensor
Orientation mech.
Orientation cont. elec.
Installation hardware
Number of
kg
223.4
.91
22.7
9.1
34.5
Subtotal
Energy storage
Batteries
Battery chargers
Subtotal
290.61
8 351.
8 91
442
Electrical cond. & distribution
Power switch
Inverters
Line regulators
Dock interface con.
Manip conn PNL
Ground conn PNL
Busses
Outlets
Inst. hardware
Electrical wiring
assemblies
31.8
18.2
50.8
9.1
9.1
4.5
18.2
9.1
15.0
249.8
415.6
2
4
8
Weight
ib
492
2
5O
20
76
640
772
200
972
70
40
112
20
20
i0
40
20
33
548
Subtotal 913
Total 1148 2525
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Shuttle 30-Day Sortie Power Concept
Concept descri ti_.- Primary power generation is accomplished by the
Shuttle orbiter fuel cells usin_ oxygen and hydrogen reactant, as reauired.
The payload will provide the additional reactant quantities and its storage
for power required in excess of a Shuttle 7-day mission. Shuttle will pro-
vide 50 kwh for emergency and/or contingency provisions. To handle peak
power requirements above the available Shuttle power level the payload has a
secondary (auxiliary) power generation assembly consisting of silver-zinc
batteries, battery chargers, and delta power conditioning and distribution.
The EPS delivers standard 28-volt dc and 115/200 volts ac, 3-phase, 400 Hz
power. Nonstandard power conditioning will be part of the user equipment.
The Shuttle orbiter electrical power subsystem has a steady power
generation capability of 14.0 kilowatts. An investigation of orbiter require-
ments showed that there is available, above the orbiter requirements, a power
generation capability of 6.0 kilowatts which can be made available to the
sortie payload.
A functional diagram for the system is presented in figure I-C-II.
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SHUTTLE INTERFACE
_ROUND [
_OWER 28 VDC
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Figure I-C-II. Sortie RAM Electrical Power Subsystem Schematic
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Physical characteristics.- The physical characteristics for the system
are summarized in Table IrC-VII.
TABLE I-C-VII.- 30-DAY SORTIE ELECTRICAL
POWER SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS
Assemblies
(i)
Primary power generation
Cryogenic tanks, plumbing, etc,
Consumables (2144 kwh)
Power conditioning
Sortie RAM
Power distribution
Sortie RAM (2)
Material science add-on
Energy storage (3)
Material science
Add-on (2 batteries)
Total
(i) 6 kw power from Shuttle fuel cell
(2) MISIG
(3) 2 batteries, chargers, and charge circuit
kg
907
835
103
356
323
284
2808
Weight
ib
2000
1840
228
784
712
625
6189
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Power Concept
Concept description.- The EPS provides primary electrical service by
means of utilizing a single degree of freedom solar array. Power during sun
eclipse periods is provided by nickel cadmium batteries. In addition to
primary power generation, the EPS regulates, conditions and distributes
electrical power to all TDRS loads.
The EPS block diagram is shown in figure I-C-12. Power is supplied
directly to the load with a central regulated 28 + I volt dc bus. Voltage
regulation is accomplished by a shunt regulator operating as a variable load
across lower sections of the solar array panels. Each solar array panel is
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Figure i-C-12. TDRS Electrical Power Subsystem Block Diagram
approximately 2.09 meters 2 (22.5 sq ft) in area for a total array area of
4.18 meters 2 (45 sq ft). Based on 10.35 watts/ft2, a beginning of life power
output of 466 watts is expected with an end of life power output of 400 watts.
The central power control unit controls the various EPS operational modes.
It operates by detecting the difference between the main bus and reference
voltage levels. Since the solar array is a constant power so1_rce, to supply
larger amounts of power to subsystem loads, battery charging has to be
inhibited and/or the boost regulator activated to supply power from the
batteries.
Because of a constraint to utilize only flight proven technology and
hardware (where possible) nickel cadmium batteries were selected for the
energy storage assembly. The selection of two batteries for the baseline was
made after an examination of the impact of a battery failure and considering
system weight tradeoffs. The loss of one of the two batteries still permits
an eclipse load of 115 watts for the full 72 minutes which is sufficient to
operate both one forward low data rate (LDR) and one forward medium data rate
(MDR) link. A direct energy transfer concept was selected since this per_its
power transfer directly from the solar array to the loads without any in-line
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power conditioning. The majority of time (all but 80.2 hours per year) is
spent in direct sunlight with spacecraft loads supported directly from the
solar array; thereby this approach minimizes power conditioning losses.
The voltage converter (shown in figure I-C-12) is required to provide
18 watts to the LDRfor data transmission. This converter operates from the
28 volt regulated bus. As a general utility service, the EPSdelivers regu-
lated 28 volt dc power. With the exception of 18 volts dc for the LDRtrans-
mitters, all other nonstandard power conditioning will be part of the user
equipment.
During transfer orbit an average power requirement of 44 watts up to a
total of 27.5 hours must be provided. The baseline design utilizes the solar
arrays in the stowed configuration. This is done by curving the panels and
exposing the cells to simulate a body-mountedpanel. The dependenceon
batteries is minimized by providing sufficient projected area for 44 watts
output for the envelope of sunline/spacecraft orientations.
Physical characteristics: The physical characteristics for the system
are summarized in Table 1-C-VIII.
TABLEI-C-VIII.- TDRSELECTRICALPOWERSUBSYSTEMWEIGHTS
Components/assemblies
Solar array
Panels (2)
Drive mechanism (2)
Linkage & fitting (2)
Power conditioning & distribution
Charge & discharge
Central control & logic
Packaging
Shunt dissipators
AmpHRmeters
Voltage converter
Weigh t
kg
(27.09)
18.0
6.82
2.27
(23.93)
5.13
2.32
2.22
1.09
1.82
2.27
lb
(59.6)
39.6
15.0
5.0
(52.7)
11.3
5.1
4.9
2.4
4.0
5.0
Cabling
Energy storage
Batteries
9.08
Total
(2) (20. I0)
71.12
20.0
(44.3)
156.6
Note: Numbersin parentheses represent subsystemassembly total weights
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Mariner Jupiter/Saturn Power Concept
Concept description.- The spacecraft is to be capable of performing a
Jupiter-Saturn flyby mission and navigate past these planets to a satellite
at one_ or at both, of the planets. The spacecraft will be designed for a
flight time of four years; however, it is planned to gather and transmit
science data beyond the last planet until equipment-operating ranges are
exceeded or the spacecraft fails due to consumption of expendables or part
failure.
The block diagram, figure I-C-13, depicts the functional components of
the power system design. All spacecraft electrical power will be supplied
by three multi-hundred watt radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG).
Power output from the RTG's basically is a function of the time rate of decay
of the Plutonium-238 isotope fuel, the half-life of which is 87.5 years. The
spacecraft will condition, regulate and switch the power before distributing
it to the spacecraft loads.
In order to accommodate the use of Mariner/Viking hardware, power from
the RTG's is converted and distributed in the following forms:
i. 2.4 kHz, 50V rms, single-phase, square wave power
for engineering and science subsystems
2. 400 Hz_ three-phase, quasi-square wave power for the gyros
. Regulated dc power to the temperature control heaters and
radio frequency subsystem (RFS) for the RF power amplifier
power supplies and pyrotechnic subsystem for valve actuations.
The RTG sources provide primary direct power to the spacecraft main dc
bus through a power source and logic (PSL). The PSL incorporates source
isolating diodes, switches, relays and telemetry circuits necessary to control
the RTG's and to interconnect the sources appropriately with conditioning
equipment.
A shunt regulator maintains the main dc bus within i percent of
28 vdc. A battery is attached to the main bus for peak pulse loads
through a charge/discharge controller which also is capable of exer-
cising control of the shunt regulator, presumably for charging purposes.
A 24-kHz inverter conditions the power to the main ac bus for distribution
to spacecraft loads. A standby inverter also is controlled by a failure
detector (power control) unit. A separate 400-Hz 3-phase inverter provides
gyro power.
Physical characteristics.- The mass of the MJS 77 power system components
are listed in Table 1-C-IX.
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TABLE 1-C-IX.- MJS ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
Component/assemblies
Primary power
RTG's (3 required)
RTG gas venting
Power source & logic
Power conditioping & distribution
Shunt regulator
2.4-kHz inverter (2)
400 Hz, 3@ inverter
Power control
Power dist. A
Power dist. B
Power dist. C
Power dist. D
Energy storage
Battery discharge/charge controller
Battery
Weight
Kg
(118.92)
108.73
4.53
5.66
(25.26)
7.70
4.54
1.81
3.18
2.63
1.80
1.80
1.80
(4.54)
2.27
2.27
ib
(262.17)
239.7
9.99
12.48
(55.69)
16.98
i0.0
3.98
7.0
5.79
3.98
3.98
3.98
(10.0)
5.0
5.0
Total 148.72 327.86
Note: Numbers in parentheses represent subassembly total weight
Earth Observation Satellite Power Concept
Concept Description.- The electrical power subsystem for EOS is very
similar in concept to the design developed in the TDRS Phase B study contract,
i.e._ EOS will utilize a solar array, batteries, and the direct energy trans-
fer concept developed for TDRS array power utili=ation.
Figure I-C-14 presents a functional block diagram of the electrical power
subsystem. This represents the mechanization selected by GSFC for EOS and
is called a direct energy transfer system. It essentially requires less solar
array power than a series regulated system. The central control unit monitors
the regulated bus and activates the particular electronic unit to maintain
regulation. During eclipse, the control unit_ sensing a falling bus voltage,
turns on the boost battery discharge regulator. During sunlight, as the solar
array begins to augment the battery power, the discharge regulator will begin
to turn off. When the solar array can fully supply the load power, the dis-
charge regulator is turned off and the buck battery charger is turned on. When
the battery approaches full charge or the maximum charge current is reached the
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regulated bus voltage will begin to rise. The control unit senses the rising
voltage and turns on the shunt regulator sufficiently to maintain regulation
within proper limits. All critical componentsare fully redundant. The regu-
lator efficiencies shownare high, but are attainable. Any power factor
corrections are assumedto be in the loads.
Physical characteristics: For the mission timelines analyzed, EOS
housekeeping and payload power required varied from 537 to 727 watts average
per orbit. Eclipse energy requirements (at the loads) varied from 279 to 367
watt hours. The orbit period is based on a 976 km (525 nm) sun synchronous
orbit. Assuminga 5 percent line loss and a 90 percent battery discharge
regulator efficiency, 430 watts is required from the energy storage subsystem.
The resulting solar array area is 15.6 m2(168 sq ft). Allowing for 20 percent
degradation over a two-year period, beginning of life power (BOL) is 1600
watts and end of life power (EOL) is 1280watts. Solar array specific power
at BOLis 9.5 watts per square foot. The NiCd batteries selected for energy
storage use 20 AH cells (17 cells per battery). Four 19.6 kg (43.3 ib) batteries
are required to limit depth of discharge to 25-30 percent of achieving the
required two-year lifetime. Total EPSweight (not including harness) is
estimated at 23.1 kg (510 ib).
Table I-C-X summarizeselectrical power system weights and character-
istics. The solar array panel weight is based on a specific weight of 4.88 kg/
sq m (i ib/sq ft), which will allow use of comparatively thick solar cells
and cover glass.
TABLEI-C-X.- EOSELECTRICALPOWERSUBSYSTEMWEIGHTSUMMARY
Power generation
Solar array
Panels (2)
Deploymentyokes (2)
Panel hinges (4)
Panel/yoke hinges (4)
Deploy and drive system
Energy storage
Batteries (4)
Power Distribution and Conditioning
Shunt regulators
Chargecircuit regulators
Chargers_ contactors
Disch. circuit regulators, contactors
Wiring* and busses
Control unit
Weight
kg ib
(112.8)
76.4
14.6
1.8
1.8
18.2
(79 .i)
(40.0)
3.6
5.0
7.3
15.0
9.1
(248)
168
32
4
4
40
(174)
(88)
8
ii
16
33
20
Total 231.9 510
*Does not include spacecraft wiring harness
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MODULE2 - CRITICALCOMPONENTDEVELOPMENT
This module addresses the IPACSdevelopments associated with individual
mission applications that were studied. The componentdevelopment requirements
are identified and discussed briefly together with schedule considerations.
Estimated costs for these developments are presented in Module 3.
DevelopmentRequirements
The development requirements identified for each mission are summarized
in Table 2-1. These requirements were reviewed to determine the common
elements and also screen candidates considered least suitable for development.
As indicated in the feasibility study, the MJSmission is a relatively poor
IPACSapplication because of the extremely small energy storage function.
Development requirements unique to the MJSmission application are therefore
not recommendedas high priority development candidates. The very high power,
inside-out, permanent magnet generator required for the 30-day Shuttle is a
unique case and the benefits of such a developmentwould have limited value
in terms of generalized applicability for other mission designs. This require-
ment was therefore also rejected as a development candidate. The remaining
development candidates are:
(i) Present technology extensions
Ball bearings and lubrication systems
High-speed and power permanentmagnet motor/generators
Rotor balancing and induced vibration reduction
(2) Advanced technology developments
o
e
High-speed magnetic suspension bearings
Composite rotors
Note that the items are grouped into two classes. The first, develop-
ments which can be considered extensions of present technology, are associated
with a first-generation IPACS. The second group includes the more extensive
developments which are termed advanced technology; these are required for a
second-generation IPACS.
Present Technology Extensions
Ball bearings and lubrication systems.- IPACS requirements indicate the
use of high-speed ball bearing systems for some of the mission classes. Al-
though the use of ball bearings at the IPACS speeds (50 000 rpm or less) is
not unique, the combination of auxiliary requirements and high speed is.
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Probably the more stringent requirement is lubrication. While the lubrication
system must maintain bearing llfe and reliability, the power to run the bear-
ing in the presence of lubrication drag must be consistent with the desired
IPACS efficiency. As a result, flooded bearings cannot be used and the bear-
ings have to be operated with minimum lubricant. Another important bearin_
requirement is for smooth operation with low acoustic noise and low broad-
band vibration.
Present bearing technology for these types of bearings has been limited
to generally less than 12 000 rpm. The lubrication systems have generally
been continuous-feed centrifugal oiling systems or solenoid-operated "spurt"
systems having a sufficient capacity for the mission llfe. The high-speed
ball bearing operating with minimum lubricant for IPACS is definitely a
critical component because of the unknowns as far as bearing life calculation
and the added threat of deterioration due to excess bearin_ heat or heat
differentials.
Present bearings have been designed with race, retainer, and ball
tolerances that are seemingly consistent with quiet, smooth, minimum-
vibration performance. However, at high speeds, these tolerances tend to be-
come more critical and bearing wear more si_nlficant. Vibrations at the
retainer frequency (approximately 1/2 shaft speed), spin frequency, and twice
the spin frequency will tend to become more pronounced and vary more with time
and environment.
The development program for the high-speed ball bearings and associated
lubrication system will consist of:
(I) Evaluation of existing bearings for performance at IPACS speeds.
(2) Design and evaluation of lubrication systems (includin_ contact
tests to assure adequate lubrication).
(3) Bearing specification for minimum noise.
(4) Test and evaluation of IPACS bearings.
Evaluation of existing bearings: The high IPACS speeds will necessitate
bearings manufactured to hi_her than average standards. However, simply
specifying special precision bearings in an effort to minimize wear, vibration,
and noise would be a costly step which might not prove justified or effective.
An evaluation of bearing specifications is required to define the tolerances
important to the high-speed minimum lubrication application. Studies will be
performed to define the relative importance of such factors as groove
eccentricity, tolerances on bore and outer race, surface roughness, and
concentricity of diametral dimensions. The goal will be to relax require-
ments where possible to lower bearing costs and delivery times while pro-
viding running characteristics comparable to ABEC 5 to 7 bearings.
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Theevaluation program will include tests of standard and preferentially
specified bearings in a conformal test fixture. Test data would be used to
correlate with preferential specification requirements.
Design and evaluation of lubrication systems: The IPACSlubrication
system requires careful selection of oiler componentsto provide a consistent,
but low, amount of lubricant to the bearings. Rotational speed, temperature,
and housing seal configuration can be expected to be the major factors affect-
ing nominal oiler operation. Lubrication system designs will be prepared and
tested in a conformal seal, housing vacuumfixture to develop data defining
oiler operation. Lubrication design effectiveness (which must be evaluated
in the context of specific bearing designs) will be evaluated by meansof
elastohydrodynamic film analyses verified by contact conductivity tests. Film
thickness requirements and effectivity will be evaluated. Evaporation or
rate tests are planned. Heat loss and heat transfer calculations and
tests will be required. Of special interest will be heat buildup rates and
stabilization values for various rotor speeds as measuredon inner and outer
races. Race differential temperatures are critical to this evaluation.
Bearlng specification for minimumnoise: It can be expected that the
preceding program will provide data necessary for the preparation of an IPACS
bearing specification of general applicability.
Test and evaluation of IPACSbearings: As in any program, bearing tests
will be required for the final design. Tests will include selection or
screening, temperature, lubrication rate, drag torque, wear, and overspeed.
Life tests are planned for continued operation through application phases.
This program is estimated to require one and one-half years.
HiFh-speedan _ power permanent magnet motor/generators.- The permanent
magnet motor-generators in the IPACS concepts are similar to those which have
been designed, built, and tested for the last 7 years for momentum wheels and
CMG's. They consist of a multipole permanent magnet main rotor, a multipole
sensor rotor, Hall generators, and a two-phase wound stator.
The principal requirements that IPACS places on the motor/generators are
operation at high-speed (20 000-50 000 rpm), high power (KW), and high effi-
ciency at maximum power output (-97 percent). Although all of these require-
ments are judged to be compatible with the PM motor/generators, none has been
demonstrated by hardware at this point. Spin motors for CMG's have been fabri-
cated and tested for shaft power and speeds of approximately 200 watts and
i0 000 rpm, respectively. Torque motors have been tested for shaft power and
speeds of 1200 rpm and 1 KW. The chief development areas for the IPACS motor/
generators are the structural design of the main rotor for high-speed operation
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and the magnetic design of the stator/rotor combination to minimize power
losses. Capability in these two areas should be demonstrated by hardware
testing of one engineering model of an IPACSPMmotor/generator.
The estimated duration of this development effort is approximately one
year.
Rotor balancing and induced vibration.- The maximum IPACS rotor speeds,
which range from 18 000 RPM to approximately 50 000 RPM, causes induced, or
output, vibration to be a more significant design problem for IPACS than con-
ventional CMG or MW systems operating at maximum speeds of 10-12 000 RPM. The
requirements for rotor balance and control of spin bearing imperfections are
both more stringent. In addition, the control of induced vibration over the
IPACS 50% speed range is a development compared to conventional systems.
The major favorable impact of IPACS on induced vibration problems is the
higher disturbance frequencies due to higher rotor speeds. This will allow
better use of isolation than in conventional systems.
The development effort required is that of extending present balancing
capability over a broad speed range. The displacement of the center of gravity
of the rotating mass must be maintained in the ranse of 2.5 x 10-6 to 12.7 x
10-6 cm (i to 5 u-in.) as compared to the 51 x i0-° to 76 x 10-6 cm (20 to
30 u-in.) demonstrated by present technology. This includes initial balance,
variation over the speed range and variations due to environment such as time,
temperature, and launch vibration.
Initial balance of rotors to less than 2.5 x 10-6 cm can be obtained by
present technology, but the control of variations requires design and develop-
ment effort. Induced vibration variations due to rotor speed changes are
caused by non-uniform expansion/contraction of the rotor due to the change in
stress with speed. This can be either due to non-uniform cross-sections or
non-homogeneity of the rotor material. Also, bending of the rotor/shaft can
cause variations if the bending moments are not zero at the speed of balance.
Variations with speed are controlled by initial rotor tolerances and material
specifications.
To accomplish the control of induced vibration, it is expected that the
total rotor assembly including its bearing, lubrication, spin-motor, and
housing components will be balanced at full speed. The development effort is
as follows:
(i) Design and fabricate prototype isotropic rotor.
(2) Balance rotor using conventional dynamic balance techniques at
speed - repeat over speed range.
(3) Trim balance in final assembly configuration over the speed
range.
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(4) Measurevibration environment over operatin_ speed range.
(5) Analyze vibration isolation concepts to select most suitable
configuration.
(6) Fabricate isolation mount and assemble necessary test fixtures/
instrumentation.
(7) Conduct tests to measureperformance of vibration isolation
system.
(8) Develop assembly design and balance requirements.
This effort is estimated to require one and one-half years.
AdvancedTechnology Developments
High-speed maKneti_c suspension bearings.- IPACS represents a natural
application for non-contacting bearings as means of both prolonging system
life and minimizing the power absorbed in the bearings. The most promising
non-contacting bearing at this time is the magnetic bearing utilized in
either the attractive or repulsive mode. During the past three years,
magnetic bearings have been developed for momentum wheels and CMG's by NASA,
but these bearings have largely been characterized by high power, low capacity,
and relatively low speed ( <i0 000 rpm).
Present magnetic bearings have the following technical problems that
must be solved prior to their use in an IPACS application:
(1) Speed limitation - The active magnetic bearing is a shaft
position servo that maintains the rotor in the center of
a small gap (_0.025 cm or i0 mils) and must be able to
control the rotor dynamics at the spin frequency and at
the spatial coning frequency. Since most IPACS rotors
will operate at or above several critical frequencies,
this means that structural resonances will occur within
the bearing position servo bandwidth and create servo
stability problems.
(2) Capacity/stiffness - Present bearings have been fabri-
cated to supportk45 kg (i00 ib) with a wide band stiff-
ness of 350 x i0- n/m (20 000 ib/inO which, while adequate
for most momentum wheel applications, remains to be
proven for the IPACS-type gimbaled units.
It is estimated that this development would require a two- to three-year
effort.
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Composite rotors.- Design studies, such as those documented in Module i
of this volume, have shown that composite rotors present =he potential for a
significant improvement in rotor energy density. Considering the rotor con-
figurations evaluated in this study, the tape-wound design using organic
PRD-49-III in an epoxy matrix is considered the most promising concept. At
present, however, it must be considered only a "paper" concept. A three-phase
development program is required to bring composite rotor technology to the
point where it can be applied to IPACS.
Phase I analysis and design: The products of this effort are detailed
design drawing3 of a prototype rotor together with a specification for the
manufacturing process. Detailed analyses must be performed to support this
design effort. The most significant problem involves the interface between the
isotropic shaft and hub and the composite disk.
Phase II component development: This phase includes the fabrication of
prototype rotors, dynamic balancing of the rotors, and nondestructive testing.
Phase III component test: The prototype rotors are tested to evaluate
their performance including tests specifically to evaluate the following:
(i) Hub-disk interface integrity.
(2) Energy at destruction (design margin verification).
(3) Geometric stability (balance stability) over speed range.
(4) Failure mechanisms.
(5) Induced vibration.
(6) Fabrication repeatability (uniformity).
Two iterations of the three-phase program are foreseen with a total pro-
gram duration on the order of two to three years.
Recommended Development Priority
First priority developments.- Two problem areas are categorized in this
class:
• Ball bearings and lubrication systems.
• High-speed and power permanent magnet motor/_enerators.
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Both are recommendedfor early development as they are fundamental to the
demonstration and verification of IPACSfeasibility. The effort required is
relatively modest, yet the results should be adequate to proceed with a first-
generation space application of IPACS.
Second priority development.- One problem is categorized as slightly less
important than the first two:
• Rotor balancing and induced vibration reduction.
This problem is fundamental to the application of IPACS to the precision
pointing space applications such as the astronomy RAM or large space telescope.
A program composed of both the first and second priority developments would be
the minimum to support a precision pointing application.
Third priority developments.- The remaining two development areas are
considered important but primarily with regard to the ultimate performance
potential of IPACS. These are the longer duration, more costly developments:
• High speed magnetic suspension bearings.
• Composite rotors.
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MODULE3 - COSTANALYSIS
Introduction and Summary
Oneof the objectives of the study was to perform detailed cost compari-
sons to determine the cost effectiveness of the IPACSsubsystemwhen incorpo-
rated into the TDRS,RAM,MSS,and the 30-DayShuttle Sortie spacecraft. For
this study, cost effectiveness is defined as_the cost penalty or cost value
resulting from the incorporation of IPACSinto the above user vehicles. The
cost effectiveness criteria provided by the statement of work (SOW)included
guidelines as to system costs and penalty costs as defined in the costing
groundrules and assumptions of this module. _s discussed in Module i -
Technical Feasibility Analysis, the EOSand MJSmissions, although beyond the
scope of the current contract, were addedby Rockwell to better define the
technical feasibility of IPACSfor various types of satellite missions. Cost
comparison studies of these missions were beyond the scope of the present
study. It is clear, however, from the similarity in configurations that the
EOSmission can be expected to enjoy at least the cost advantage of the TDRS
example. The lower orbit of the EOSand consequent higher numberof charge-
discharge cycles per year favor the IPACSapplication over conventional
battery systems and could therefore be expected to result in somecost
advantage to the EOSIPACS. In the case of the MJSmission, the fact that
IPACSwas not considered competitive in a weight and performance sense makes
cost comparison academic.
This module reflects the results of the cost analysis and the cost com-
parisons madebetween the IPACSand the competitive subsystems. Table 3-1
shows the impact on cost of the IPACSconfiguration for the TDRS,RAM,MSS,
and the 30-Day Shuttle Sortie. Developmentcost, first flight system cost,
and cost effectiveness in terms of cost penalty and advantage are shownfor
all four programs. Mission operations costs were computedin accordance
with the statement-of-work for comparative purposes for the TDRSand the RAM
programs.
In each case, the present competitive power and control subsystem costs
were taken from the original funded contract studies. The IPACSconfiguration
cost reflects the results of the deletion of components from the present
competitive subsystemand the addition of the IPACScomponents to the
competitive subsystems.
Table 3-1 reflects that the incorporation of IPACSinto the four
examined programs results in significant cost savings. The IPACScost savings
to the present competitive subsystems for the TDRSare Just over ii percent
and for the RAMapproximately 13 percent excluding penalty costs. The equip-
ment cost savings for the MSSare approximately $6.0M. The 30-Day Shuttle
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Sortie has a cost penalty, which is traceable to the exceptionally high power
required for the materials science experiment of the selected Shuttle mission.
This high power makes the IPACS system costs inordinately high. It is shown
in Module 5 that lower power requirements for Sortie missions result in cost
effective IPACS applications. Because this experiment represents a worst case
requirement which occurs rarely in the overall Shuttle missions, study results
now indicate that a cost effective IPACS can be designed for the Shuttle Sortie
missions with material science experiment peak power provided by conventional
means when required. The penalty cost associated with using the cost effective-
ness factors are also shown in Table 3-1. The penalty cost is then combined
with the equipment cost to arrive at a total cost impact figure. Again, only
in the case of the 30-day sortie is the cost impact not a potential savings.
Costing Groundrules and Assumptions
The major groundrules and assumptions for computing and comparing costs
are as follows:
(i) All costs, for IPACS and competitive subsystems, were normalized
to GFY 1973 dollars.
(2)
(3)
Both IPACS and competitive subsystem costs include cost of
tooling and special test equipment (STE) utilized by the
factory for In-process checkout durln_ fabrication.
Costs of assembly, checkout, and acceptance prior to
installation into the user vehicle are included.
(4)
(5)
Competitive system costs were taken directly from original
prozram documents.
Cost estimating techniques werematched to original program
methods.
(6) The following enzineering and qualification test models are
required:
Unit Model
TDRS i
RAM i
MSS i
Shuttle Sortie i
Subsystem Models
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Commoncosts.- The following costs were not considered in this study
because it was felt that they are comparable or approximately the samefor
both the componentsdeleted and the IPACSunits added. They would, there-
fore, tend to cancel out or off-set each other in the comparative cost
analysis conducted during the study:
(i) Projected cost escalation and inflation factors beyond GFY1973
(2) User installation, test, checkout, and support
(3) Groundsupport equipment (GSE)and facilities
(4) Logistics support, parts, and documentation, except as shownin
mission operations cost
(5) Project management
(6) Contract fee
Cost effectiveness factors.- The following factors were used in computing
penalty costs and comparing the cost effectiveness of the IPACS configurations:
(i) $250/pound of launch weight
(2) $1400/pound of launch weight - geosynchronous orbit application
(3) $1500/cubic foot of occupied space
(4) $760/watt-year of power consumption
Work breakdown structure (WBS).- The highest level of WBS involvement
during the IPACS study was at WBS level 5 - Subsystem Level. Figure 3-1
illustrates the position of level 5 in a typical program summary WBS. In a
typical program summary-type WBS, level 2 is the top program designation.
Level 3, Project Level, includes WBS items such as, but not limited to, launch
vehicles, space vehicles, experiments, launch operations and services, and
flight operation and services. Level 4 includes items such as design,
development, test and engineering (DDT&E); flight hardware; major test hard-
ware; ground support equipment; and facilities. Level 5, the subsystem level
of the WBS, includes items such as structures, electrical power, attitude
control, propulsion, and communications. Level 6 WBS items were deleted from
the competitive subsystems and replaced by components added by the incorporation
of IPACS. Also some level 6 components examined during the study were con-
sidered to be common to both the competitive subsystem and to IPACS require-
ments. Therefore, the WBS served as a means of structuring the IPACS costs
for comparison to the competitive subsystem components deleted, and for report-
ing the results of the IPACS cost analysis.
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Costing approach.- The overall approach to the task of costing the results
of the IPACS study relates to the impact of incorporating IPACS into competitive
subsystems of the candidate user vehicles, TDRS, RAM, MSS, and 30-Day Shuttle
Sortie and to the state-of-the-art requirements and technology available for
certain IPACS components.
The costing approach as it relates to the competitive subsystems was to
identify and cost those components which would be replaced or eliminated by
the incorporation of IPACS. Also, as mentioned above, it was determined for
the purposes of this study that certain types of costs_ such as ground support
equipment, facilities, tooling, special test equipment, logistics support,
user installation, test, checkout, and project management would be approxi-
mately the same for IPACS as for the components deleted. These types of costs
were excluded since it was assumed that they would off-set each other in the
comparisons performed during the study.
In most cases, the costs of the components deleted were calculated by the
application of the parametric costing technique, which employs cost estimating
relationships (CER's). The CER's, such as dollars per pound, were developed
from the cost and technical data at the level available from the original
program documentation. Where cost data were available for the components being
deleted, the cost estimator utilized the exact cost reflected in the
documentation.
Rockwell performed the task of calculating the cost of components deleted
or eliminated from the competitive subsystems. The task of costing the design,
development, testing, and fabrication of IPACS rotating assembly units was
subcontracted to the Aircraft Equipment Division of General Electric of
Binghamton, New York.
In the costing approach utilized, each mission system reflects the full
cost of development of critical components. Possible benefits of technology
carryover which may occur from an earlier development of a given critical
component were not assumed because of uncertainties in NASA de..elopment
priorities over the long term. Clearly, the early development of a critical
component, such as a composite rotor for a RAM mission, would add appreciably
to the IPACS advantage to the following systems.
The costs of IPACS unlts added are based upon estimates of manhours
in terms of engineering, drafing, technicians, shop, reliability, and
quality assurance requirements. Material costs and cost estimates of IPACS
tooling, assembly and checkout, and acceptance tests were also determined.
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The cost estimates were adjusted to include the same factors and mark-
ups utilized in the original program costing, such as factors for growth,
Rockwell supplier support, material procurement, and general and administrative
(G&A). All IPACS costs were calculated in terms of GFY 1973 dollars. The
costs of competitive subsystems were normalized to GFY 1973 dollars. (Refer
to Groundrules and Assumptions.)
The mission operations costs are based upon an engineering analysis of
mission operations requirements for the components deleted and the IPACS
units added. More detailed data on mission operations requirements are pro-
vided below under each mission.
TDRS Cost Data
General.- Presented here are the programmatic information and cost data
relating to the TDRS program. The programmatic information consists of the
work breakdown structure (WBS) and the program development schedule. These
data reflect the results of the cost analysis in terms of equipment cost,
cost breakdowns, a comparison of development and first flight system cost,
IPACS annual funding schedule, mission operations cost, and cost effectiveness
tradeoffs. The comparisons show favorable cost reductions in all aspects of
the TDRS program resulting from incorporation of IPACS. The development costs
reflect slightly over 20 percent reduction (1.406M compared to 1.791M), while
the first flight system and mission operations costs show approximately 30 per-
cent savings (2.21M compared to 3.14M).
Work breakdown structure (WBS): Figure 3-2 sets forth the structure of
the TDRS-IPACS-WBS prepared during the study. The WBS reflects those elements
and components deleted as a result of the incorporation of IPACS, as well as
the subsystem components unaffected and/or common to both the competitive sub-
system and IPACS. The IPACS units and WBS elements added are shown also.
The TDRS-IPACS-WBS reflects design, development, test hardware
(Engineering models), flight hardware, tooling and special test equipment,
assembly and checkout, and mission operations for both the competitive sub-
system and IPACS. The WBS shows an acceptance test separately for IPACS. It
was assumed for this study that the competitive subsystem costs included the
cost of acceptance tests. However, acceptance tests costs were not shown
separately in the leyel of cost data examined during the study on the competitive
subsystems. •
IPACS development schedule: The TDRS IPACS utilizes a current technology
flywheel subassembly. The IPACS TDRS Development Schedule (figure 3-3) to
develop, test, and fabricate the TDRS IPACS units is planned to require a period
of 3 years, excluding mission operations time. The design service life of the
TDRS vehicle is 5 years. The program schedule identifies the development span
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time for the two IPACS components considered critical, the motor generator,
and bearings. The estimated development times are 9 months for the motor
generator and 15 months for the bearings. The development time span for
the other IPACS units are shown. Drawing release and all design and develop-
ment tasks are scheduled to be completed by the end of the second year.
Fabrication, assembly, and test of the engineering models and the flight hard-
ware are shown. The operational flight hardware is scheduled to be available
during the first quarter of the fourth year after contract go-ahead. The
flight operations time-span bar is not shown to be complete. However, it is
assumed that it would cover 5 years.
Equipment cost.- Table 3-11 reflects the impact on cost of the com-
petitive subsystem as a result of incorporating IPACS into the TDRS vehicle.
The costs are summarized separately for development (non-recurring), first
flight system, and mission operations (recurring) for both the competitive
subsystem and IPACS. The cost of the electrical power and the attitude
control subsystems, as shown in the original program document, is $3.254M
for development and $0.800M for the first flight system - a total of
$4.054M through the first flight system. Mission operations costs are $7.648M,
for a total of $II.702M, including operational requirements of two sets of TDRS
flight vehicles. Each set consists of two active and one on-orbit, spare TDRS
vehicle.
The cost of the components deleted from the electrical power and the
attitude control subsystems is $1.791_ for development, $0.483M for the first
flight system, and $2.657M for mission operations. Approximately 60 percent
of the cost through the first flight system of the competitive subsystem and
approximately 35 percent of the cost of mission operations are deleted. The
cost added by the incorporation of IPACS is $1.406M for development, $0.340M
for the first flight system, and $1.870M for mission operations. The net
results show a reduction in subsystem cost of approximately 13 percent through
the first flight system at $3.526M, and a cost reduction of i0 percent in
mission operations costs.
The TDRS mission operations costs include only the operational hardware
required in addition to the first flight system cost. In the case of the
TDRS, the total operational hardware requirements consist of two sets of
flight vehicles. Each set consists of two active and one on-orbit spare
vehicle, or a total of six TDRS vehicles. Therefore, the delta operational
hardware cost shown in Table 3-11 includes the cost of five additional TDRS
vehicles worth of competitive components deleted and IPACS units added. It
is assumed that there will be neither orbital maintenance nor ground spares.
The cost of the five additional sets of components deleted amounts to
$2.657M. The cost of five additional sets of IPACS units added amounts to
$1.870M, a difference in mission operations cost of $0.787M or approximately
30 percent. It was assumed in calculating the mission operations costs for
both the competitive and the IPACS requirement that there would be neither
refurbishment nor transportation cost. The TDRS application concept is
based upon no maintenance nor spares.
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Componentsdeleted: The costs of the componentsdeleted are shownin
detail in Table 3-III. The cost of the componentsdeleted were determined by
the application of CER's, such as dollars per pound, developed from the cost and
technical data available from the original program documentation.
The non-recurring cost of $1.791Mincludes $1.725Mfor design and develop-
ment, such as engineering analysis, design, preparation of drawings, specifi-
cations, plans, documentation, support, componentdevelopment, laboratory
testing, mockupsand test hardware for the electrical power and attitude control
subsystems, as well as $0.066Mof tooling and special test equipment (STE)
utilized:by the factory for in-process testing during fabrication.
The recurring cost (first flight system) of $.483M includes flight hardware
of $.436M and assembly and checkout of $.047M.
TABLE3-111.-COSTBREAKDOWN- COMPONENTSDELETED- TDRS
Cost Levels
Non-recurring
Design, development and
test hardware
Electrical power
Power conditioning and
distribution
Central control logic
AMPhr meter
Batteries
Attitude and stabilization control
Reaction wheel/earth scanner assy
Electronics
Tooling and STE
Recurring (first flight system)
Flight hardware
Electrical power
Powerconditioning and
distribution
Central control logic
AMPhr meter
Batteries
Attitude and stabilization
Reaction wheel/earth scanner assy
Electronics
Assemblyand checkout
Non-
Recurring
$0.800
0.925
0.066
Recurring
0.179
0.257
Totals
$0.800
0.925
0.066
0.179
0.257
0.047 0.047
Total $1.791 $0.483 $2.274
IPACSunits added: Table 3-1V reflects a detailed cost breakdownof
design, development, test, and fabrication by IPACSunits, including cost of
engineering models, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout, and acceptance
tests cost. The non-recurring cost of $1.406Mincludes $0.842Mof design and
development, $0.355Mfor engineering models, $0.031Mfor tooling and special
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test equipment, $0.081M for assembly and checkout, and $0.097M for acceptance
tests. The unit models which are for component qualification and tests,
consist of one each of the rotor assembly, the electronics assembly, the
horizon sensors, and the central power control and delta processor. The
systems models which are for TDRS vehicle systems verification and integration
tests consist of one or the equivalent of one flight system: four rotor
assemblies, four electronics assemblies, one set of horizon sensors, and one
central power control and delta processor.
IPACS annual funding: Table 3-V shows the peak year funding for incor-
poration of IPACS into the TDRS. The funding is presented in government fiscal
years (GFY's) after go-ahead. As shown in figure 3-3, IPACS Developmen£
Schedule, the time span of the IPACS development, test, and fabrication of
flight hardware is 3 years. Table 3-V shows the peak year funding to occur
in the second year after go-ahead at $0.933M.
TABLE 3-V.- IPACS ANNUAL FUNDING SCHEDULE - TDRS
Description
TDRS IPACS $0.399
Years after go-ahead
$0.933
*Dollars-in-milllons
3 Total
$0.414 $1.746
Cost effectiveness factors.- Table 3-VI reflects the cost resulting from
the application of the cost effectiveness criteria. The weight saved by the
incorporation of IPACS into the TDRS vehicle is 22.1 lb. IPACS occupies
1.778 cu ft more space than does the present components deleted by IPACS
units. Also, IPACS increases the watt-years (W yr) consumption of power by
45. A minus (-) value reflects an IPACS advantage, and a plus (+) value
shows an IPACS penalty. Therefore, the net results from the application of
the cost effective weighting factors show a net IPACS cost disadvantage of
$.006M for each TDRS vehicle.
TABLE 3-VI.- COST EFFECTIVENESS TRADEOFF
l>elta
Description amount Factor Cost ($ = M)
Weight - Ib
Space occupied - cuft
Power consumption - Watt yr
(-) 22 .i
(+) 1.778
(+) 45
$1400/ib
$1500/ft 3
$760/w yr
(-) $.031
(+) .oo3
(+) .034
Net (+) .006
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For the postu_aueu mission of six _DRS vehicles, the total penalty costs
would amount to a net IPACS cost dlsadv_ntage of $.036M.
Total cost comparison.- A measure of the total program cost impact can
be obtained by combining the equipment and penalty cost figures as shown in
Table 3-VII. This table indicates that the IPACS approach could have a net
savings effect of $1.279M which is slightly greater than i0 percent of the
total program cost for the electrical power and attitude control subsystems.
TABLE 3-VII.- TOTAL COST
Differential equipment cost
penalty cost
Cost impact (net savings)
$(-) 1.315M
(+) 0.036M
m
$ 1.279M
RAM Cost Data
General.- This section presents data relating to the cost analysis con-
ducted on the RAM program during the study. The RAM IPACS work breakdown
structure, program development schedule, equipment cost, cost breakdowns,
cost comparisons, annual peak year funding, and cost-effectlveness tradeoffs
are shown and discussed in detail. The equipment cost analysis indicated a
substantial IPACS cost reduction. The IPACS development and refurbishment
costs are slightly higher than the cost of the components d__eleted. The IPACS
first flight system costs also represent savings of $0.654M, in excess of 35
percent. The 1PACS mission operations costs are substantially less ($5.140M)
than the mission operations cost of the components deleted. Therefore, incor-
poration of IPACS i_to the RAM vehicle would result in overall cost reduction
in excess of $5.211M, Table 3-VIII.
Work breakdown structure: Figure 3-4 shows the RAM IPACS WBS prepared
during the study. Included are the WBS items and hardware components of the
competitive subsystem that were deleted. The WBS identifies t'_e competitive
subsystem components considered to be common to both subsystems or unaffected
by the incorporation of IPACS. The IPACS units and WBS elements added also
are shown.
The WBS includes design, development, test hardware (engineering models),
flight hardware, toollng and STE, assembly and checkout, and mission operations
for both the components deleted and IPACS units. Acceptance tests are shown
separately for IPACS. It was assumed for this study that the competitive
subsystem costs included the cost of acceptance tests; however, they were not
shown separately in the level of cost data on the competitive subsystems
examined during the study.
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IPACS development schedule: The RAM IPACS utilizes a current technology
flywheel assembly. Development, test, and fabrication of the RAM IPACS units
would require a period of 4 years (figure 3-5). The program schedule identi-
fies the development span for the two IPACS components considered critical:
the high-speed permanent magnet motor and the rotor. The estimated develop-
ment time is i year for the high-speed permanent magnet motor and 1 1/2 years
for the high-speed rotor. The development spans for the other IPACS units are
shown. Drawing release and all design and development tasks are scheduled to
be completed by the end of the second year. Fabrication, assembly, and test
schedules of the engineering models and the_flight hardware are shown. The
operational flight hardware is scheduled to be available during the latter
part of the fourth year after contract go-ahead. It is assumed that flight
operations would extend over a period of ii years.
Equlpment Cost.- Table 3-VIII shows the impact on cost of the competitive
subsystem as a result of incorporating IPACS into the RAM vehicle. The costs
are summarized separately for development (non-recurring), first flight system,
and mission operations (recurring) for both the competitive subsystem and
IPACS, The cost of the electrical power and the attitude control subsystems,
as shown in the original program document is $20.080M for development and
$8.400M for the first flight system, for a total of $28.480M through the first
flight system. Mission operations cost for the total electrical power and
stabilization and attitude control competitive subsystem was not determined,
except for the components added and deleted.
The cost of the components deleted from the elec_rlcal power and attitude
control subsystems is $2.156M for development, $1.761M for the first flight
system, and $12.833}q for mission operations. Less than 15 percent of the
cost of the competitive subsystems through the first flight system is deleted
by IPACS. The cost added by the incorporation of IPACS is $2.739M for develop-
ment, $I.I07M for the first flight system, and $7.693M for mission operations.
Table 3-VIII cost summary shows an insignificant reduction in cost through the
first flight system resulting from the incorporation of IPACS Lnto the RAM
vehicle, $0.071M. However, Table 3-VIII reflects a substantial difference in
the mission operations cost at $5.140M, or 40 percent.
The RAM mlssion operations costs associated with the components deleted
and the IPACS units added are shown in Tables 3-1X and 3-X. The mission
operations cost consists of operational replacement hardware and refurbish-
ment. Cost of transportation of parts and supplies from the ground to earth
orbit is included in penalty cost, Table 3-XV. The following ground rules
and assumptions were used in costing mission operations:
(I) The operational period was ii years.
(2) The flight program was that shown in figure 3-6.
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Cost level
Competitive subsystems*
Electrical power
Stabilization & attitude
Total
Minus: Components deleted
Plus: IPACS components
Net difference
New total
TABLE 3-Vlll.- RAM COST SUMMARY
Cost ($=M)
Develop-
men t
$ 5.050
15.030
$20.080
2.156
2.739
+0.583
$20.663
First
flight
system
$5.460
2.940
Sub to tal
$10.510
17.970
$8. 400 $28. 480
1.761
I.107
-0.654
$7.746
3.917
3.846
-0.071
$28.409
Mission
operations
$12.833
7.693
-5.140
$-5.140
Total
$10.510
17.970
$28.480
16.750
11.539
q5. 211
$23.269
*Source: Reference 3-2
**Mission operations costs for the total competitive subsystem were
not determined at this time
TABLE 3-1X.-MISSION OPERATIONS COST - RAM COMPONENTS DELETED
(DOLLARS IN M)
Description
Operational replacement hardware
Battery packs
Control moment gyros
Refurbishment cost
Control moment gyros
Total
Replace-
ment
Hardware
$ 4.302
8.240
Refurbish-
ment Total
$ 4. 302
8.240
$12.542
$0.291
$0.291
0.291
$12.833
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TABLE3-X.- MISSIONOPERATIONSCOSTS- RAMIPACSUNITSADDED
Description
Operational replacement hardware
Refurbishment
Total
Cost ($=M)
Total
$7.360
0.333
$7.693
YEARS OF MISSION OPERATIONS
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
MISSIONS
X-RAY
STELLAR
SO LA R
HIGH ENERGY
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
DELIVERY OR RETRIEVAL (I I)
LOGISTICS ('39)
I I
I
[ I i
1 2 2 2 1 2 I
1 4 6 6 5 2 3 6 6
Figure 3-6. RAM Mission Logistics
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(3)
t4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Flight units (IPACS and CMG's) are exchanged in orbit and
refurbished on ground for reflight.
IPACS units or CMC's are not flown after 5 years of operation.
Batteries are replaced after 3.3 years of flight use. The
interval of 3.3 years was derived from battery cycle life
test data with the battery sized for optimum depth of
discharge.
Batteries are not refurbished.
The average replacement parts weight for computing
transportation penalty costs is given in Table 3-XI,
TABLE 3-XI.- REPLACEMENT PARTS WEIGHT
Sched maint. Unsched maint.
Description wt kg (ib)/6 months wt kg (ib)/6 months
Deleted components
Batteries
CMG's
IPACS components
52.6 (116)
64.9 (143)
39.5 (87)
2.3 (5)
i0.0 (22)
5.9 (13)
(8)
(9)
The scheduled maintenance weight requirements for the CMG's
and IPACS units were based upon MTBF's of 118 000 and 154 000
hours, respectively. It was assumed that individual units
would be replaced when their reliability dropped to 0.85.
Both the CMG and IPACS failure rate estimates assume
the use of high reliability parts, burn-in, and in-orbit
stress levels. Single level standby redundancy was assumed
for all electronics. The unscheduled maintenance estimate
for the batteries is based on a battery pack MTBF of
260 000 hours.
The total program included three refurbishment operations.
CMG and IPACS unit refurbishment cost was i0 percent of the
cost of a new unit.
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(i0) Flight replacement hardware requirements were:
Description
Battery packs
CMG's
IPACSunits
Flight replacement
units
46
27
2O
Spares
5
4
4
Total
51
31
24
Componentsdeleted: The costs of the componentsdeleted from the com-
petitive subsystemare shownin detail in Table 3-XII. The cost of the com-
ponents deleted were determined by the application of cost estimating relation-
ships, such as dollars per pound, which were developed from the level of cost
and technical data available from the original program documentation.
The non-recurring cost of $2.156Mincludes $1.886Mfor design and
development, such as engineering analysis, design, preparation of drawings,
specifications, plans, documentation, support, componentdevelopment,
laboratory testing, mockups, and test hardware for the electrical power and
attitude control subsystems, as well as $0.270Mof tooling and special test
equipment utilized by the factory for in-process testing during fabrication.
The recurring_cost (first flight system) of $1.761Mincludes flight
hardware of $1.560Mand assembly and checkout of $0.201M.
IPACSunits added: Table 3-XIII gives a detailed cost breakdownof design,
development, test, and fabrication by IPACSunits, including cost of engineer-
ing models, toolin_ and STE, assembly and checkout, and acceptance tests.
The unit models of the engineering models are for componentqualification
test purposes and consist of one each of the rotor assembly, the electronics
assembly, the gimbal assembly, and the central power control and processor.
The systems model is for RAMvehicle systems verification and integration tests
and consist of the equivalent of one flight system (three rotor assemblies,
three electronics assemblies, three gimbal assemblies, and one central power
control and processor).
IPACSannual funding: Table 3-XIV shows the peak year funding for
incorporation of IPACSinto RAM. As shown in figure 3-5, the IPACSdevelop-
ment, test, and fabrication period is 4 years. Table 3-XIV showsthe peak
year funding to occur in the third year after contract go-ahead at $1.584M.
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TABLE 3-Xll.- COST BREAKDOWN t RAM COMPONENTS DELETED
(DOLLARS IN M)
Cost levels
Non-recurring
Design, development and
test hardware
Electrical power
Batteries
Battery charger
Stabilization & control
Control moment gyros
CMG preprocesscr
Toolln_ & STE
Recurring (first flight system)
Flight hardware
Electrical power
Batteries
Battery chargers
Stabilization & control
Control moment gyros
CMG preprocessor
Assembly & checkout
Total
Non-Recurrlng Recurring Total
$1.278
0.608
0.270
$2.156
$0.698
0.862
0.201
$1.761
$1.278
0.608
0.270
0.698
0.862
0.201
$3.917
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TABLE3-XIII.- COSTBREAKDOWN,RAMIPACSCOMPONENTSADDED
(DOLLARSIN M)
Cost Levels
Non-recurring
Design & development
High-speed power PMM/G
Bearings and vib./balance
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control & processor
Engineering models
Unit models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
& processor
Systems model
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
& processor
Tooling & STE
Assembly & checkout
Acceptance tests
Recurring costs (first flight system)
Flight hardware
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
& processor
Assembly & checkout
Acceptance tests
Total
Non-
Recurring
$0.058
!
Recurring
0.192
Total
$0.058
0.192
0.227
0.167
0.201
0.171
0.082
0.058
0.093
0.106
0.196
0.137
0.221
0.106
0 °75
O i0
C_39
$2.739
$0.196
0.137
0.221
0.106
0.214
0.233
$1.107
0.227
0.167
0.201
0.171
0.082
0.058
0.093
0.106
0.196
0.137
0.221
0.106
0.075
0.310
0.339
0.196
0.137
0.221
0.106
0.214
0.233
$3.846
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T_BLE 3-XIV.- RAM IPACS ANNUAL FUNDING
Description i
!RAM IPACS $.288
[*Dollars in
Years after go-ahead*
$1.251 $1.584
4 Total
$.723 $3.846
Cost effectiveness.- Table 3-XV shows the cost resulting from application
of cost-effectiveness factors. The weight saved by incorporation of IPACS
into the RAM is 14 898 pounds. IPACS occupies 81.06 cubic feet less space
than did the components deleted. Also, IPACS reduces the watt-years consump-
tion of power by 7875. A minus value reflects an IPACS advantage and a Plus
value shows an IPAC_, penalty. The application of the penalty cost weighting '
factors show a net IPACS cost advantage of $9.832M.
TABLE 3-XV.- COST-EFFECTIVENESS TRADEOFF
Delta Cost
Description amount Factor ($ = M)
Weight, ib
Space occupied, cuft
Power consumption, Watt yr
Net
-14 898
-81.06
-7875
$ 250/ib
$1500 cuft
$760 W yr
-$3.725
- .122
-5.985
-9.832
Total cost comparison.- The combined cost savings possible through the
use of the IPACS approach is shown in Table 3-XVI. This table combines both
the equipment and penalty costs.
TABLE 3-XVI.- TOTAL COST
Item
Differential equipment cost
Penalty
Cost impact (net savings)
Cost
-$5.211M
-$9.832M
$15.043M
- 2,99 -
MSS Cost Data
General.- This section presents the programmatic information and cost
data relating to the MSS program, including the work breakdown structure, the
program development _chedule, equipment cost, cost breakdowns, a comparison
of development and first flight system cost, IPACS annual funding schedule,
mission operations cost, and cost-effectiveness tradeoffs. The incorporation
of IPACS yields cost reductions in all aspects of the MSS program. The
development cost reduction is approximately 15 percent and the first flight
system cost savings is approximately 22 percent.
Work breakdown structure: Figure 3-7 sets forth the structure of the
MSS IPACS WBS prepared during the study. It shows the elements and components
deleted as a result of the incorporation of IPACS, as well as the subsystem
components unaffected or common to both the competitive subsystem and IPACS.
The IPACS units and WBS elements added also are shown.
The MSS IPACS WBS includes design, development, test hardware (engineer-
ing models), flight hardware, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout, and
mission operations for both the competitive subsystem and IPACS. The WBS
shows acceptance test separately for IPACS. It was assumed for this study
that the competitive subsystem costs included the cost of acceptance tests;
however, they were not shown separately in the level of cost data on the
competitive subsystems examined during the study.
IPACS development schedule: The MSS utilizes an advanced technology fly-
wheel assembly. Development, test, and fabrication of the MSS IPACS units
(Figure 3-8) would require a period of 5 years. The program schedule identifies
the development span for the three IPACS components considered critical: the
PM motor generator, the high-speed magnetic bearings, and the composite rotor
assembly. The estimated development period is 9 months for the PM motor
generator and 2-1/2 years for the bearings and composite rotor. The develop-
ment spans for the other IPACS units are shown. Drawing release and all design
and development tasks are scheduled to be completed by the end of the third
year. Fabrication, assembly, and test schedules of the engineering models
and the flight hardware are shown. The operational flight hardware is
scheduled to be available during the latter part of the fifth year after
contract go-ahead. The flight operations time was not examined during this
study and, therefore, is not shown to completion.
Equipment cost.- Table 3-XVII shows the impact on the cost of the com-
petitive subsystem as a result of incorporating IPACS into the MSS vehicle.
The costs are summarized separately for development (non-recurring) and the
first flight system (recurring) cost for both the competitive subsystem and
IPACS. The cost of the electrical power and the attitude control subsystems,
as shown in the original_program document (Reference 3-3), is $226.400M for
development and $136.800M for the first flight system for a total of $363.200M
through the first flight system.
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Figure 3-7. IPACS Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)-Modular Space Station
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TABLE 3-XVII.- MSS COST SUMMARY*
Competitive subsystems*
Electrical power
Guidance and control
Total
Development
$165.500
First
flight
system
$126.500
Sub-total
$292.000
Minus: components deleted
Plus: IPACS components
Net
New total
60.900 10.300 71.200
_26.400 136.800 363.200
28.096
24.008
_Dollars-in-millionsSource: reference 3-3
-$ 4,o88
$222.312
7.675
6. 025
, .|, ,, ,.
-$ 1.65o -$
$135.150
35.771
30.033
5.738
$357.462
The cost of developing, testing, and fabricating the first flight system
of IPACS units is compared to the deleted components in Table 3-XVII. The
cost of developing and testing IPACS units is $24.008M, or $4.088M less than
the cost of the components deleted, a difference of approximately 15 percent.
The difference in cost of the first flight system is approximately 22 percent
less for IPACS. The overall cost difference is $5.78 M, or 16 percent less
for IPACS. Mission operations costs were not part of this study.
Components deleted: The costs of the components deleted (Table 3-xvIil)
were determined by the application of cost estimatin8 relationships, such as
dollars per pound, which were developed from the level of cost and technical
data available from the original program documentation.
The non-recurring cost of $28.096M includes $26.916M for design and
development, such as engineering analysis, design, preparation of drawings,
specifications, plans, documentation, support, component development, laboratory
testing, mockups, and test hardware for the electrical power and attitude con-
trol subsystems, as well as $I.180M of tooling and special test equipment
utilized by the factory for in-process testing during fabrication.
The recur_ring cost (first flight system) of $7_675M includes flight hard-
ware of $6.890M and assembly and checkout of $0.785M.
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TABLE3-XVIII.- COSTBREAKDOWN,MSSCOMPONENTSDELETED
(DOLLARSIN M)
Non-
Cost level Recurring Recurring Total
Non-recurring
Design, development and
test hardware
Electrical power
Fuel cells
Electrolysis unit
Tanks & plumbing
Regulators
Mounts & supports
Guidance & control
Control momentgyros
CMGpreprocessor
Mounts & supports
Tooling & STE
Recurring (first flight system)
Flight hardware
Electrical power
Fuel cells
Electrolysis unit
Tanks & plumbing
Regulators
Mounts & supports
Guidance & control
Control momentgyros
CMGpreprocessor
Mounts & supports
Assembly & checkout
Total
$10.894
16.022
1.180
$4.816
2.074
.785
$10.894
16.022
1.180
4.816
2.074
.785
$28.096 $7.675 $35.771
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TABLE 3-XIX.- COST BREAKDOWN, MSS IPACS UNITS ADDED
(DOLLARS IN M)
Cost Levels
Non-recurrlng
Design & development
High-speed magnetic bearings
Composite rotor assembly
PM motor generator
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Preprocessor
Inverter
Central power control
Mounts & supports
Engineering test models
Unit models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Preprocessor
Inverter
Central power control
Mounts & supports
System models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Preprocessor
Inverter
Central power control
Mounts & supports
Tooling & STE
Assembly & checkout
Acceptance test
Recurring (first flight system)
Flight hardware
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Preprocessor
Inverter
Central power control
Mounts & supports
Assembly& checkout
Acceptance tests
Non-
Recurring
$ 2.402
2.727
.149
.711
.366
.359
.237
.731
.084
2.829
.462
.142
204
•i01
.219
•011
•034
Recurring
3.695
1.131
1.630
.262
.438
.022
.064
.309
2.459
2.292
$1.847
.565
.816
.i01
.219
.011
.324
i.i12
1.030
Total
$ 2.402
2.727
.149
.711
.366
.359
.237
.731
.084
2.829
•462
.142
.204
.i01
.219
•Oll
•034
3.695
1.131
1.630
.262
.438
.022
.064
.309
2.459
2.292
1.847
.565
.816
.i01
.219
.011
.324
1.112
1.030
Total $24.008 $6.025 $30.033
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IPACS units added: Table 3-XIX gives a detailed cost breakdown of design,
development, test, and fabrication by IPACS units, including cost of engineer-
ing models, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout, and acceptance tests. The
unit models are for component qualification test purposes and consist of one
each of the rotor assembly, the electronics assembly, the gimbal assembly, the
preprocessor, inverter, central power control, and mounts and supports. The
systems models are for MSS vehicle systems verification and integration tests
purposes and consist of two ships worth, or the equivalent of two flight
systems. Each flight system consists of five rotor assemblies, five electronics
assemblies, five gimbal assemblies, one preprocessor, one inverter, one central
power control, and one set of mounts and supports.
IPACS annual funding: Table 3-XX shows the peak year funding associated
with the incorporation of IPACS into the MSS. As shown in Figure 3-8, the
IPACS development, test, and fabrication period is 5 years. Table 3-XX shows
the peak year funding of $9.851M to occur in the third year after go-ahead.
TABLE 3-XX.- MSS IPACS ANNUAL FUNDING SCHEDULE
Years after go-ahead*
Description 1 2 3 4 5 Total
MSS IPACS $1.262 $6.067 $9.851 $9.160 $3.693 $30.033
*Dollars in M
Cost Effectiveness - Table 3-XXI shows the cost resulting from the
application of cost-effectiveness factors. The weight saved by the incor-
poration of IPACS into the MSS vehicle is 2,502.5 pounds. IPACS occupies
152.69 cubic feet less space than does the components deleted by IPACS units.
Incorporation of IPACS into the MSS does not affect power consumption of the
MSS. A minus value reflects an IPACS advantage and a plus value shows an
IPACS penalty. The application of the cost-effective weighting factors show
a net IPACS cost advantage of $0.855M for each MSS vehicle.
TABLE 3-XXI. COST-EFFECTIVENESS TRADEOFF
Description
Weight, ib
Space occupied, cuft
Power consumption*, W yr
Net
Cost
Amount
-2,502.5
-152.69
Factor
$250/ib
$1,500/cu ft
Cost
($ = M)
-$0.626
-0.229
-$0.855
*Mission duration factors excluded.
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Total cost comparlson.- Table 3-XXII combines the equipment and penalty
cost to arrive at a potential cost savings using the IPACS approach.
TABLE 3-XXII. TOTAL COST
Item Cost
Differential equipment cost
Penalty cost
Cost impact (net savings)
-$5.738M
-0.855M
$6.593M
30-Day Shuttle Sortie Cost Data
General. _nis section presents the programmatic information and cost
data relating to the Shuttle Sortie program, including the work breakdown struc-
ture, program development schedule, equipment cost, cost breakdowns, comparison
of development and first flight system costs, iPACS annual funding schedule, and
cost-effectiveness tradeoffs. The equipment cost comparison shows an overall
penalty re|ulting _rom incorporation of IPACS. The development cost shows a
penalty of $II.311M, and the first flight system cost shows a slight reduction
of $0.348M.
Work breakdown structure: Figure 3-9 sets forth the structure of the
Shuttle Settle IPACS WBS prepared during the study. It contains the elements
and components deleted as a result of the incorporation of IPACS, as well as
the |ub|y|tem components unaffected or common to both the competitive subsystem
and _PAC$. The _PACS units and WBS elements added are shown also.
The Shuttle Sortie IPACS W3S contains design, development, test hardware
(en|Ineerln_ models), flight hardware, toolinw and STE, assembly and checkout,
and mission operations for both the competitive subsystem and IPACS. The WBS
show| an accept•nce test separately for IPACS. It was assumed for this study
th•t the competitive subsystem costs included the cost of acceptance tests;
howew•r, they were not shown separately in the level of cost data examined on
the competltlve subsystems durlng the study.
ZPACS development schedulez The Sortie utilizes an advanced technology
rotor •snmbly. Development, test, and fabrication of the Shuttle Sortie
ZPACS unlt| would requlrs • period of 4.5 years (Figure 3-10). The program
schedule _dentifles the development span for the three IPACS components con-
|idered crltlcalz the Input=output (I-O) generator, bearings, and composite
rotor, The estlmated development period is 12 months for the I-O generator,
and 30 months for the composite rotor and bearings. The development time
|p•nm for the other IPACS units ere shown. Drawing release and all design and
develo_en_ =ask| are scheduled to be completed by the end of the third year.
F•brlc•_Ion, assembly, and test of the engineering models and flight hardware
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are shown. The operational flight hardware is scheduled to be available durin_
the latter part of the fifth year after contract go-ahead. Mission operations
were not examined during the study and are therefore not shown to completion.
Equipment cost.- Table 3-XXIII shows the impact on cost of the competitive
subsystem as a result of incorporating IPACS into the Shuttle Sortie vehicle.
The costs are summarized separately for development (non-recurring) and first
flight system (recurring) for both the competive subsystem and IPACS. The cost
of the electrical power and attitude control subsystems, as shown in the orig-
inal program document, is $41,912M for development, and $8.889M for the first
flight system - a total of $50.801M through the first flight system. The cost
of developing, testing, and fabricating the first flight system of IPACS units
also is compared to the deleted components. The cost of developing and testing
IPACS units is $15.055M or $II.311M more than the cost of the components
deleted. The difference in cost of the first flight system is insignificant,
a decrease of about i0 percent for IPACS. The net result shows a penalty of
$I0.963M associated with the incorporation of IPACS into the Shuttle Sortie
vehicle. A lower level of detail for the electrical power and attitude
control subsystems and the IPACS units added is provided below.
TABLE 3-XXIII.- SHUTTLE SORTIE COST SUMMARY
Cost levels
Competitive subsystem
Electrical power
Guidance and control
Total
Minus: components deleted
Plus: IPACS components
Net
"______
New total
q
Cost ($ = M)
Development
$ 9.848
32.064
First
flight
system
$ 3.42]
5.1 68
Total
$13.269
37.532
$41.912 $ 8.889 $50.801
3.744 3.245 6.989
15.055 2.897 17.952
+$11.311 -$ 0.348 +$10.963
$53.223 $ 8.541 $61.764
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TABLE3-XXIV.- COSTBREAKDOWN,SHUTTLESORTIECOMPONENTSDELETED(DOLLARSIN M)
Non-
Cost level Recurring Recurring Total
Non-recurring
Design, development and
test hardware
Electrical power $1.728 $1.728
500-AHbatteries
Battery chargers
Wiring
Mounts and supports
Guidance and control 1.495 1.495
Control momentgyros
Preprocessor
Tooling and STE 0.521 0.521
Recurring
Flight hardware
Electrical power 0.938 0.938
500 AHbatteries
Battery chargers
Wiring
Mounts and supports
Guidance and control 1.975 1.975
Control momentgyros
Preprocessor
Assembly and checkout 0.332 0.332
Total $3.744 $3.245 $6.989
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TABLE3-XXV.- COSTBREAKDOWN,SHUTTLESORTIEIPACSCO_[PONENTSADDED(DOLLARSIN M)
Cost Level
Non-recurring
Design and development
Inside-out generator
Non-
Recurring
$0.175
Recurring Total
$ 0.175
Composite rotor
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
High-speed magnetic bearing
Central power control
Preprocessor
Engineering models
Unit models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
Preprocessor
Systemsmodels
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
Preprocessor
Tooling and STE
Assemblyand checkout
Acceptance tests
Recurring costs
(first flight system)
Flight hardware
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
Preprocessor
Assembly and checkou_
Acceptance tests
Total
2.727
1.435
0.429
2.676
0.084
0.237
0.462
0.221
0.099
0.011
0.i01
2.217
1.066
0.458
0.022
0.202
0.206
0.792
1.435
$15.055
$1.108
0.533
0. 230
0.011
0.i01
0.324
0.590
$2.897
2.727
1.435
0.429
2.676
0.084
0.237
0.462
0.221
0.099
0.011
0.i01
2.217
1.066
0.458
0.022
0.202
0.206
0.792
i .435
1.108
0.533
0.230
0.011
0.i01
O.324
0.590
$17.952
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Componentsdeleted: The costs of the componentsdeleted (Table 3-XXIV)
were determined by the application of cost estimating relationships, such as
dollars per pound, which were developed from the level of cost and technical
data available from the original program documentation (Reference 3-4).
The non-recurrin_ cost of $3.744Mincludes $3.223Mfor design and
development, such as engineerin_ analysis, design, preparation of drawings,
specifications_ plans_ documentation, support, componentdevelopment, laboratory
testing, mockups,and test hardware for the electrical power and attitude
control subsystems, as well as $0.521Mfor tooling and special testin_ equipment(STE) utilized by the factory for in-process testin_ durin_ fabrication.
The recurring cost (first flight system) of $3.245Mincludes flight hard-
ware of $2.913Mand assembly and checkout of $0.332M.
IPACSunits added: Table 3-XXVreflects a detailed cost breakdownof
design, development, test_ and fabrication by IPACSunits, including cost of
engineering models, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout, and acceptance tests.
The unit models, for acceptance and componentaualification tests, consist of
one each of the rotor assembly, the electronics assembly, gimbal assembly, the
central power control, and the preprocessor. The systems models, for Shuttle
Sortie vehicle systems verification and integration tests, consist of one ships
worth, or the equivalent of a flight system, (three rotor assemblies, three
electronics assemblies, three gimbal assemblies, one ceatral power control,
and one preprocessor).
IPACSannual funding: Table 3-XXVI shows the peak year fundin_ for
incorporation of IPACSinto the Shuttle Sortie vehicle. As shownin Figure 3-10,
the IPACSdevelopment, test, and fabrication period is 5 years. Table 3-XXVI
shows the peak year funding of $4.880Mto occur in the second year after _o-
ahead.
TABLE3-XXVI.- SHUTTLESORTIEIPACSANNUALFUNDINGSCHEDULE
Description
Shuttle Sortie IPACS $3.381
Years after goTahead
$4.880 $3.852 $4.331 $1.508
*Dollars in
Total$17.952
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Cost Effectiveness. Table 3-XXVII shows the cost resulting from appli-
cation of the cost-effectiveness factors. The weight saved by the incorpora-
tion of IPACS into the Shuttle Sortie vehicle is 473.2 pounds. IPACS occupies
8.4 cubic feet less space than does the components deleted by the IPACS units.
TABLE 3-XXVII.- COST-EFFECTIVENESS TRADEOFF
Cost
Description Amount Factor ($ = M)
Weight, ib -473.2
Space occupied, cu ft -8.4
Power consumption*, W yr
Net
*Fuel cell power, therefore power factor excluded
$250/ib
$1500 cuft
-$0.131
A minus value reflects an IPACS advantage. Therefore, the net results
from the application of t_he cost-effective weighting factors show a net IPACS
cost advantage of $0.131M for the Shuttle Sortie vehicle.
Total cost comparison.- The combined penalty and equipment cost are shown
in Table 3-XXVIII. Although the penalty cost represents a savings for the
IPACS approach it is not sufficient to overcome the differential equipment cost.
TABLE 3-XXVIII TOTAL COST
Item
Differential equipment cost
Penalty
Cost impact (net increase)
Cost
+$I0.963M
- o.131 
+$I0.832M
The equipment cost penalty is readily traceable to the high power require-
ment (in excess of 60 kW), the relatively low (6 kW hr) energy storage require-
ment, and low number of charge-discharge cycles coupled with maintenance
opportunity every 30 days. These recuirements will allow short life and
clearly favor a high energy density storage element of low cost.
Reference to the energy storage concepts section of Module I will show
that applications such as this are now best satisfied by silver-zinc batteries.
The particular requirements of the 30-day Shuttle, for the postulated system,
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simply fall outside the IPACS boundaries of application from a cost viewpoint.
As discussed in Module 5, the IPACS Shuttle application is better directed
toward a power energy sizing more representative of the majority of missions
where the lower development costs will allow the lon_-life and penalty cost
advantages of an advanced IPACS to predominate.
Conclusions
This analysis has demonstrated that the IPACS concept can result in
lower equipment cost as well as lower penalty cost than the competitive sub-
systems. These cost reductions occur with current and advanced technology
units even though the IPACS is producing equal or superior performance.
The only exception was the equipment cost for £he 30-Day Shuttle previously
discussed. As indicated, if the Shuttle requirement is handled differently,
the IPACS concept can produce a cost savings for this application as well.
In all cases, furthermore, the IPACS approach results in potential savings
as calculated by the cost-effectiveness factors. It is reasonable to assume
that these results are on the conservative side since the generic cost data
used in the IPACS calculations were in some cases more detailed than that used
in the competitive subsystem cost. As a result the competitive subsystem cost
can be expected to grow at a faster rate than the IPACS cost data. Finally,
the cost savings obtained by the IPACS approach appear well within allowable
times to meet the flight schedules.
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MODULE 4 -APPLICATIONS BOUNDARIES
Int roduc tion
The purpose of this task was to evaluate some of the more important
factors which have a potential impact upon the applicability of the IPACS
concept. Previous studies have established the technical feasibility of
IPACS for several classes of missions. Additional analyses have established
a subset of missions for which the IPACS concept is cost effective compared
with the currently defined momentum exchange and energy storage concepts.
The intent of this study was to generalize the previous results and
supplement them as required to establish approximate bounds or limits beyond
which IPACS would not be considered an appropriate concept. The potential
boundary factors considered in the study include: momentum, energy, power,
and pointing. In order to further define the region of applicability, cost
trades with competitive systems were also considered.
Power Rating
The permanent magnet motor/generators used in IPACS are necessarily high
speed and high efficiency devices. Development efforts for these units entail
optimization to obtain the best balance of copper and core losses as well as
design for minimum ripple. The requirement to operate at high speeds places
restrictions on rotor diameter and construction. In order to quantize the
development problem as a function of power level, relative cost estimates
were prepared and are presented in figure 4-1. The costs presented have been
normalized to the development cost associated with a low power machine
which operates with a maximum speed of 40 000 rpm. The practical power limit
for a machine with this top speed is approximately 13 kW. The comparable
limit for a 50 000 rpm machine is about 5.5 kW. The higher speed machine
must be built with a smaller diameter and longer stack length. It will have
higher core losses and the interface problems between the wheel and the motor/
generator can be expected to be more severe.
Figure 4-2 presents normalized recurring costs for the same range of
machines. These curves also reflect the rapid increase in cost as the power
feasibility limit is reached.
Based upon the cost data presented, it is concluded that the power
output for a single IPACS unit should be 13 kW or less. Assuming arrays of
up to six machines comprising a subsystem, the total power capability would
be on the order of 80 kW. The Lundell type brushless machines can deliver
higher power at somewhat lower efficiencies, however, the 80 kW capability of
brushless dc machine arrays exceeds any known spacecraft requirements.
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Energy Storage
One upper limit on energy storage capability for a single IPACS machine
can be derived from physical limitations on the external dimensions of the
units. In the feasibility study an upper limit of 102 cm (40 in.) was
adopted as the maximum overall dimension for a single unit. This constraint
allows equipment to be moved through internal hatches in large manned
spacecraft such as a space station. On a double gimbaled unit, the maximum
dimension occurs along the mounting axis for the outer gimbal. The best way
to move a unit would be with this axis oriented along the direction of motion
through the hatch. The constraining size is then the larger of the two
dimensions normal to this axis. This would be the length along the inner
gimbal axis. A reasonable estimate of this dimension is 150 percent of the
rotor diameter. If we constrain this dimension to be 102 cm (40 in.), a
rotor diameter constraint of approximately 68.6 cm (27 in.) results. In
order to maximize packaging efficiency, the axial length of the rotor assembly
should not exceed the rotor diameter. Thus an absolute limit on rotor hub
thickness would be the rotor diameter. Allowances must be made, however, for
the motor length, bearing oiler and preload subassemblies. Design studies
..... _.......... _=_I_7 _ p_nt nf rh_ _i_1 l_ngth is devoted to sub-
assemblies. This reduces the rotor hub thickness to 43.2 cm (17 in.) or less.
Assuming a steel rotor and a constant stress profile the speed limit would be
24 900 rpm and the rotor would be able to store about 12 000 watt-hr. An
array of such units would have an energy storage capability in the 30 to
70 kW-hr range. This capability exceeds any known spacecraft energy storage
requirement.
The minimum energy storage capability is perhaps best defined by a cost
trade which identifies the point at which IPACS is no longer cost effective
as the complexity of an IPACS unit would not be warranted for very small
energy storage functions. The feasibility study has shown that IPACS is
cost effective for units as small as 70 watt-hr per wheel. Thus the lower
bound is known to be under this level; how much lower has not oeen established.
It is considered significant to note, however, that of all the spacecraft
missions reviewed in the process of selecting reference missions for this
study only four were found to have an energy storage requirement of less than
i00 watt-hr. A further consideration is the potential impact of cycle life.
IPACS could be cost-effectlve for a mission with a very small energy storage
requirement if a high number of charge-discharge cycles were required. Thus
the lower bound on energy storage can be expected to drop as the cycle life
requirement increases.
Angular Momentum Storage
There exists an upper bound on angular momentum storage per unit that
is derived from the physical size constraint discussed above. The 68.6 cm
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(27 in.) diameter rotor has a low speed angular momentumof approximately
21 700N-m-sec (16 000 ft-lb-sec). Considering the momentumstorage require-
ments for even the large mannedspacecraft (either shuttle or space station)
it is concluded that there is not a significant momentumstorage upper bound
for IPACS. Figure 4-3 presents a plot of energy storage versus angular
momentumcapability. The shaded region indicates the area covered by
individual mission designs in the feasibility study. As seen from the chart,
IPACShas been shownto be cost effective over several boundary points of the
feasibility region.
Pointing
The objective of this segment of the study is to evaluate the potential
applicability of IPACSto precision pointing missions• Although manyelements
of a control system can influence the pointing capability of the system the
torque source (IPACS) is the element of concern herein. Thus attitude and
angular rate sensors together with their associated noise are excluded, vehicle
flexibility is excluded, and electronics non-linearities are excluded. Study
results would indicate that IPACSis applicable to body point a vehicle to
an accuracy on the order of 4.8 x 10-6 rad (i s_ec)• This conclusion is basedon
a comparison of IPACSto the present technology control momentgyros being
postulated and proposed for vehicles such as the free-flying astronomy RAMor
large space telescope (LST). Preliminary performance analyses have been
conducted to evaluate someof the more important factors impacting pointing
and stability. These factors are listed below and each will be discussed with
respect to IPACS. The reference vehicle for purposes of the analysis will be
the free flying RAMa relatively large fine pointing vehicle.
IPACSfactors potentially impacting pointing performance:
• Excess angular momentum.
Control non-linearities such as gimbal static and
running friction or gimbal rate deadband•
• Vibration forces and torques induced by rotor static
and dynamic unbalance or bearing eccentricity.
• Power delivery action causing disturbance torques -
where IPACSpower response affects IPACScontrol
response.
Vibration.- A potential problem regarding IPACS applicability to
precision pointing missions concerns the vibration input to the vehicle due
to static and/or dynamic unbalance of the IPACS rotor, bearing eccentricity,
or other errors. The major vibration inputs will occur at the rotor spin
frequency and higher harmonics of the spin frequency. The vehicle response
will be attenuated but the pointing of elements within the vehicle can be
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significantly influenced. In the case of an astronomy RAMsuch as the LST,
vibration of the primary mirror or instrumentation packagescan have a major
impact upon image motion stability. The requirements for this vehicle are
vehicle pointing to an accuracy of 4.8 x 10-6 rad (i _ec) (i_) with image
motion stabilization to 2.4 x 10-8 rad (0.005 _c) (io). Thus the appli-
cability of IPACSmust be considered not only in light of the IPACSunits meet-
ing the 4.8 x 10-6 rad (i _'_) requirement but also these units must not be a
source of vibrational disturbances that exceed the image motion stability
requirement. Preliminary. studies have been conducted to assess this problem
for control momentgyros (NASATMX-64726Volume V, dated December15, 1972,
MSFC)and to evaluate the suitability of shock-mounting the CMG'sto alleviate
the problem. Dynamicmodels of the CMG's,shock mounts,and vehicle were
formulated. The system was subjected to the vibrational forces and torques
generated by the CMG'sand the structural response was determined. These
structural deformations were then applied to an optical model to establish
pointing error for both force and momentinputs from the CMG'sas a function
of CMGrotor speed. The shock mounts that were assumedfor the analysis are
20 hertz mountswith a damping factor of 0.i critical. The first two modesof
the primary mirror occur at approximately 16 Hz and the bending modesof the
instrumentation package occur at approximately 19 Hz.
Figure 4-4 which presents the results of the MSFCstudy has been extracted
from the abovementioned report for reference. It is clear from the plots that
the shock mounts represent a significant factor in improving the potential
pointing stability. The mounts can be expected to be even more significant for
IPACSwhich must operate at variable speeds (with CMG'san advantageous spin
speed could be selected to minimize the pointing error).
A brief study was conducted to extrapolate the above results to the IPACS
region of interest. The IPACSdesign for RAMoperates at a maximumspeed of
45 000 rpm and a speed reduction of 50 percent. Thus rotor massunbalance will
introduce fundamental disturbances in the range of 375 to 750 Hz.
The IPACSrotor masswill be greater than the massof the CMGrotor by
perhaps a factor of 1.5, and it will be assumedboth rotors can be balanced
to an equivalent center-of-mass offset. For comparison purposes it will be
assumedthat the CMGwould use a spin speed of 6000 rpm. As the impressed
vibration force varies as the square of the rotor speed and directly with the
mass offset, the IPACSunit can be expected to generate forces in the range of
20 to 80 times greater than the CMG. However, the shock mount will have higher
attenuation due to the higher frequency separation. The additional attenuation
should range from 12 db at the low IPACSspeed to 20 db at the upper speed.
Thus the net torques transmitted to the vehicle through the shock mount are
expected to be from 5 to 8 times those transmitted for the CMG's.
A more thorough evaluation of the vibration problem, although certainly
worth while, is considered to be beyond the scope of the present effort.
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Excess angular momentum.- In some IPACS designs the rotors when sized to
perform the necessary energy storage function are found to have excess
momentum storage capacity. In one sense this is an advantage in that the
required gimbal motion is reduced. A potential disadvantage however concerns
the impact on gimbal compliance considerations. A brief analysis was conducted
to quantize this problem for a single gimbal IPACS design such as the modular
space station design•
The gimbal dynamics of an IPACS unit are in a large part determined by
the stiffnesses of the gimbal assembly structure and the gimbal drive system.
Both the effective gimbal inertia and the allowable bandwidth are dependent
upon these stiffnesses. Figure 4-5 is a block diagram model of a single gimbal
IPACS which includes a spring between the wheel inertia and the glmbal shell
inertia. The stiffness of this equivalent spring, KB, is made up of the
following stiffnesses:
Spin bearing stiffness
• Gimbal shell stiffness
• Rotor stiffness about an axis normal to the spin axis
In order to determine the effects of the springs it is necessary to write
the relationship between torque motor (or drive system) torque, T_. and the
IPACS output torque, Tv, and compare this with the case where _'_
(infinitely stiff structure)•
As K B ÷ =, TM and TV are related by
HTM
TV =
_(I G ÷ IW )
(no tack feedback)
so that the apparent gimbal inertia is the sum of the inertia _ f the gimbal
shell (IG) and the inertia of the rotor about an axis normal to the spin axis
(Iw). H is the angular momentum of the rotor.
As KB becomes finite, the total gimbal inertia becomes larger by the
addition of a term proportional to (H2)/(KB), and the bandwidth is reduced
because of the addition of wheel nutation dynamics to the effective transfer
function as shown below.
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Referring again to figure 4-5, the general transfer function can be
shown to be
HT M
Tv
i +_
$21 W IIw + 21 G + _--_) S41_I G
+
2 + IGKB W +
The apparent total gimbal inertia is given by
H2
lef f = _ + IG + KB
The usable bandwidth of the unit can be found by factoring the denominator
polynomial into two quadratics and using the lowest frequency to establish the
maximum allowable bandwidth, which is dependent on both H and _.
Substitution of parameters represemtative of the IPACS design for space
station indicate that the allowable bandwidth would be on the order of 70
rad/sec - well above that required for 4.8 x 10 -6 rad (I _ec) body pointing.
It is therefore concluded that excess momentum storage capacity is not signi-
ficantly detrimental from a gimbal compliance standpoint.
Control non-linearities.- Analyses to-date indicate that gimbal static
and running friction should not preclude the attainment of 4.8 x 10 -6 rad
(i sec) body pointing.
Studies by General Electric including hardware in the loop simulations
(Control Moment Gyros Characteristics and Their Effects on Control System
Performance; AIAA Paper No. 68-875; Phillips, J.P.; AIAA Guidance, Control,
and Flight Dynamics Conference - Pasadena, California, August 12-14, 1968)
have indicated that friction effects are not as significant as originally
thought with regard to precision pointing. The study demonstrated a dynamic
range of gimbal speed control from 5.8 x 10-3 rad/sec (0.0033 deg/sec) up to
the limit established by the output torque rating. It was also concluded
that the gimbal should run smoothly at even lower speed. There was no rough
starting or stopping of the gimbal which would cause vehicle perturbations.
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Bendix analyses conducted for the RAM study led to the conclusion that
CMG's alone could provide 2.4 x 10-6 rad (0.5 s-_) body pointing for the RAM
free-flyer (RAM Phase B Study; GDCA-DDA 71-004; Vol II, Appendix A, Part IX).
This conclusion was based upon a simulation includin_ flexible body dynamics,
non-linear CMG dynamics, A/D and D/A interfacing, and experiment induced
disturbances. CMG deadbands were studied in the range of 1 to 5 percent of
maximum gimbal rate.
The current Rockwell simulation of the RAM IPACS system indicates that
the projected gimbal non-linearities will not prevent the required body
po in t ing.
Power interaction with control.- The problem of concern is the attitude
disturbance presented to the vehicle by the IPACS system performing a power
function -- either charge or discharge. The RAM IPACS simulation (discussed
in Module 3 of Volume II) indicates steady-state pointing errors well under
4.8 x 10-6 rad (i _-e_) during either maximum charge or discharge of the IPACS
wheels.
Pointing summary.- A preliminary analysis was conducted to evaluate the
precision pointing potential of IPACS systems. An absolute lower bound was
not established and cannot be established in a generalized sense.
It is concluded that the application of an IPACS system to a vehicle
requiring 4.8 x 10 -6 rad (i s_) body pointing is reasonable. Further analyses
and development would perhaps show finer pointing to be possible for a specific
mission application.
System Cost Comparisons
The results of a preliminary investigation of system costs is presented
in figure 4-6. The data are best used for generalized comparisons as specific
costs are subject to variation depending upon qualification tesl requirements,
installation complexity, reliability requirements, and other factors.
The two lowest curves show a comparison between a present technology IPACS
system with a relatively coarse control requirement and a Ni Cd battery
system combined with a momentum bias reaction wheel control system. The cross-
over of the curves is not felt to be significant considering the generalized
nature of the data. A reasonable conclusion is that IPACS is cost competitive
with the conventional power and control system over the energy range considered.
The second group of curves indicates that IPACS remains cost effective
when the control requirements become more stringent. Once again, the crossover
of the curves should not be considered significant.
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The two top curves on the figure compare advanced technology systems; here
the IPACS concept includes composite rotors and magnetic suspension bearings.
the competitive power and control systems were assumed to be regenerative fuel
cells and advanced generation control moment gyros. A clear cost advantage is
shown for the IPACS.
Summary
The results of the applications boundaries study are summarized in
Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1.- IPACS PERFORMANCE BOUNDARIES
Factor Upper bound Lower bound
Power rating 13 kW/unit P < i00 W
50 - 80 kW/array
Energy storage l0 - 12 kWhr/unit E < i00 Whr
30 - 70 kWhr/array
Momentum storage 108 500 N-m-sec Not significant
(80 000 ft-lb-sec)
Pointing (Coarse Pointing) 4.8 x 10 -6 rad (i _)
Not significant
In general, the study did not indicate that IPACS significantly differs
in capability and constraints from the present CMG designs with the exception
of rotor imbalance and consequent induced vibration. In this case, balancing
to an accuracy five to ten times better than current designs with shock
mounting is required to approximate current large sized CMG's. Both shock
mounting to this level and balancing are considered extensions of the current
art, using current machines. An amount of additional design and test develop-
ment cost can be expected to be incurred in the larger IPACS units to achieve
the balancing or isolation required.
Standardization Considerations
Standardization was not a subject of the current study. The general
applicability of IPACS as determined by the feasibility study, however, posed
interesting questions as to standardization potential of the units. Study
results were reviewed to estimate standardization potential. The review
included mission requirements power and control distribution, a determination
of requirements density by region and a parametric sizing of two "best fit"
units.
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Requirements.- The mission requirements originally utilized in the process
of selecting representative missions for IPACS were used as mission models.
These requirements are summarized in Tables I-A-I - I-A-VI of Appendix I-A of
this volume. The planetary missions were excluded because of the feasibility
study results which indicated these missions to be relatively poor IPACS appli-
cations. The 30-day shuttle missions were excluded because of an anticipated
separate study task which will be devoted solely to the application of IPACS
to these sortie missions. The remaining mission categories include: near
earth satellite missions, geosynchronous missions, RAil, free-flyer missions,
and space station missions. The range of requirements encompassed by these
missions is shown in Table 4-11. The number of cases represented by each range
are indicated in the first column of the table. Momentum storage requirements
were intentionally excluded from the survey in order to simplify the problem.
This is not considered a limitation affecting the results as the feasibility
study designs generally showed that an IPACS rotor sized for the energy storage
requirement would have adequate momentum exchange capacity for control.
TABLE 4-II.- RANGE OF REQUIREMENTS BY MISSION CLASS
Mission class! Finest
(cases)
Power
pointing range
Near earth 4.8xlO6rad
satellites
(23) (i _ec)
i00 W _ 5 KW
Energy
storage range
50 W-hr -_ 2.5 kW-hr
Geosynchronous_.8xl05rad
(9) (I0 _'_'_)
RAM 14.8xlO6rad
(7) i(i _ec)
Space station 4.4xlO3rad
I(0.25 deg)(2) L
i00 W _ 8 kW
500 W _ 3.4 kW
15 kW _ 19 kW
i00 W-hr ÷ 8 kW-hr
250 W-hr -_ 1.7 kW-hr
Based on the Table 4-11 data, it was concluded that an IPACS unit designed
so that it would not preclude the achievement of 4.8 x 10-6 rad (i se_c) body
pointing should be adequate for the entire control mission spectrum. Note also
that it was concluded in the applications boundaries study that the 4.8 x 10-6
rad (i s_'e_c)requirement is achievable with IPACS. The remainder of the stand-
ardization analysis will therefore be concentrated on the power and energy
storage factors.
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The power and energy storage requirements associated with the individual
missions are identified on figure 4-7. A single application is denoted by a
point. Where multiple applications have identical requirements, the number of
applications is noted by the point.
Design considerations.- In attempting to group the requirements into
regions which could potentially be satisfied by a relatively few standardized
IPACS units, the following considerations were utilized.
(i) The energy storage requirement will tolerate less latitude
than the power requirement when system weight is a significant
factor. This stems from the fact that motor/generator weight
represents typically 8 percent of an IPACS unit weight whereas
the rotor represents anywhere from 50 to 80 percent of the unit
weight. Thus a standardized unit could cover a relatively wide
power range without incurring an excessive weight penalty.
(2) Variations in the IPACS wheel array might be tolerated in an
attempt to fit a standard unit into a spectrum of missions.
This partially violates the standardization philosophy as the
system software will change as the array changes. Allowing
the array to vary would lead to the use of perhaps seven
or eight skewed single gimbal units to satisfy a large
requirement and perhaps an array of four skewed units for a
smaller requirement. The use of an array with more than
eight units is considered marginal from the standpoint of
complexity and an array with less than four units will
normally not satisfy the failure criteria for the mission.
Thus it can be concluded that variation of the number of
wheels in the array allows perhaps a factor of 2 latitude in
the energy storage requirement. Note than even allowing a
change from single gimbaled to double gimbaled units (where
an array of 3 DG could be used) for the smaller sizes only
increases this latitude from a factor of 2 (the range
between 4 units and 8 units) to a factor of 2.6 (the
range between 3 units and 8 units).
Using the above considerations, figure 4-7 was inspected and regions of
requirements were defined by energy storage ranges where the upper limit was
approximately twice the lower limit. A most promising region appears to be
the one bounded by 500 watt-hr at the top and 250 watt-hr at the bottom
(region A). This region contains 16 out of the possible 42 cases or 38 percent
of the cases. Three other regions were established such that the majority of
the population is included within the four regions.
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Table 4-111 shows the percentage of missions falling within each class
or region.
TABLE 4-111.- POPULATION DENSITY BY REGION
Region
A
B
C
D
Excluded
Percent of
total population
38
21
7"
21
13
i00
Two of these regions were then selected for further analysis. Region A
was selected because of its large percentage of the population. Region C was
selected to evaluate the penalties incurred if a region C unit were to be used
to satisfy region B requirements, which would mean covering the entire mission
population with three standard IPACS designs.
Potential standardized confisurations.- Consider first the problem of a
standardized design for region A. The maximum requirements for this region are
a power level of i kW and 500 W-hr energy storage. An array of 6 non-gimbaled
opposed wheels will be assumed. Trade studies conducted previously for the
TDRS application showed gimbaled units to be significantly heavier than non-
gimbaled arrays in this size range. Each wheel is sized to provide
500
= 83.4 W-hr.
6
The power rating per wheel is sized at
i000
= 250 watts.
4
This allows full power delivery with one wheel failed (failure of one wheel
forces shut down of the opposing wheel from an energy storage standpoint -
it remains functional for control however). The estimated characteristics of
a unit-designed to meet these requirements is presented in Table 4-1V.
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TABLE 4-1V.- STA_NDARD IPACS FOR REGION A
Corponent
Rotor
Motor/generator
Case & mounts
Electronics
Weight _
_g Lb
3.45 7,6
0.91 2.0
1.73 3.8
1.0 2.2
7.09 15.6
Characteristics :
• Steel rotor
• Max. speed 50 000 rpm
• Rotor diameter - 34 cm
(13.4 in
• Ball bearings
An array of six of these units would weigh 42.5 kg (93.5 ib). Four of the
units could be used for the TDRS application. The standardized array would
weigh 28.3 kg (62.4 ib) compared to the estimated 25.9 kg (57 ib) for the
custom designed IPACS for the feasibility study. Comparing the standardized
array with the competitive energy storage and control subsystems of TDRS
it is found that the IPACS is still weight competitive.
Consider next a standardized IPACS sized to handle the region C
requirements. In this case an array of six single gimbaled units was sized to
handle maximum requirements of 20 kW power and 15 kW-hr energy storge with
one of the six units in-operable. Thus each unit is sized for 4 kW and 3 kW-hr.
The estimated characteristics of the unit are presented in Table 4-V.
A full array of six standard units represents a weight penalty of 23.6 kg
(52 ib) when compared with the array of five units sized precisely for modular
space station (MSS) requirements. This weight difference is not considered
significant although the six-unit array would be expected to be slightly less
weight efficient than a five-unit array. For example, the six-unit array would
require more total housing or case weight than the five-unit array.
Let us consider now the application of these standard units beyond their
design region down into region B. RAM requirements fall at the upper extreme
of region B. The "standard" array for RAM would be four of the units sized
above. The number of units is dictated by the requirement to store energy with
one unit failed and not the power or energy requirements• Actually the array of
standardized units will have excessive power and energy storage capability.
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TABLE4-V.- STANDARDIPACSFORREGIONC
Component
Rotor
Motor/generator
Electronics
Housing, Bearings
Drives & sensors
Characteristics:
• Composite rotor
Weight _
kg ' lb
75.9 167
r
11.8 26
1.4 3
29.5 65
7.3 16
125.9 i 277
Magnetic suspension bearings
• Max. speed - 35 000 rpm
• Rotor diameter - 58 cm
(22.8 in)
The standardized array of four single gimbaled units would weigh 503 kg
(1108 ib) compared with 225 kg (495 ib) for the array of three double-gimbaled
units sized specifically for RAM. Although the standardized array would be
weight effective compared with the competitive baseline systems, it is felt
that the weight penalty of 272 kg (600 ib) compared to a custom IPACS design
is unreasonable. Considering the fact that RAM requirements fall at the upper
range of this region the weight penalty would be even more severe for other
missions. It is concluded that it is not reasonable to design a single
standardized IPACS to cover both regions C and B.
Standardization summary and recommendations.- The brief analysis presented
above has shown that the concept of standardized IPACS requires several unit
sizes, perhaps three or four to cover the potential spectrum of missions. The
study also indicated that two standard designs could cover approximately
60 percent of the mission population. A more detailed analysis (beyond the
scope of this contract) is required in order to reach a conclusion regarding
the cost effectiveness of standardization. Such a study should include
consideration of the actual number of flights anticipated for each identified
mission. For example, TDRS in the study above is considered as a single appli-
cation where in fact several vehicles will be flown. Thus in the selection of
requirements for standardized designs TDRS should be weighed heavier than a
mission that will be completed with a single vehicle. Reusage of hardware as
is feasible for missions like RAM is also important. In addition to the
incorporation of a more extensive mission model a further study should evaluate
the standardization penalties for various specific missions to establish better
standardization bounds•
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MODULE5 - SPACESHUTTLEADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY
LABORATORYAPPLICATIONS
The six mission/vehicle selections originally chosen for the IPACSstudy
included a Shuttle sortie mission of 30 days duration. As the study progressed
it becameapparent that the IPACSshould be evaluated within the context of a
7-day Shuttle mission. This module of the report presents study results of the
analysis of power and pointing req_lirements for three AdvancedTechnology Lab-
oratory (ATL) payloads.
AdvancedTechnology Laboratory Requirements
ATL study and l:lission requirements are summarizedin this section.
Study requirements.- The evaluation of IPACS application to the ATL sortie
missions was accomplished by defining the physical and performance factors of
the competitive baseline system, developing an IPACS system concept, and com-
paring the two systems for physical, performance, and cost differences.
Mission requirements.- Mission power and pointing requirements along with
study ground rules are summarized below.
Electrical power: The power source is a single fuel cell with power out-
put of 7.0 kW continuous and i0.0 kW peak for 2.0 minutes. Power conditioning
and distribution losses are assumed to be 20 percent, yielding an average power
of 5.6KW for subsystems and experiments.
The power allocation is 3.6 kW for subsystems and 2.0 kW for experiments.
Stability and control: The orbiter attitude is to be controlled by a
momentum exchange technique (either CMG's or IPACS). Experiment pointing and
stability requirements which exceed the capability of the vehicle momentum
exchange system will be satisfied using gimbaled platforms.
The gimbaled platforms will be capable of the following performance:
Pointing 0.24 x 10 -6 rad (+0.5 arc-sec) over 1/2 orbit
Stability 0.48 x 10 -6 rad (_0.i arc-sec) over 1/2 orbit
Maximum payload size 3.05 m diam. x 4.57 m long
(i0.0 ft diam. x 15.0 ft lon_)
Payload weight 454 kg to 2718 kg (i000 ib to 6000 ib)
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Mission model: The study mission model consists of two ATL sortie flights
per year for the years 1980 through 1990 inclusive.
ATL power profiles: The power profiles for three typical ATL missions are
presented in figure 5-1.
Energy storage requirements: Table 5-I lists stored energy required for
the three ATL payloads. The largest daily requirement of stored energy is for
2017 W-hr (ATL No. 2). Excess energy available from the fuel cell is more than
adequate to recharge the batteries. For example, during the 8-hour sleep
period, Ii 000 W-hr of fuel cell energy is available for battery recharge.
Assuminga combinedbattery and charger efficiency of 70 percent, 2880 W-hr
will be required.
Energy storage requirements that size the energy storage assembly are
summarizedby Table 5-II. These requirements are taken from Table 5-I, which
lists power requirements above the fuel cell capability of 5600 W (allows for
conditioning and distribution losses) and corresponding time intervals.
Momentumstorage requirements: The momentumstorage requirements for
this mission are essentially the sameas those established for the 30-day
Shuttle sortie mission. Vehicle massproperties were assumedto be identical.
The momentumstorage requirement of 2370N-m-sec (1750 ft-lb-sec) per wheel
is calculated for six orbits of continuous operation without desaturation. The
vehicle is constrained to fly with the longitudinal axis normal to the orbital
plane.
Control torque requirements are assumedto be equivalent to the torque
capability of the competitive control system [163 N-m (120 ft-lb) per torquer]
such that the systems will have comparable performance.
Backuppower requirements: The analysis discussed in Appendix 5-A(Criteria for Sortie Lab Backup Power) estimates time required to power down
a sortie lab in case of fuel cell failure. A total time of 45 minutes to power
down is shown. No attempt is madeto allocate power requirements for the
events used to arrive at the power-downtimeline shownby figure 5-A-2
(Appendix 5-A).
Figure 5-2 showsan estimate of sortie lab emergencypower requirements
based on a total power down time of 45 minutes. At the time of primary power
loss, it is assumedthe load requirement is the maximumpeak required by the
ATL payload. It is assumedthat the loads can be turned off to the 3.5 kW
- 236 -
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Figure 5-1. Representative Advanced Technology Lab Payload Power Requirements
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level in 5.0 minutes and to the 1.5 kW level in another 5.0 minutes. The ref-
erence listed by figure 5-2 estimates RAM emergency power requirements to be
750 W average. This value is used to obtain the required energy for the
remaining 35 minutes time to power down. Allowing a 20-percent loss for power
conditioning and distribution, 1.56 kW-hr of energy is required.
Competitive Power and Control Concepts
Advanced Technology Laboratory payload power requirements have been
analyzed to define a competitive energy storage concept for comparison with
IPACS. The following energy storage devices were considered=
(i) Currently available - nickel cadmium (NiCd), silver
cadmium (AgCd), and silver zinc (AgZn) batteries
(2) Advanced - nickel cadmium and nickel hydrogen batteries
and integrated regenerative fuel cells
Nickel cadmium and primary and secondary silver zinc batteries were eval-
power requirements. Weight data were generated for both design point and mod-
ular type batteries. For example, in the first case, battery sizes were
chosen to most nearly fit the requirements of each payload. In the modular
approach the batteries were chosen for the ATL payload No. 3 requirements and
the Same battery, charger, and regulator modules used to meet the ATL I and 2
loads. Based upon the results of this analysis, secondary AgZn batteries
recharged in flight were selected for comparison with the IPACS concept. Study
details are presented below.
Battery energy storase assembly parametric analysis.- Inspection of
battery cycle life data (figure 5-3) indicates that there are optimum depths
of discharge for different type batteries. These data are based on continuous
charge-discharge cycles at a fixed depth of discharge until battery failure.
The low number of charge-discharge cycles required for the ATL, the varying
depths of discharge, and the ll-year program life necessitates another approach
to establishing battery cycle life.
Assuming a 60-percent maximum depth o_ discharge, battery cycle lives are
estimated from figure 5-3 for the ATL No. 3 payload. These are shown by
Table 5-111.
The method used is considered to be approximate since the battery life
data of figure 5-3 are not based on cycling batteries at various depths of
discharge. Also, most battery testing is based on continuous cycling except
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for simulated geosynchronous orbit. For the ll-year program of 22 sorties
there would be 132 days of battery cycling. It is indicated that this could
be met by the NiCd or AgCd batteries. However, in the case of both AgCd and
AgZn cells, degradation, and their service life, starts when electrolyte is
added. Deterioration of separator and disolution of the negative electrode
begin immediately and continue with time, regardless of cycle life, until end
of service life.
Communications with a battery manufacturer have indicated that NiCd bat-
teries could possibly approach an ll-year service life with intermittent use.
Between sortie missions the batteries could be stored dry, discharged, and
open circuit at a 10°C (50°F) temperature. They also recommended that either
AgZn or AgCd be limited to two sortie missions within any one-year period.
Tables 5-IV and 5-V show battery weights required for the ATL payloads
considered. Battery replacement assumptions are listed at the bottom of each
table. The weights of Table 5-IV are obtained by sizing the batteries to each
payload energy requirement (Table 5-I). Battery cell sizes were selected which
result in actual maximum depths of discharge being closest to 60 percent for
NiCd and AgZn cells recharged in flight, 80 percent for AgZn cells recharged
once on the ground, and i00 percent for primary AgZn cells used once. Table
5-V weights represent a modular energy storage approach, where the batteries
and associated regulator and charger are sized for the ATL 3 payload require-
ment. The following assumptions are used to obtain complete energy storage
assembly weight for each mission:
(1) Battery charger and regulator weights are scaled from
Skylab for the ATL 2 and 3 payloads:
Battery charger = 4.4 kg/kW (9.7 ib/kW)
Battery regulator = 2.95 kg/kW (6.5 ib/kW)
These were increased by a factor of two for the ATL No. 1
payload to account for scale effect (design point).
(2) Battery weights are obtained by increasing cell weights
by 25 percent to account for cases, connectors, etc.
(3) Charger and regulator weights are increased 50 percent
above mission values to obtain ll-year program weights.
(4) Power conditioning and distribution losses are neglected
for purposes of parametric analysis.
It can be noted that the Shuttle fuel cell is capable of operating at
i0 kW continuously if additional radiator area is added. For the ATL payload
2 peak power requirement of 1900 watts, an increase of 3.35 m 2 (36 ft 2) is
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required. Increased weight is estimated at 36.65 kg (72 ib) including tub-
ing, heat exchanger, and pumps. Since this approach was not included in the
ground rules for this analysis, it will not be considered. It remains, how-
ever, an interesting and potentially significant alternative to batteries for
energy storage on ATL missions.
Table 5-VI compares energy storage assembly weights for both the modular
and design point approaches. Two different bases are used for the weight
comparison. Mission weights are the complete energy storage weight required
for a single seven-day sortie. Program weights are based on the total weight
of energy storage components required for 22 7-day sorties over the ll-year
period.
The weight penalty for the modular approach is greatest for the ATL i.
This could be decreased by using smaller charger-battery sets for the ATL 3
with a small penalty in specific power.
Table 5-VII shows energy storage assembly costs for the modularized
approach. The costs shown do not include development, test, and engineering,
material procurement, and general and administrative costs. Therefore, they
should be used for relative comparisons only. The cost relationships used are
shown in Table 5-VIII and the following notes:
(1) Cell costs are increased by 40 percent to obtain complete
battery costs. This allows for the battery case, connector,
etc.
(2) Charger and regulator costs were based on $4400/kg ($2000/pound)
from Skylab. To allow for launch into orbit cost, a Shuttle
launch cost of $I0 M was taken with a 29,848-kg payload, or
$339/kg (65,000 ib payload, $154/Ib). For 22 launches, logis-
tic cost is then $7458/kg ($3390/ib) times mission ,_eight.
(3) The program costs include mission hardware and replacements.
Total cost is obtained by adding launch and program costs.
The costs shown by Table 5-VII are total costs which have been normalized
to the minimum costs for each payload and power approach. The costs shown can
only be considered significant in terms of relative parametrics.
From the weight and cost considerations presented, secondary AgZn batter-
ies recharged in flight now appear as the preferred approach to meeting ATL
peak power requirements.
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TABLE5-VII.- ATL PAYLOADPEAKPOWERAPPROACHCOSTCOMPARISON
(MODULARIZED)
(22 missions including launch costs)
Payload 1 2
Peak Power Approach
Secondary NiCd batteries
Secondary AgZn
Recharge during flight
Recharge on ground
Primary AgZn batteries
Note:
1.61
1.0
1.96
1.49
1.69
1.0
2.16
1.92
1.65
1.0
3.20
3.12
Numbers presented are ratios of cost to least related cost
of each payload.
TABLE 5-VIII.- BATTERY CELL COSTS AND COST RELATIONSHIPS
Type AH Rating Cost ($)
NiCd
Secondary
AgZn
Primary
AgZn
6.0
12.0
20.00
5.3
11.5
30.0
115.0
25.0
65.0
105.0
195.00
230.00
275.00
18.00
31.20
54.00
127.10
34.80
54.00
81.60
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Advanced energy storage devices.- Energy densities shown in references
5-1 through 5-3 have been used to compare advanced energy storage devices with
AgZn batteries selected for the ATL 3 sortie payload. Peak power and energy
storage requirements are as follows:
Energy peak (daily)
Maximum charge power available
Maximum discharge power required
4 58 W-hr
1350 W
1900 W
Assumptions used to obtain a comparison of advanced energy storage
devices (Table 5-1X) are summarized:
(i) No development, test, and engineering; material procurement;
general and administrative; etc., in costing.
(2) Advanced NiCd and Ni-H 2 batteries are costed at current
NiCd (6 to 12 AH cells) battery costs of $660/kg ($300/Ib).
(3) Regenerative fuel cells are costed at $2200/kg ($1000/ib).
(4) Charger and regulator based on current Skylab costs at
$4400/kg ($2000/ib).
(5) Launch costs at $339/kg ($154/ib).
(6) AgZn batteries are replaced every other mission based on
total of 22 missions.
(7) It is assumed the advanced energy storage devices will last
ii years with 50-percent replacement or refurbishment.
(8) Battery weights include 25 percent of cell weight for case,
interconnectors, etc.
(9) Power conditioning and distribution losses are neglected.
The battery W-hr/kg values shown are based on single cells. Allowing
25 percent of the cell weight for case, connectors, etc., results in a battery
specific energy of 35.2 W-hr/kg (16 W-hr/ib) for the advanced NiCd, and
72.6 W-hr/kg (33 W-hr/Ib) for the Ni-H 2 units. The energy densities shown
for the regenerative fuel cell are based on the weight of the complete
package.
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It is assumed that only a boost regulator is required for the regenera-
tive fuel cell. Voltages would be matched to the unregulated bus voltage in
the charging mode.
When compared on a mission weight basis, only the 132 W-hr/kg (60 W-hr/ib)
regenerative fuel cell offers a substantial reduction in weight, and a large
part of this is due to elimination of a charger.
Substantial reduction in program weights are shown by all advanced
energy storage devices. However, this is not considered to be a heavily
weighted parameter. There is no substantial reduction in mission hardware
cost. An increase of regenerative fuel cost from $2200 to $4400 per kg
($i000 to $2000 per ib) would close this gap. This also is the case for pro-
gram hardware cost and total cost.
In conclusion, if program weight is not an important factor and consid-
ering uncertainties in the assumed regenerative fuel cell costs, the selected
AgZn energy storage assembly is competitive with the advanced devices consid-
ered.
Competitive electrical power characteristics.- The electrical power
subsystem mechanization selected for the ATL payloads is a modification of
the one previously defined for the Shuttle 30-day sortie. For the latter
mission, payload power is supplied by the orbiter fuel cells. The payload
provides for its own power conditioning, distribution and control, energy
storage and fuel cell reactant (cryogenic H 2 and 02 ) requirements.
Figure 5-4 shows a schematic for an ATL electrical power subsystem using
batteries for energy storage (secondary power). A 7-kW fuel cell is added to
the sortie lab. Fuel cell heat will be rejected by the laboratory environ-
mental control system (not shown). Silver-zinc batteries have been selected
for the ATL sortie lab 7-day mission. Battery discharge voltage may vary from
1.3 to 1.8 V per cell depending upon discharge rate. The ATI power profiles
for the various payloads require a large range of discharge rates. Therefore,
a regulator is included in the battery discharge circuit. Charge voltages of
1.96 to 1.98 V per cell are required.
The Shuttle power interface shown for the 30-day sortie has been retained
for the ATL 7-day mission; 50 kW-hr of energy has been allocated to payloads.
During the sortie mode approximately 6 kW of Shuttle fuel cell power will be
available for the payload. During normal ATL operations it is not planned to
use orbiter power. However, in case of ATL fuel cell failure, Shuttle power
along with energy remaining in the ATL energy storage assembly (depending on
state of charge) would be desired for emergency operation. This is treated
further in a following discussion. The ATL payload data management subsystem
(DMS) will use the orbiter communications for data relay to ground. The RAM
element interface for the Shuttle 30-day sortie is deleted from the ATL pay-
load EPS mechanization. Any pallets will be supplied by the experiment bus.
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Figure 5-4. ATL Electrical Power Subsystem Schematic With Peaking Batteries
Table 5-X summarizes ATL electrical power subsystem weights. The pri-
mary power generation, power conditioning, and power distribution weights are
independent of payload. The primary power generation is based on a single
fuel cell and a single set of cryogenic tanks. The reactant tank weights are
based on those currently being specified for the orbiter. The tank character-
istics are as follows:
Reactant
H 2
02
Tank External Dim
Length
M (in.)
1.27 (50)
Sphere
Diameter
M (in.)
1.17 (46)
1.02 (40)
Capacity
Total I kgUsablekg
49.8
414.4
(ib) (ib)
(109.7) 44.5 (98)
(913.61378.1 (833.6)
Tank
Weight
kg (lb)
103.3 (227.7)
112.4 (247.8)
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TABLE 5-X.- ATL PAYLOAD ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS (MISSION)
(BATTERY SECONDARY POWER)
Weight
Components/Assemblies
Primary power generation
Fuel cell (i)
Cryogenic H 2 tank (I)
Cryogenic 02 tank (i)
Plumbing, valves, ext. pressurization
Water pump (i)
Water tank (i)
Power conditioning
Inverters, main (i)
essential (2)
experiment (i)
Regulators, main (I)
essential (2)
experiment (3)
Power distribution
Electrical monitoring and control (i)
Buses, diodes and contactors
Wiring (13.7 kW rated)
Subtotal
k_
(406.4)
91.6
]03.4
112.5
72.1
4.1
22.7
(i('3.4)
20.4
20.4
20.4
0.9
16.3
25.0
(355.6)
42.6
13.2
299.8
865.4
Ib
(896)
202
228
248
159
9
50
(228)
45
45
45
2
36
55
(784)
94
29
661
1908
ATL Payload
Secondary power generation
AgZn batteries**
Chargers
Regulators
kg
(10.9)
4.1
3.2
3.6
ib
(24)
9
7
8
kg
(65.4)
24.5
19.1
21.8
Ib
(144)
54
42
48
k_
(32.6)
12.2
9.5
10.9
3
ib
(72)
27
21
24
Total 876.3 1932 930.8 2052 898.0 1980
**Twenty-one 11.5 AH cells
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Assuming a fuel cell specific reactant consumption of 0.41 kg/kW-hr
(0.9 ib/kW-hr), the above tankage results in 980 kW-hr available for the ATL
payload; 720 kW-hr are required at a 5-kW average load power for 6 days on
orbit. Full cryogenic tanks will permit operation at close to the 7-kW level
for 6 days on orbit.
Power conditioning and distribution weights are the same as those used in
the 30-day Shuttle sortie.
In order to account for power conditioning and distribution losses, the
parametric battery weights are increased by one battery each for the ATL 2
and 3 payloads. The following battery maximum depths of discharge result
when allowing for 20-percent power conditioning and distribution losses.
ATL
Payload
Number of
Batteries*
*AgZn (11.5 AH),
Maximum Discharge
;45 W-hr
Energy (W-hr)
125
1362
585
Maximum
Depth of Discharge (%)
36
66
57
Table 5-XI shows an estimate of EPS component weights required for a
program of twenty-two 7-day missions over an ll-year period. Footnote i
shows the assumed mission mix. Total maximum equipment operating time is
3168 hours. An engineering model of one of the orbiter fuel cells has run
5080 hours on test without a failure. For those components showing program
weight equal to mission weight, it is assumed their operating lifetimes are
equal to or greater than that required for the ll-year program.
For the purpose of defining the competitive power system, the AgZn
batteries will be changed each mission, whereas the parametric studies assumed
every other mission. This is based on the premise that ground handling
requirements to expeditiously remove the batteries from the spacecraft and
place them in cold storage will be more expensive than new batteries.
Secondary power subsystem component weights and dimensions are summar-
ized in Table 5-XII.
Competitive control concept and characteristics.- The competitive con-
trol concept and associated physical characteristics for this mission are
identical to those presented previously for the 30-day Shuttle sortie mission
- refer to Module i of this volume.
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TABLE 5-XI.- ATL PAYLOAD ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS (PROGRAM) (I)
(BATTERY SECONDARY POWER)
Item
Fuel cell (2)
Cryogenic H 2 tank
Cryogenic 02 tank
Plumbing, valves, external pressur--
kg
91.6
103.4
112.5
Weight
ib
202
228
248
Mission (%)
(6)
ization
Water pump
Water tank
Inverters
Regulators (load)
Monitoring and control
Buses, diodes and contactors
Wiring
Chargers (7-1b each)
Regulators (8-1b each)
Batteries (78 total)
Installation structure (10%) (4)
90.7
4.1
22.7
81.6
51.3
53.1
13.2
299.8
22.2
25.4
318.4
65.8
200
9
50
180
113
117
29
661
49
56
702
145
25
0
0
33-1/3
21-1/2
23
0
0
1 spare
i spare
(3)
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Assume 6 ATL payload 1 missions
8 ATL payload 2 missions
8 ATL payload 3 missions
Maximum equipment operating time = 3168 hr
Use 1 mission each, cost = $920 each
Based on Eagle Picher data and assuming cell and case cost
equal on weight basis
Based on mission EPS weight less wiring
Program based on 22 sorties (ii years). Experiments powered-up
6 days each sortie, one day allowed for ascent to and descent from
orbit.
(6) Percentage increase in the mission weights shown in Table 5-X.
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[PACS ATI Concept
The ATL electrical power subsystems schematic using IPACS for secondary
power is shown in figure 5-5. The IPACS units have been substituted for the
peaking battery and its associated components of the competitive power system
shown in figure 5-4. fhe motor/generator wheels are a planar array of 3
double-gimbled units. The IPACS discharges directly to the experiment bus
instead of an equivalent battery bus (figure 5-4). IPACS charge power is
switched directly from the fuel cell. The central control unit will receive
bus voltage status from bus monitoring and control and deliver power to the
experiment bus when the fuel cell power goes belo_ 7 kW (5.6 kW delivered to
busses). When power required by the loads is less than 5.6 KW (determined
by bus voltage), fuel cell power will be available for adding energy to the
IPACS momentum wheels. The control unit will determine which units that power
should be supplied to, depending on their current energy levels.
The ATL IPACS weights are surmnarized by Table 5-XIII. Primary power
generation, power conditioning, and distribution weights are the same as the
competitive electrical power system. Energy storage and attitude control
weight results were extracted from the conceptual design effort documented
below.
TABLE 5-XIII.- ATL IPACS WEIGHT SUMMARY
Component/assemblies
Primary power gen. (Table 5-X)
Power conditioning (Table 5-X)
Power distribution (Table 5-X)
Subtotal
Energy storage/attitude control*
Energy momentum units (3)
Motor-generator electronics (3)
2 drive electronics (3)
Central control
*See Table 5-XIV
Total
We igh t
kg ib
406.4
103.4
355.6
(865.4)
(334.7)
313.3
4.1
7.3
i0.0
1200.I
896
228
784
(1908)
(737.8)
690.6
9.0
16.2
22
2646
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ATL IPACS design.- The following presents a conceptual design of a
weight-optimlzed, two-gimbal CMG for the ATL mission. From the standpoint of
wheel speed, it is a conservative design; however, from the overall vclume
standpoint, a considerable penalty is paid by this approach.
Inner gimbal: The inner gimbal design is similar to that of the RAM
shown by drawings in Module 2, Volume II, of this report. The rotor selected
was a 0.68 m (27 in.) diameter titanium disk rotating at 18 500 _pm maximum.
This disk is only 2.44 cm (0.96 in.) thick to satisfy momentum and energy
storage. Its cross section has been thickened near the shaft to increase the
linear resonant frequency perpendicular to the spin axis. This increases the
rotor weight from 41.05 kg (90.5 ib) to 43.45 kg (95.8 ib). The rotor has
an integral hollow shaft 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) in diameter which houses the
motor-generator rotor. The rotor is supported on 206H ball bearings (rotor
weight is almost identical to that of the RAM CMG) with a 133.4 N (30 ib)
preload. At the maximum rotor speed of 18 500 rpm, the bearing losses are
31 W total with an estimated windage loss of 4 W at 0.133 N/m 2 (i.0 micron)
air pressure in the enclosure. Bearing lubrication is by centrifugal oiler
in a manner similar to that used on the RAM. The bearing preload is by
means of a "long travel" spring with a launch lock mechanism as developed
for the RAM IPACS unit.
The gimbal enclosure consists of two conical housings fastened to a
central mounting ring. The gimbal pivots are fixed to this ring. The conical
housings are of 2.03 mm (0.080 in.) thick aluminum alloy, and the central
mounting ring and gimbal pivot mounting pads are also aluminum. Housing
thickness was slected based on required stiffness about an axis perpendicular
to the spin axis.
The motor generator unit of 1200 W is mounted within the enclosure. It
is a two-phase, permanent magnet rotor machine having an efficiency varying
between 96 and 98 percent over the operating conditions. The lowest efficiency
point is when operated as a generator and delivering full load at half speed.
The motor is 12.07 cm (4.75 in.) in diameter and 6.35 cm (2.5 i_L.) long with
a stack length of 3.8 cm (1.5 in.). Samarlum-cobalt is used as a permanent
magnet material allowing a total radial gap of 2.54 mm (0.i00 in.). The PM
rotor is housed in the titanium shaft having a wall thickness of 2.29 mm
(0.090 in.). The MG weight is 4.54 kg (i0 ib). Output can be doubled by
adding a second MG unit on the opposite side of the rotor with no design
changes; total weight would be increased by <5 kg (<ii ib) including
electronics.
Outer gimbal: The outer gimbal has a hollow box-type construction 5.08
cm (2 in.) by 10.16 cm (4 in.) with reinforced mounting surfaces at the gimbal
axes.
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Gimbal drive: The gimbal drive module consists o_ adc torque motor, a
gear reduction unit, gimbal bearings and shaft, and the housing and flange.
To keep weight and power requirements to a minimum, the gimbal torque of
162.7 N-m(120 ft-lb) is supplied through a transmission. The transmission
ratio was selected as N = 18 using star planetary gearing with two meshes.
The selection of the transmission ratio is a compromisebetween power, motor
size and speed, reflected inertia, backlash, transmission complexity, etc.
To obtain the peak motor torque of 9.03 N-m(_ = 6.66 ft-lb) would
require 121 Wusing a 9.5 N-m (7 ft-lb) dc torquer of advanced design and
weighing 3.18 kg (7 Ib). This power can be reduced with a relatively small
increase in gimbal drive weight (figure 5-6). The torque motor selected has
a weight of 5.13 kg (11.3 ib) and a peak power of 56 W. This gives a total
gimbal drive weight of 14.79 kg (32.6 ib) per unit. The gimbal drive module
is 19.68 cm (7-3/4 in.) in diameter and 15.24 cm (6 in.) long. A flange is
added for mounting.
Sensor module: The sensor module provides gimbal position and rate
information, contains gimbal bearings and an internal spline coupling to
minimize thrust loading and misalignment torques. It is identical to the
sensor unit of RAM,
160
140
" 120
100
80
6o
40
20
I I I I l I
12 14 16 18 20 22
GIMBAL DRIVE WEIGHT(KG)
Gimbal Drive Power Weight TradeFigure 5-6.
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CMG assembly: The CMG assembly consists of the inner gimbal, the outer
gimbal, and two each of gimbal drive modules and sensor modules similar to the
RAM. The clearance volume (assignable spacecraft volume) is i.ii m (43.6 in.)
in diameter by 1.12 m (44.25 in.) long for a total of 1.08 m 3 (38.2 ft3).
The modular construction of the CMG facilitates assembly and repair.
CMG characteristics: The weight estimate for the ATL CMG is given in
Table 5-XIV. This weight reflects the added weight of the gimbal drive to
reduce torque motor power. Weight of the MG and gimbal electronics is
included.
TABLE 5-XIV.- ATL WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Item _-- kg
i
I Weight .........
Ib
Inner gimbal
Wheel ! 43.45
Shaft i 2.86
Motor/generator 4.54
Spin bearings, oilers, housings 2.81
Enclosure 8.80
62.46 137.7
8.66
95.8
6.3
i0.0
6.2
I
19.4
19.1Outer gimbal
2 sensor assemblies (with gimbal
bearings)
2 drive assemblies (with gimbal
3.72 8.2
bearings)
CMG assembly
MG electronics
2 drive electronics
Sensor electronics are part ol
control law computer
Total weight with electronics
29.57 65.2
104.41 230.2
1.36
2.45
108.22
3.0
5.4
238.6
Note: CMG weight has been increased to minimize T.M. power
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Table 5-XV gives the power requirements. The estimated average power
includes both gimbal torque motors at a i0 percent duty cycle, two sensor
units, total spin power, and standby power of three electronic sets.
Table 5-XVI lists critical dimensions and volumes, while Table 5-XVII
gives other characteristics not categorized in the three prior tables.
IPACS and Competitive System Comparisons
The comparison analysis included consideration of physical character-
istics, performance characteristics, and operational differences.
TABLE 5-XV.- POWER REQUIREMENTS
Peak power - gimbal drive unit
Rotor losses at 18 500 rpm
Bearings
Windage (at 1 micron)
Total
56 W*
31 W
4 W
35 W
Maximum motor input
Maximum generator output
Usable energy (50% speed reduction)
Motor efficiency
Generator efficiency
Estimate average power
1200 W
1150 W
957 W-hr
97% Min.
96-98%
<58 W
*If this power is doubled, CMG weight is reduced by 3.54 kg
(7.8 lb)
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TABLE5-XVI.- CMGSIZE ANDVOLUME
Rotor diameter
Inner gimbal - diameter
axial length
spin bearing spacing
Maximumradius about outer gimbal axis
68.58 cm, 27 in.
73.66 cm, 29 in.
53.85 cm, 21.2 in.
40.64 cm, 16 in.
55.37 cm, 21.8 in.
Maximumlength along outer gimbal axis 112.40 cm, 44.25 in.
Gimbal drive module dimensions 19.68 cm diameter by
15.24 cm long, 7.75 in. by
6 in.
Clearance volume 1.08 m3, 38.2 ft 3
TABLE5-XVII.- PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
Minimumspin-up time (from rest)
Maximumcoast time
Minimumspin momentum
Gimbal friction (%of peak
torque)
Gimbal backlash
Maximumspin speed
Minimumspin speed
Rotor balance
Rated gimbal torque
Spin bearing preload
i.i hr
38.3 hr
2374N-m-sec, 1751 ft-lb-sec
112%
0.00029 rad, i arc min
18 500 rpm
9250rpm
0.254 _m, i0 microinches
162.7 N-m, 120 ft-lb
133.44 N, 30 ib
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Physical characteristics comparison.- The weight and volume differences
between the IPACS and competitive designs are summarized in Table 5-XVIII.
Both the weight and volume data are presented as system deltas. Components
common to both systems have been excluded. The comparison is therefore made
on the basis of three double-gimbaled IPACS energy-momentum units compared
with three Skylab CMG's and a complement of batteries, chargers, and regulators
which varies as a function of the mission. Volume data for the IPACS units
and the CMG's are based upon an equivalent spherical volume of the rotors.
Inspection of the table shows IPACS to be significantly lighter than the
competitive system. The weight saving is 288.4 kg (636 ib) or more for some
missions. IPACS volume is indicated as higher than the competitive system
volume in all cases. This is not considered a problem as the large volume of
the orbiter cargo bay is not expected to constrain the ATL design. Should
volume become a problem, an alternate IPACS design could be used that provides
lower volume at the expense of weight. An IPACS design with volume smaller
than the competitive system could be provided with a weight increase of 9.5 kg
(21 ib) per unit or total system weight increase of 28.6 k_ (63 ib). Note
that the IPACS design would still be at least 260 kp (573 ib) lighter than the
competitive system.
Performance characteristics comparison.- A summary of the performance
characteristics of the IPACS and competitive systems is presented in Table
5-XIX. The momentum storage capability of the competitive systems is larger
because existing design CMG's are used, contrasted with IPACS units tailored
specifically for the orbiter vehicle. The IPACS units are sized to provide
at least six orbits of continuous operation without desaturation. The com-
petitive system (using a comparable sizing methodology) would be capable of
eiFht orbits without desaturation.
The available energy storage data differ between missions in that the
IPACS units are sized for the worst-case missions and the battery system is
tailored to the individual mission. In each case a battery deoth of discharFe
of 66 percent was used to calculate the data shown in the table. Although
this depth of discharFe is not necessary to meet the current reauirements
for Payloads i and 3, it does provide an indication of the growth potential
available before additional batteries must be used.
The attitude control performance for both systems is considered
essentially eauivalent. Precision control capability (pointing accuracy and
rate stability) is dictated by the performance of the experiment isolation
platforms which are a common element of both systems. The control torque
levels were specified to be eaual in both systems. If the ATL payloads are
sensitive to induced vibration the IPACS units may reauire shock mounting or
it may be possible usinp precision balancin_ techniaues to keep the IPACS-
induced vibration level comparable to that associated with the CMG's. This
would require a factor of three improvement in the balancing capability.
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Operational consideration comparisons.- There are operational differences
between the IPACS and the competitive battery - CMG system which are signifi-
cant considering the projected ll-year program of flight operations. The
total program is assumed to consist of 22 flights, including six Payload 1
missions, eight Payload 2 missions, and eight Payload 3 missions.
The physical characteristics comparison indicated IPACS to be lighter
than the competitive system. Over the total program, and including consider-
ation of the payload mix discussed above, the net weight saving of IPACS over
the competitive system is 6960 kg (15 340 ib). This saving is due to the
difference of launch weight between IPACS and the competitive system. The
associated cost saving is evaluated in the cost analysis portion of this
module.
A second operational difference between the systems concerns the inventory
of hardware reauired to complete the program. A summary of the flight hard-
ware and spare reauirements is presented in Table 5-XX. The regulators and
charFers are reused from mission to mission. One f!i_ht set of CMG's was
assumed to be adeGuate for the entire program (less than 154 days of operation).
Two spare units are considered adequate allowing one unit at the fliFht depot
and one unit at the vendor in re_'ork, In the case of the IPACS design similar
requirements were assumed - three flight units and two spares. The cost impact
of these inventory requirements are considered in the mission operations portion
of the cost section.
A final operations consideration in the comparison between the IPACS and
competitive system is the "between flight" or pre-flight operations differences.
The delta functions to be performed are summarized in Table 5-XXI. Operations
that are commom for both designs have been excluded. It is felt that the opera-
tional checks of the IPACS units are not much more complex than the checks re-
quired for the CMG's. Thus the IPACS design is considered less complex than
the competitive system from the ground operation standpoint. This factor was
not included in the operational cost evaluation.
System comparison summary.- In summary, the weight-optimized IPACS design
was found to provide a sipnificant weight saving with some increase in volume.
Alternative IPACS designs could provide a volume saving with a slight decrease
in the weight saving. Attitude control performance is considered essentially
equivalent between the systems. The momentum storage capability in the com-
petitive system exceeds the mission requirements and the energy storage capa-
bility in the IPACS design exceeds the mission requirements - both are con-
sidered secondary benefits. Evaluation of the operational considerations for
the 22-flight program indicates IPACS should provide significant advantages
in terms of transportation cost reduction, flight hardware inventory reduction,
and simplification of ground operations.
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TABLE5-XX.- HARDWAREQUIREMENTS- FLIGHTANDSPARE
Component
IPACS
CMG's
Batteries
Chargers
Regulators
Flight units
3
78
6
6
J
i
• S.par_es ......... ]
2
2
0
1
i
Total
5
78
7
7
TABLE 5-XXI.- PRE-FLIGHT OPERATIONS COblPARISON
IPACS design
• Checkout IPACS units
.....:ICompetitive design
Checkout CHG's
• Remove old batteries
• Install new batteries
• Add or remove chacgers
and regulators, as
required
• Checkout energy storage
subsystem
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ATL Systems Cost Analysis
General.- This section presents the programmatic information and cost
data relating to the ATL program, including the work breakdown structure (WBS),
program development schedule, cost summary, cost breakdowns, IPACS annual fund-
ing schedule, and cost-effectiveness tradeoffs. The development cost data
indicate an IPACS pe_nalty of $4.090M. The first flight system cost reflects a
reduction of $0.692M for IPACS. Thus cost through the first flight system
shows an IPACS penalty of $3.398M. When the operational costs associated with
replace_ment hardware are considered, the IPACS penalty drops to an overall
$0.947M. Consideration of cost-effectiveness factors such as transportation
result in a net IPACS saving of $2.682M.
Work breakdown structure: Figure 5-7 gives the WBS for the ATL IPACS.
The WBS shows the elements and components deleted as a result of the incorpora-
tion of IPACS, as well as the subsystem components unaffected or common to both
the competitive subsystem and IPACS. The IPACS units and WBS elements added
also are shown.
The ATL IPACS WBS reflects design, development, test hardware (engineering
models), flight hardware, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout, and mission
operations for both the competitive subsystem and IPACS.
IPACS development schedule: The development, test, and fabrication of
the ATL IPACS units is shown to require a period of 4-1/2 years (figure 5-8),
excluding mission operations time. The program schedule gives the develop-
ment span for the two IPACS components considered critical, the high-power PM
motor/generator and rotor balance and bearings. The estimated development
period for the motor/generator is 12 months and 1-1/2 years for the rotor
balance and bearings. The development span for the other IPACS units are shown.
Drawing release and all design and development tasks are scheduled to be com-
pleted by the end of the third year. Fabrication, assembly, and test of the
engineering models and the flight hardware are shown. The operational flight
hardware is scheduled to be available during the early part of the fifth year
after contract go-ahead. Flight operations are not shown to completion; how-
ever, the mission operations time was assumed to be ii years.
Equipment cost.-
Summary: Table 5-XXII gives the impact on cost of the competitive sub-
system as a result of incorporating IPACS into the ATL vehicle. The costs are
summarized separately for development (non-recurring), first flight system,
and mission operations (recurring) for both the competitive subsystem and
IPACS.
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Mission operations costs: The ATL mission operations costs associated
with the components deleted and the IPACS units added are shown in Tables
5-XXIII and 5-XXIV. The mission operations costs consist of operational
replacement hardware. The cost of transportation of parts and supplies from
the ground to earth orbit is covered in the cost-effectiveness tradeoff. The
following ground rules and assumptions were utilized in the costing of mission
operations:
(i) The operational period was assumed to be ii years.
(2) Batteries are replaced after every flight.
(3) No refurbishment is required.
(4) Flight replacement hardware requirements are as shown
in Table 5-XXV.
TABLE 5-XXIII.- MISSION OPERATIONS COSTS -
COMPONENTS DELETED - ATL
Description
Operational replacement hardware
Chargers
Battery packs
Regulators
Control moment gyros
Cost (S-M)
$0.055
2.592
0.062
i. 39Z
Total $4.101
TABLE 5-XXIV.- MISSION OPERATIONS COSTS -
IPACS UNITS ADDED - ATL
Description
Operational replacement hardware
Total
($ = M)
Total
$1.650
$1.650
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TABLE 5-XXV.- FLIGHT REPLACEMENT HARDWARE - ATL
Description
Char_ers
Battery packs
Regulaters
CMG's
IPACS units
Flight replacement
units
0
72
0
0
0
Spares Total
I
72
I
2
2
Table 5-XXlll reflects the mission operations cost related to the com-
ponents deleted. The total cost is $4.101M, consisting of replacement hard-
ware of chargers, battery packs, regulators, and control moment gyros.
Table 5-XXIV shows the mission operations costs related to the IPACS units
added. The total mission operations cost is $1.650M, consisting of operational
replacement hardware.
Cost breakdown - components deleted: The cost of the components deleted,
shown in Table 5-XXVI, were determined by the parametric zosting approach which
employs cost estimating relationships such as dollars per pound. The CER's
were developed from the same cost and technical data associated with the 30-
day Shuttle sortie program.
The non-recurring cost of $4.238M includes $3.714M for design and develop-
ment, such as engineering analysis, design, preparation of drawings, specifi-
cations, plans, documentation, support, component development, laboratory test-
ing, mockups, and test hardware for the electrical power and attitude control
subsystems, as well as $0.524M of tooling and special testing equipment utilized
by the factory for in-process testing during fabrication.
The recurring cost (first flight system) of $3.167M includes fliRht hard-
ware of $2.843M and assembly and checkout of $0.324M.
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TABLE5-XXVI.- COSTBREAKDOWN,COMPONENTSDELETED- ATL(DOLLARSIN M)
Cost Level
Non-recurring
Design, development & test hardware
Electrical power
500 AHbatteries
Battery chargers
Wiring
Mounts and supports
Guidance and control
Control momentgyros
processor
Tooling and STE
Recurring
Flight hardware
Electrical power
500 AHbatteries
Battery chargers
Wiring
Mounts and supports
Guidanceand control
Control Momentgyros
processor
Assembly and checkout
Non
Recurring
$2.219
Recurring
1.495
.524
$ .868
1.975
Total
$2.219
1.495
.524
.868
1.975
.324 .324
Total $4.238 $3.167 $7.405
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TABLE 5-XXVII.- COST BREAKDOWN - IPACS COMPONENTS ADDED - ATL
Cost Level
Non-recurring
Design and development
High power PM M/G
Rotor balance and bearings
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
processor
Engineering models
Unit models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
processor
Systems models
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
processor
Tooling and STE
Assembly and checkout
Acceptance tests
Recurring costs
(First flight system)
Flight hardware
Rotor assembly
Electronics assembly
Gimbal assembly
Central power control
processor
Assembly and checkout
Acceptance tests
Non
Recurring
$ .129
.248
.329
.377
.715
.084
.237
.172
.130
.316
.011
.102
.82O
.617
1.503
.022
.204
.139
1.133
Recurring
$ .410
•309
.752
.011
.i01
•466
.426
1.040
Total
$ .129
.248
.329
.377
.715
.084
.237
.172
.130
.316
.011
.102
.820
.617
1.503
.022
.204
.139
1.133
1.040
.410
•309
.752
.011
.i01
.466
.426
Total $8.328 $2•475 $10.803
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Cost breakdown - IPACSunits added: Table 5-XXVII shows a detailed cost
breakdownof design, development, test, and fabrication of IPACSunits, in-
cluding cost of engineering models, tooling and STE, assembly and checkout,
and acceptance test cost. The unit models are for componentqualification
test purposes and consist of one each of the rotor assembly, the electronics
assembly, gimbal assembly, the central power control and _processor. The
systems models are for ATL vehicle systems verification and integration test
purposes and consist of the equivalent of two flight systems, each set
including 3 rotor assemblies, 3 electronics assemblies, 3 gimbal assemblies,
i central power control, and l_processor.
The recurring costs (first flight system) of $2.475Mincludes $1.583M
for flight hardware, (3 rotor assemblies, 3 electronics assembli_es, 3 gimbal
assemblies, 1 central power control, and 1 _ processor), $0.466Massembly and
checkout and $0.426Mfor acceptance tests.
IPACSannual funding: Table 5-XXVIII shows the peak year funding for
incorporation of IPACSinto the ATL vehicle. As shownin figure 5-8, the
time of the IPACSdevelopment, test, and fabrication of flight hardware is
5 years. Table 5-XXVIII shows the peak year funding to occur in the third
year after go-ahead at $3.543M.
TABLE5-XXVIII.- IPACSANNUALFUNDINGSCHEDULE- ATL
Description
Years after go-ahead*
2
$2.182
I
I 5 Total
ATL IPACS $0.454 $3.543 $3.295 $1.329 $10.803
*Dollars in M !
Cost-effectiv@ness tradeoffs.- The following factors were provided by NASA
for use in computing penalty cost and value cost resulting from incorporation
of IPACS into the ATL vehicle:
$250/Ib of launch weight
$1500/ft 3 of occupied space
$760/W-yr of power consumption
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Table 5-XXXIXgives the cost resulting from the application of the above
factors. Table 5-XXXshows the weight breakdownused to estimate transpor-
tation costs. These weights represent the flight hardware for the total
program of 22 missions with hardware commonto both the IPACSand competitive
systems excluded. The difference between the IPACScomponentweight and the
deleted componentweight yields the program flight weight saved by the incor-
portation of IPACS,which is 6962 kg (15,334 Ib). This weight when multi-
plied by the $250/Ib factor yields the transportation or weight penalty cost.
Over a total of 22 missions, IPACSoccupies 3.86 m3 (136.6 ft 3) more space
than did the componentsdeleted, resulting in a small penalty for IPACS.
TABLE5-XXIX.- COST-EFFECTIVENESSTRADEOFF
Cost
Description Amount Factor ($ - M)
' Weight (ib)
Spaceoccupied (ft 3)
Power consumption (W-yr)
Net
-15 334
+136.6
Nil
$250/ib
3$1500/ft
$760/W-yr
-$3.834
+.205
Nil
-$3.629
A minus figure reflects an IPACSadvantage and a plus value shows an
IPACSpenalty. Therefore, the net results from the application of the cost-
effective weighting factors show a net IPACScost advantage of $3.629Mfor
the ATL vehicle.
TABLE5-XXX.- TRANSPORTATIONWEIGHTSUM_RY
Description
Deleted components
Chargers
Batteries
Regulators
CMG's
IPACScomponents
248 (546)
319 (702)
283 (624)
13,484 (29 700)
Total weight
kg (Ibs)
14,334 (31 572)
7,372 (16238)
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Total cost comparison.- Table 5-XXXI indicates the total cost impact of
using the IPACS concept. The cost savings associated with cost-effectlveness
factors significantly outweigh the loss associated with differential equipment
costs. The total cost savings are on the order of 4 percent of the program
cost (excludin_ operations) for the two competitive subsystems. The conclusion
drawn is that the systems are essentially equivalent from a cost standpoint.
It should be noted, however, that the transportation cost savings and the other
operational advantages of the IPACS concept would make its use cost-effectlve
if the development costs were partially shared by either another program or
technology development activities.
TABLE 5-XXXI.- TOTAL COST COMPARISON
Factor Cost
Differential equipment
Penalty
Total cost impact (savings)
m
+$0.947M
- 3.629
-$2.682
ATL Summary
The IPACS concept for ATL resulted in an 18-percent weight saving and
4-percent cost saving over the competitive system. The cost saving is not
significant and both systems are considered cost equivalent.
Development cost penalties overrode significant transportation cost
savings. Development cost sharing should make IPACS cost-effective for ATL.
The low energy storage requirement for ATL resulted in a suboptimal
IPACS design which more approximated a CMG than an energy momentum wheel
both in its design and low operational speeds.
Further studies are recommended to define a more optimum design size for
an IPACS with the ATL momentum requirement. It can be expected that higher
energy storage capability will result at no cost in weight. The resulting
design may then be developed to have broader sortie lab applicability.
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APPENDIX5-A - CRITERIAFORSO_TIELABBACKUPO_ER
If experiments and subsystemsare operatinF normally, but there is a
sudden loss of primary power, it is assumedthat backup power would be pro-
vided only to allow termination of the mission. Since no hazard is implie#,
and crew safety is not a concern, the mission objectives from this point should
be to:
(i) Preserve the validity of accrued s_ienti_ic data and s,ecimens.
(2) Protect the sortie lab and its eauiDment from damaFedurinp
mission termination.
(3) At a minimum, configure the sortie lab and safe its equipment
to permit Shuttle entry and landing.
The reauirements for the abovewill varv as a function of crew size and
actual experiment payloads (Table 5-A-I). This analysis is based on a crew
size of two, which appears to be a nominal case for sortie lab. A lar_er
crew size could effect shutdownmore quickly in somecases but miFht take
sliFhtly lon_er to e_ress.
The experiment complementhas various effects on plannin F for the con-
tin,ency. For example, loss of primary power could be used to shut down
the main bus and switch critical subsystems to a continFency bus. However,
payloads for each mission would require customized consideration. Therefore,
in this analysis it was baselined that power shutdownwould be accomplished
by the crew. _n important payload effect is the condition of certain experi-
ments at the time primary power is lost. Fnvironmental or meteoroid detectors
mavbe deployed, imaFin_ sensors maybe extended, and castin_ metals mavbe
in a molten state. The above mentioned examples (plus subsvstems load until
T_BLE5-A-I.- BA_qFLINECON_ClDEPATIONS
Crew Size - Two
Power Do_ Accomplished bv Crew
Experiment Payload Varied, e.p.,
- Materials Processin_
- Life Sciences
- Observational
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crew evacuation) tend to size the magnitude of the power load. Life sciences
experiments could dictate duration of the power load. Somespecimenswould
require refrigeration, freezing, or life support. If the validitv oF scienti-
fic data are to be retained (objective i, above), then Dower requirements may
extend past Shuttle landinp and rollout until ground power can be a_plied to
the sortie lab.
In order to meet the specified mission continpencv oblectives, the crew
must perform certain activities or control various functions which can be
identified as power users until the function is completed. These are summarized
in Table 5-A-II as a function of mission objective. Figure 5-_-I is an inte-
grated timeline for Dower down which meets all stated objectives. In the event
that retention of scientific data is not an objective (desnite the investment
in a Shuttle launch) a different and shorter seauence could be followed. This
would allow shutdown of the continuin_ Dower shown for the life sciences speci-
mens. An additional option would apnear to be that securinp of the sortie
lab is not an objective and that confiFurin_ for Shuttle entry is the only
objective. In this case, denloyed arrays or sensors could be jettisoned and
eliminate the power reauired for retraction motors. The overall time-to-crew
evacuation could be reduced from about 45 minutes to about 30 minutes. The
power continued until after landin_ includes the means to provide caution and
warninp data to the Shuttle. If Shuttle power can be transferred to the sortie
lab, then this Dower for nickofFs, transducers, and alarms could in fact be
Shuttle provided.
Cryo dumpin_ was not included in the timeline since it is not a Shuttle
operational requirement.
TABLE 5-A-II.- SUMMARY OF CREW ACTIONS AND FI_CTIONS
t
Mission
Objective
i A.
2 and 3
All
Place life science specimen in freezer, refrigerator
or life support canister.
B. Shut down oven, deposition equipment, etc., and allow
specimen to harden so that it can be stowed or
restrained.
C. Dump computer memory and in-process data to tape
storage; make pertinent Io_ entries and notes.
A. Safe sortie lab hi_h-pressure systems
B. Stow or secure loose eauipment.
C. Retract any externally deployed sensors.
Continue life support system, liFhtin_, voice communi-
cations, and caution and warnin_ until crew evacuation.
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MODULE 6 - FEASIBILITY STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Feasibility Study Conclusions
Simultaneous electrical energy storage and attitude control by means of
flywheel arrays appeared technically feasible and satisfied performance
requirements for all missions studied.
The flywheel units were found to weigh less than the competitive battery
or fuel cell systems studied for all but the RTG-powered planetary MJS mission.
Competitive flywheel assemblies, assembled from either current or advanced
technology components, are predicted to produce about twice the energy density
of the competitive battery systems at comparable development levels.
As energy storage elements, current technology flywheels were found to
range between 9.5 and 22 W-hr/kg, with advanced technology wheels ranging
between 18 and 37 W-hr/kg. This compares with 2.6 to 13 and 6.7 to 22 W-hr/kg
for current and advanced technology NiCd systems, respectively. When con-
sidered as an integrated power and control subsystem, weight savings over the
conventional subsystems ranged from 215 kg (473 ib), a 6 percent saving, to
i00 kg (222 ib), or 36 percent, for the EOS mission. The RAM mission studies
resulted in an IPACS advantage of 497 kg (1096 Ib), a 3J-percent weight savings.
The flywheel energy-momentum units were found readily adaptable to both
gimbaled and nongimbaled arrays of conventional control usage.
The weight advantages of the flywheel systems increased as mission life
and charge-discharge cycles increased. With proper design, IPACS energy
density, unlike batteries, is relatively unaffected by increases in the number
of charge-discharge cycles for realistic spacecraft lifetimes. IPACS lifetimes
in excess of five years appear readily attainable with only sm ii weight changes
over that of a one-year mission.
IPACS operational factors were found to be comparable to those of current
systems.
Development, first unit, and penalty cost data were estimated for IPACS
and compared with the data from the original studies for the TDRS, RAM, MSS,
and 30-day Shuttle sortie missions. Mission operations costs also were
estimated for the two missions of the conceptual design studies, TDRS and RAM.
Equipment cost savings were indicated at $1.3M for TDRS, $5.2_ for RA)I, and
$5.7M for MSS; these savings represented ii, 13, and 2 percent, respectively.
Penalty costs for the TDRS did not significantly change the cost advantage.
Penalty costs for the RA_M systems, however, resulted in a significant savings
increase of $9.8M, resulting in an overall cost advantage for the RAM IPACS of
$15M which amounts to a 36 percent decrease over competitive systems costs.
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The 30-day Shuttle sortie mission resulted in a $I0.8M (20 percent) cost
penalty for IPACS use. The 30-day Shuttle mission selected had a very high
(60-kW) power requirement and moderate (5 kW-hr) energy storage requirement
with a low number of charge-discharge cycles. The increase in development
costs to obtain IPACS ($11.1M) outweighed the low cost of high energy density
Ag Zn batteries for this mission.
The ATL Shuttle sortie mission subsequently studied utilized a lower power
and energy requirement. The IPACS has shown comparable costs (4 percent
advantage for IPACS) to the Ag Zn competitive system. Again, development costs
were higher for IPACS but operational costs lower for the ll-year mission period
studied.
The studies did not show any inherent power, energy, or control boundaries
which significantly limit IPACS in spacecraft application. Power levels to
80 kW per array and energy storage to 70 kW-hr per array are obtainable for
units sized to space station dimensional constraints. Momentum storage capa-
bility exceeds requirements and control pointing is expected to parallel that
of current CMG's.
The developments required for the current technology designs include:
demonstration of ball bearing system llfe and power capability at speeds to
50 000 rpm with light film lubrication through centrifugal oilers; fabrication
and demonstration of high speed and efficiency for permanent magnet rotor
generator-motor units; and, demonstration of the capability to balance rotors
about a factor of seven better than common for CMG's over the wider high-speed
range. These developments are verified by calculations but remain to be
demonstrated.
The advanced technology designs require the development of high energy
density composite rotors and magnetic suspension bearings capable of 50 000
rpm operation. Composite designs have been built and tested i_, other research
programs but delivered performance is lower than design prediction. Predictable
designs must be developed and tested for performance and producability.
Magnetic suspension bearings have been built and tested to 8000 rpm. Improve-
ments in bearing field control electronics bandwidth and stability are required
to achieve the higher rpm.
Development costs vary among programs but, for the current technology,
approximate those required for a new CMG design without power return capability.
An advanced technology co_mposite rotor development for MSS and 30-day
Shuttle was estimated at $2.7M for a three-year program. The magnetic suspen-
sion bearing development for the same missions was estimated at $2.5M for the
same missions.
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Recommendations
I Feasibility studies indicate the IPACS concept to be a cost-effective
method of increasing subsystem llfe and energy density w_th only moderate
development cost. The IPACS designs appear especially suited to the require-
_nts of Shuttle-era spacecraft such as the RAMwhere long life and refurbish-
ment capability can result in decisive savings for multiple mission usage.
It is, therefore, recon_nended that IPACS development continue.
Studies are recommended to define the more optimum IPACS designs for
application to selected missions. Specific parameters should be studied to
define the sensitivities of the IPACS designs to changes in requirements and
operating ranges. Cost-effectiveness studies are required to define the
preferred technology approach for IPACS design.
Overall system electrical design optimization studies are recommended.
The benefits of higher voltage arrays and efficiencies of control circuits
are to be defined.
Control studies defining elastic body and nonlinear control effects are
recon_uended for continuance.
I From the standpoint of design it is recommended that a current technology
energy-momentum wheel be fabricated and tested to validate development design
I calculations and performance estimates.
The testing of the current-technology unit can be expected to provide
the design data base for the development of the advanced technology composite
rotor and magnetic suspension bearing.
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